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(The prices in brackets are those at which the books a.re obtainable, poet
free by Officers NonMCommissioned Officers, and Men, in the manner
pre~cribed by Appendix .X.XIII of the King's Regulations and Orders
for the Army, 1912. Applications should be made on Army Form
L. 1372, and addressed to the Secretary, War Office, S.W.)

ABYSSINIA.

Expedition to. 2 vols. and maps. 1870. Half Mor., £5 5a. Cloth, £4 4,,

!ifJi~~ic
Cl~t~iJ1G~~010IGo~!· M~i!:1 ~f· Ui~~OG.w~fh ~!~t~ary.
(3,. 6d.)

1909. 5s.

ANIMAL MANAGEMENT. 1908. ls. 6d. (1'. 4d.)
ARABIC GRAMMAR. Two parts. 1887. (Sold to Officers only). 10s. (10s. 6d.)
ARMOURERS, Instruetions for, in the care, repair, browoiug, &c., of Small Arms.
Machine Guos, "Parapet" Uarriages, and for the care of Bicycles.
U112. ls. 6d. (ls. 4d.)
Ditto.
Amendments. Aug. 191:.t; Aug. 1914. E:1.ch ld. (ld.)
ARMY ACCOUNTS. (Reprintedf1·um 'l'HE ARMY R:tn:Ew, J:1.n. 1914). 3d. (3d.)
ARMY CIRCULARS AND ARMY ORDERS issued before Dec. 31, 189Z. which
are still in force anU required for reference. Reprint of. May, 1896. 3d. (3J,)
ARMY ORDERS. Montbly. Each Sd. (3d.)
ARMY ORDERS. Covers for. 9d. (9d.)
ARMY ENTRANCE Regulationi; : R.M. Ac:tdemy. Admissi,m to, and fol' First ..\ppoiHtmenb then·from to tlw RoYa.l
Artilll•ry all!l Rnyal Engineers, tl11ri11g the pPrio<l of the \Yar. mm. l'i-ovisionnl. ld. (ld.)
R.M. CollPgC' . ..-\<lmhsion to, .-i.n<l for Fil'st Appoiiitm<>nts tl1erefrom to the Regular
Army. durin~ thL' pt•riud of the ,var Wt,), rr,H'isiona!. ld. (ld.)
Military Fon:cs uf tl1e Self-goyerning Dominions a.ud Crown Colonies. Officers of
tliL•, 191:.!. ld. (ld.)
Militia and Imperial Y<>om:tnry. Orficers of. Hl0i. ld. (ld.)
Special Reserve of Officen1, :Malta. Militia., Bermuda Militia, Channel Islands Militia
and 'l'erritorfa.l Force. Offict•rs of tlit>. 1912. ld. (ld.)
'
Univt•rsity Candidates. Hll~. Id. (1d.)
Warraot Officers and N .C.O. of tbo Regular Army. Combataot Commissions a.a
Secoll!l Li?nt_en:1.nts. ;f1H-. Provision~l, ld. (ld.)
See alw Com1111sswn; Medical Corps; Spec1a.l Reseryu; 'l'erritorial Force; Veteri nary Ovrpts.
ARMY LIST. 'l'he Quartt>rly (not i,,'Rllnl in Od(lliC'r, l!H,I). Eacli 15s. (10s. 'Jd.'
A RMY PAY, Appuintmt•nt, Promotiuu, and Nao-Effective r'ay. Hoyal War;ant.
UfH.

6d.

(irl.)

A RMY ALLOWANCES Reg-ulations. l!l14. Gd. (6d.)
ARMY REVIEW, Quarterly. July 1911 to Oct. 1~1-l. ls. (Dp to July 191-:1:, h. ;
AR~~
CORPS:(l'ublicntimi s1uptnde.d)

~14.a.~f~E

l(i~:)

R!'g~~:~~;a~i~f,~~i~)?:t•r~d.
6d. (6d.); Amendments. ld. (ld.); A .S.C.
Tr;,1_11111::, r;artl. lf/0!1. ~R,·printt>d,with Amrn,lments, l Hl ,J). 9d. (fld.)
Ditto.
lart
SupphE-1,1. 190~. (Ri>printed l~ll4 1 with oew Appendix X II.)
lt. .,d. (lx. ld.)
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ENGINEERING

LINTON

(A s t o prices in brackets, see t op of page 2,)
Arm y Servi ce Corps -l'v11finued : -

;xra(9J.rt.
ARTI~.iit ERlari1!1Yt:'tr)~lf•1}~~t~!orra~,;:~~~:11tinn. Wlfi.
Tr:1ini11g-.

Pa{:~lt~.I. 9

1

l!ll l.

(Ul'print,,11, ·wiih .\nwnilrnrnfa~ t.n April
!lr/,

ARTIL L ERY AT T HE P I CARD Y MANCEUVRES in 1910.
from the l!'rf'nch. 2R. 6d. (2s.)
ARTI LLERY, Roya.I:(See Ordnance Oollege.)

(Out rif,i,•int)
'l'ntii ::l:~b·1l

~;1!~;;;~_M1::t~~~~f~:~t.

Garrison. Coast D(•fences. Sea.wards. 1914-15. 3d. (Rd.)
Garri~on. SiegP antl MoV'able Arma.ment. 1914. 3d. (3d.)
Hurse. F ield, and lieavy. 1914. 6d. (5d.)
Standing Orders for:Brigade of Mounted Artillery. Id. (ld.)
.L~eut.-Colonel's Command, R.G.A. (Coast and Siege). ld, (ld.)
T ra.rnmg:F ield, 1914. ~d. (9d.)
G~!.\~:n.~xamplesofRaogiog. 'l'o supplement those give n in Sec. 2:?7. :?d. ("lrl.)

Vol. I. 1914. 6d. (6d.)
Vol. II. (Sifl'ge). 191 1. (Reprint.eel, with Amendment::1. l!H4). 9d. (Sd.)
Vol. III. 1911. (Ra.printed, with A.meudment:3, 1914). ls. (lld.)
ART I L LERY COLLEGE. Reports upon the 14th to l8tl1 St·uior Classes. Each 18.
(9d.) (See also Onluance College.)
ARTI LLERY. FIELD, The Tactics of. ( ViinSchell.) Translated. 1900. ls. (lOd.)
ARTILL E R Y INSTRUMENTS. Handbook of. l!H4. ls. GJ. (L~. 4d.)
Ditto.
Amen<l.ment.s. ld. (ld.)
Ditto.
Addendum to 2d. (2 rl.)
ARTILLE R Y MUSEUM in the Rotunda, Woolwich. Official Catalogue. 1906.
(Sold at the Rotunda. 1s. 6d.).
ARTILLE RY AND RIFLE RANGES ACT, 1885, and MI L I TARY
LANDS ACTS, 1892 to 1903. Byt•l.:vws urnler :Aldeburgb, 11,%; Ash (Alden>hot Camp), 1887; Fiuboroup;h, 1901 ; Hytbe, 1894 i
Iuchkeith Battery, 1896; Kingbornness, 1896; Lrndg uad, 1887; Lyd,lDungeness, 18!15 ; Mid.dlewick, 1800; Millbrook, 1888; Orchard Pol'tman, 18')6;
Scarborough, rno2; Seraps Gate, 1886; Slioc-buryness, 1895; Southwold, 18()6;
Strensall, 1900; Wash, 189 1 ; Whitehaven Battery (Cumberland), 18%; ea.eh
l d. (ld.)
Fur.fleet, 1911. h. (9d.)
Salisbury Plain, 1900. 4d. (4d.)
ARTILLERY S T OR E A CCOU N TS A ND THE SUPE R VISION OF
R.G .A. SUB-DISTRICTS. Notes on. 1914. l s, (lOd:)
ARTILLERY STORE ACCOU N T S AND THE CARE AN D P RESERVATION OF EQUIPMEN1' OF ROYAL AR'fILLERY, HORSE, FIELD, AND
HEAVY BAT TERIES. Notes on. Sept. 19H. Gd. (6d.)
BARRACKS. Care of. Instruction in. 1901. 9d. (Id.)
BASHFOR TH CHRONOGRAP H. Experiments with, to determine the re11iatance
of the air to the motion of projPctilei:i. R('JJOrt on. 1870. l s. (9d.)
BAYONET FIG HTING.
Instruction with Senice Rifle and Bayonet.
1916
l d. ( l d.)
BAYONET FIG HTING FO R COMPETITIONS. Instruction in. ld. (14.)
BERMUDA MILITIA A R TILLERY Regulations, 1914. 9d. (7d.)
BICYCLES. Military. Handbook on. 1911. (Reprinted, with Amendments, 1914),
ld. ( l d.)
BRITISH MINOR EXPE D I TION S, 1746 to 1 81 4. 1884. 2s. Gd. (b. lld.)
CADET UNITS. (See Ter ritorial l<'orce.)
CAMEL CORPS T R AINING . rrovisi,mal. 1913. 8d. (Id.)
CAPE OF GO OD H OPE. Recounaissa.nco Survey of the, 1\)03-1911. Report on
the. ls. 6d. (ls. l d.)
CA VALERIE. 'l'ranslated from thtl' French of Captain Loir.
(In tlie preu)
OAVALRY OF THE L I NE.
PEACE ORGANIZATION OF T HE;
and Arrangements for Mobil i.zatiou co11sequt'n t on the eat:lbliHlnneut of Ca"Valry
D ep6t1:1. (Special A.O., July 1~. 19M). l d, ( l d.)
CAVALRY SCHOOL , NETH ERAVON. St,rndiug Orders. 1911. '!.d. (2d.)
CAVALRY TRAINING. 191:!. (Repriute<l, with Amendnwnts, HH5). 1.~. (lld.)
CEREMONIAL. 1912. 3d. (4d.) ; l'ruYbional Amendments, June l!lH. l d. ( l d.)
CHEMISTRY. PRACTICAL. Quantita.tfre a nd. Qualitative. A Course of. f,,;
(3, . Sd.)
C H EMISTS OF THE RESEARCH DEPARTMENT. Rules a nd Regu lations. ld. ( l d.)

JJJLJJAR}- BUOK.S, publtahed by .duthority-contiuued.

(Aa to prices in brackets, see top of page 2.)
CHIROPODY. Manual of. 2d. (~d.)
CIVIL EMPLOYMENT FOR EX-SOLDIERS. Guido to. 1913. 2d. (2d.)
CIVIL EMPLOYMENT R1,~ulations. l\H3. ld. (ld.)
CIVIL POWER. DUTIES IN AID OF THE. Spe~i~l A.O. Dec. 17, lft08
(Amtsudownts to" King•~ Rt•guhtiom;" and to" Manual of lhht.::i.ry ~aw "). Id. (ld.)
CLOTHING AND NECESSARIES (including Materials). Priced Vc,ra.b11l1tr~·
uf. l!ll;J. l'nwi:•.i11ual. ls. (lld.)
(fu the prnu)

CLOP:~\~t~~:f1~~\i~~~il':~l'Xdmliug tht:" 8p1•cial Reserve). 19U. 6d. (Gd.)

f:~~
ih. SpM~ibl1!~:~r1~~:.c·F}i
~\('l~ttl,(;~-a Dt>mobilizatiou. 1908. 3d. (3d.) .
A.uwndmeut1:1 to Parti,
11., and 111. Nov. lP0!.1; April, Oct. UHO; March, April,
1.,

St.•pt.. Nu,·. 1!)11; Fl'b .. May, ,July, Sept. 1!Jl2; April, July 1913. }:ach ld. (ld.)
COLCHESTER GARRISON •. Standing Order,i. 1!.113. 9d. (7d.)
COMMAND. ALDERSHOI'. Standing Orders. HIH. "2s. 3d. (h. 9d.)
COMMAND. THE ART OF, Dy Colo1wl vou Spohn. Tram,latcrl. 1~. (ld.).
COMMAND. WESTERN.
St.'.lnding Orders.
Ja,u. lfllO.
(Repnnh-11, with
Atut"lldHH'llt~. lHl0).
{id. (5d.)
.
.
1
co~~~a~.8 11
.da~tt~!:i~!1~0 t~ 1

6,

rnt~l'~:i~~
fii

~:~~-Kiufs~~!d !ft~~gi;i~f1t°X.i:, ~~~~c{t!

coir9-2li1si~Nl3
R.M. REGULAR ARMY (1.-om M Apdl, 1912). Sho,t
Guirle tv the n.rioUt> ways of obtaining a; &c., &c. April l!J1"2. '!.d. (2d.) (Se~ also
Army Entrance; Medical Corps; Special Reserve i 'l'erritorial Force; Vett'nnary

co~':ffA_~y

TRAINING. Note,i on.
Foret•, aud uewly-raised U11its of tho
CONVEYANOE
01,' TROOPS
WARR.ANTS. Instructions. ln0.

ggg~i:~-A~~t'b1·EflR~.

F(H' the use of the Spt'cial Rest·n·e, Territorial
fa·guhr Army. SqJt. l!IH.. ld. (ld.)
AND
ISSUE
Ol,' TRAVELLING
'2d. (2d.)
0
5
firi~f;r/ ~{annalof. Mobilization. 1!)15, '!.d. (2d.)

CREWS OF WAR DEPARTMENT VESSELS AND BOATS AT HOME
STATIONS. Regulations for the Appoiut.ment,Pa.y,n.ud Promotion of. 1911. 2d. ('!.d.)
CYCLIST TRAINING. Provisional. 1914. 3d. (3d.)
DIVISION ORDERS. Extracts from. 1880. 2.~. 6d. (ls. 9d.)
DRAINAGE MANUAL. 1907. Forth(• use of TI,,yal Engi1wer Officer~, :wd other
persous, e1n11loyed 1111 the Con~trudion aml ).foinft'nanc,• of ])raiuage "\\~orks in
l'Ouueetiun with \Yar Dep:trtmellt lJuilding,,; in the Cnited King1lom or in similar
cli1n:itt•s.
(Uepri1j/iny)
DRAWI.NG PLATES. Militarv:Attack of Dufor's CotrntermiuCs or 2nd phte of Mines ; Carnot's First S;..-stmn;
Detached Forts; Couce,aled Defences, 1, 2. 3, '±; Printing Plate, A. B, C, &c.;
Detail Plate, No. 1; Do., No. 2; Neiglibourliuud of Woolwich; Village and
Surrounding Ground. Each '!.d. (2d.)
Att:ack of Jlortre.ss-Prdim1mry Operations; Do., Distant Attack i Do., Close
Attack; Neigl1bourhood of Metz. Each 3d. (3d.)
"\Yuod.s and ViUage~. 6 plates. Each 6d. (5d.)
DR:;t 1
S%e;_ ls. Gd. (ls. Id.)

i'i~;tl~'fo~;'.c~.orfOll~~-e~~-

Ditto.
Amendments. March, Aug. 1~1:t. J,lch ld. (ld,); Aug. 1913. 2d. (2d.)
DRUM AND 1-~LUTE DUTY for tlie Infantry, with Instructions for tile Training
of Drummers and Flautists. 1887. 2s. (lt1. (id.)
DYNAMICS. Nutes on. (Rte Orduance Cul\(',ge.)
EGYPT. BRI'l'ISH FORCE IN. Staudiu!'.! Orders. 1912. 1.~. (l0d.)
1~;, s~)litary History. With Case of Mapa.
EG~~n~~us~t:iftti~~~v~:r

ls~~J.

EL~t~RICAL COMMu'NICATIONS. FIXED. Instructions as to. 1912. 4d.
ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. Text Book for tbe use of the Cadets at
tlie R.M . .Academy. 1911. 2s. fid. (2s.)
ELECTRICITY. Kotes on. l!ll il. ls.
(Jn tlie presi)
EL~fT~~~- L::H(~dtPPARATUS. DEFENCE, Instructions for tho Working
ELE<?TRTC LIGHTIN~.
with A_),lt'ndnw11ts, 1\lfo).

Military. Vol. I. ls. (lld.); Vul. II. (Ilt•iirintcd
1.~. 61'. (ls. Ud.); Vol. 111. ls. (lld.)
'
Hy Hans mu Kiesling. Part I, Practical.

EN'i.,~~~a~~~·1s:G1E (~~~JLE OF.

ENGINEER SERVICES RPgnl:Ltiuns. l'l':it·t• : Part I. 1911), (H,·printc,t, with AnH·l!dllll'llis, to lfay 1;rnrn).

:•eclmical

J.,,

(l0d.)

Part,~\ Hlll.
Tre:1tises.
(Reprinted, with A.mcndmen\~11 t~1e£}~~~~s{
1. !.,). Od. (,d.)
(/ tl
· )
6)
ENGINEER TRAINING, 1912. (Reprinted with Amendments lfll4.) n. 6~
ENGINEERING. Ffold. Manual of. 1911. 19d. (9cL)
'
'
•
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BIIGIIIBBBING. Military,Part I. Field Defences. mos. ls. 6d. (ls. 3r/.)

Attack and Di'ft>uce of Pl'rlrl•Si>:et-1, 1\110. !l./, (&!.)
Part Ula. :Military l~ri1lging-(3,•rn•1·al Priuciplt•R ::i.11,l Mn.1-tirials. l!llJ. h (111')
Ditto.
Ditto.-lHtto. ]mlt-:\" to, Id. \Id, 1
Part Illb. Ditto--Bri,Iget-1. h.~/. (l.". :!.d.)
Pa.rt IV. Miuiug and Demolitiuus. WlO. la. (lld.)
Part V. Miscullaneom1. Wl-1. h. (lld.)
EQJ~~iN~~li~i~~';iY. 18;!itern W08 Y{eb. 1()13. '2d. ('.!d}Out ofpl'int)
Part II.

EQUIPMENT RPgula.tions : Part 1. 191'2. (Rf•pri11ted, with Ameudmeut.s 1mbli::1hc:,l iu Army Or(lers up to
Aug. 31, !UH). h. (lld.)
Part 2. DetailsSec:3.
Secs.
:X.m.
Hridi;ing 'frain.
(Heguhr
Infantry. (Regular Anuy.) 1913.
I.
M~~n~ffufantry.1912. Od. (5,l.)
Cavalry. (Heguhr Anny.) 1:11-1.
3d. (3,/.)
Anny Sl•rdce Corps. (RPg-ular

la.

II.
III.

IV., IVa,A~~:J'{vfn 3.Ar~Y

~:~~i?1ance
Army l'av Cvrps
Army Veterinary Oui·ps. (HPgular .Army.) 19H. tJ. (':!d.)
l{i1yal Arruy Medical OurpH.
(HPgufar Anuy.) UIH. ':!.d. (:!d.)
Vl.-IX. R.M. Aca,lemy; l:.l!. and Staff
Colleges; Garrisou Staff and
~chuols vf Instruction ; Military l'ri,,;ons, D"teotfou BarrackR and Milibrv l'ro"ost
St:1ff Corps. (Reguiar Anny.)
HI! 4. 2d. (2d.)
Enginetr. Gl•nernl. FortreRS,
Xa.
Survey, Railway, and Dcp6t
Units. Peace anrl ,var. (1-:cgular Anny.) l!.\-H. 2J. ('"!d.)
Field
Truop. (Regular Army.)
Xb.
1912. ':!d. (id.)
Field
Company.
(Regular
Xc.

Xn.
XIa.

(fid.)

:Xlb.

Cvrps.

Xie.

v.

Xd.

n1~rr~L1
~ign;f s~~~:?ixrny.
(Regular .Army.) 1914. 2d.
19

Army.) Hit:!. '2d. ("!,/.)
Fi,·ld
Squ:i.,lron.
(Hi>!'..!'Ular
.Army.) ]!1H. '2d. (!.d)
llor!10 Artillt'l')', Q,F. 13-)'r,
(Hegnlar .A nu~-.) 191~. 9d.

Q.F. 18-pr.
(H,•i:ulnr Army.) 19H. 'Jd.
(8,/.)
Fit'ld .Artillt·IT. Q.F. 4·!,-iu.
JJowitzt'l·. (Re~uhr Anny.)
U-113. (H"ririut,•,1,with .\11wut.l-

Fif•ld ArtiJl,,ry.

111,•nb HJ• tu .\Uf~. 1, ]'.11-l ).

Xld.

XIe.

Xlla.

l1rig-a1Jet; witli (J.l!'. 18pr. E,.1ui1•ment, Horf-l' and
Fivld Artillery, f-tlfI and
Dl·p6ts, Rid in;; Establi:-;limeut,
Scliool of Guum·ry (H.-,n,;e
nnrl Field), :rnd Mounh•d Banrl.
(Heg:ular Army.) l~!l-1. Oil.
(•;d.)
?.fonutain Artillen· ·with n.L.
:!·75-io. Eqnipnwllt. Mouutain
Battery aurl Amruunitivn C1Jlumn. ·~lul1:1 'l'raw,port.
l'royisinual. (ReJ~ular Arm;r.)
19H. Gd. (5<1.)
Ruval Garrison Artillery. (Reguiar Army.) l!Jl-1. :!.~. Gd.
(ls. lid.)
Royal Garriiwn Artillery, Si,•ge
Artillerv, Movahle Arm,nnt:ut,
and Ma'cl,llle O uns in Arma.meuti:-. 1~13. h. (lOcl.)
flpayy Artillt'ry, ILL. Oll-pr
(Re.i;uhr Army.) 1( 11-3. ~,(.
(SJ.)
C,rv~lrr School, NPtllf'raYou.
(TI.(•glllar .Army.) 1~114. '2cl.

Rt•tH•1·n1

Xllb.
(2d.)
Signal Company (Wirele8s).
(Regular Army.) 191':!. '2d,
(2d.)
Xllc.
H~adquarters Signal UnitP..
Xf.
(Regular Army.) 1914.. '2d.
(2d.)
XIV.
Signal Company (C:1ble). (Rl"Xg.
gular 3.rmy.) 1912. 2d. (2d.)
(Regular
Signal
Squadron.
Xh.
XV.
Cnrp~ f-;ehooi. Egypt
Army.) 1914. '2d. (':!d.)
(Rr,g-ular Army.) l'.114. :!d.
Signa.l Troop with Cavalry
Xj.
(2d,)
Brigade. (Regular .Army.)
XVI.
Spt>ci.'l.lRt~St•rve. Ht13. 4d. (4d.)
1912. 2d. (2d.)
xvn. Officerd Tr:liuiug Corps, mu.
Signal Troop with a Cavalry
XJ:,
3d. (3,/.)
Brigade not allotted to a
Prnctice B:i.tt,,ri,•s an1l Drill Gm1s (Fi::s:t'd
Ca.valry Division. (Regular
Mountings) of tlw Royal I };ini!-on
Army.) 1914. 2d. (td.)
Artillery. (Part ~. t-:"cue. Xlla. :111<1.
Signal Company (South Africa.).
XI.
XVI., ant! Part 3.) mos. l.!. tid.
(Regular Army,) 1912. 2d.
(h, 2d.)
(2d.)
Part 3. Territorial Force. 1914. 6d. (Gd:)
Ditto. Deta.ils : Sec. IX. Artillery. 1912.
Ditto. Amendments.
Seo, X.

Xe.

ci;11~1

-

Ameo.dmeo.

Amendmen
Amendmen

IIILITABY BUOKB, pub/iM,d by ,,......,.,,_..llaao4
■ee

(.A.a to prlcu ID braoketa,

top of p . .e I.)

BU'lLOP.BAJr W AB, 1914-16. De11p&tcbea (Na.val and Military) relaUng to Open,.
tio11a in thti Wa.r. Sept., Oct., and Nov. 1914. With List of Honoun and Bewudl
conforrcd. With Sketch Map. 211. (3d.)

BXAJl(INATIOlll' PAPB:a&:Qualifying Oertiftcatos. Sept. 1905 ; March 1906; Sept. 1909; Karoh, Sept.. 1910;
·
March, Sept. 1911 ; }larch 1912. Each 6d. (6d.)
Entrance: R.M. ACAdumy, R.M. College, Qualify1Dg Test for Oommlaafon1. Sup,plt:imentary Fint Appoiniment11 in the Royal Marine■• Juoe-Jul7 1912. l,.
Eotr~1
R.H. Academy, R.H. College, Qualllyiog Teal for OommlaoioDB, :Nov.

;;!~

1912; Nov.-Dec. 1913. Each ls. (lld.)
Entrance: R..M. Academy, k.l(. Coll~ge, Qualifyin~ Teat for Commission■.

81:f.;

f~d~:~:1ic!'
~:;~pp1~;;::::!:. ;~s t! i1!"i>~1f-::1"t-::~a !ti.r! J::tt~J:iti=
wents and the P't•derated Ma.lay States. Cadetships in the Boyal Navy (Special
Ent~::;'?
R.~nl~~1:r:;,1i.J."·oo~:::~ Nov.-Dec. 1914. b. (lOd.)
.Ii'reeband Drawing at the Army Entrance Examination of Nov. 1918. Bpeoimeu
8

0

Paper to illustrate the kind of questions that will be set in. 6d. (5d.)

R.M. Academy, Fourth Class ; R.ll. College, Fourth, Third, and Second Divlelou.

July, D,:!c. 1904 i June 1905. Each 1".
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THEORY OF ELECTRIC ARC.
CONTENTS.

Electric arc.-How formed.-Conductors.-Shape and appearance of arc.Source of light.-Flow of carbon particles from positive to negative
carbon.-Electrlc properties of the arc.-Heating effect commences
with bad contact.-Analysis of vapour in the arc.-Resistance of parts
of the arc.-Apparent counter E.llf.F.-Resistance depends on length
of arc and cross section of mist.-Potential falls as current rises.Summary of effectB produced.-Length of arc.-Potential difference.Current.-Variations in electrical conditions.-When first starting.The hissing arc.-Use of hissing arc.-Size of carbons and conditions of
are adopted for military purposes.-Practical considerations.-Limita.tion of size of crater and positive carbons.-Limitation of length of arc
and size of negative.-Cored carbons.-Care of carbons at starting.Summary of details.

The source of light used in the military service for electric Electric arc.
lights in attack or defence is the electric arc.
If two points of conducting material have a potential difference,
whether alternating or continuous, of not more than 100 volts
maintained between them, it will be found that they may be brought
extremely close together before any discharge takes place between
them, and the 100 volts will not produce a spark across any distance
visible to the naked eye.
Should, however, the discharge once start in consequence of How formed.
their touching, then, if the potential difference be maintained, a
brilliant luminous mass will form between the points, and a current
will pass between them even if they be considerably separated.
This mass is the arc, and, as stated, it is establishecl whether the
current is alternating or continuous. In the service, however,
arc lights are invariably produced by continuous currents, and in
this chapter this case only will be considered.

T

<

·omluctors.

'

The arc appears to be a flow of the particles of which the conductors are made taldng place from the conductor attached to the
positive pole of the source of power towards that atta?hed to the
negative. The heat is, however, so great that portions of the
conducting particles are volatilized and pass away, and the conductors consequently waste, the positive considerably faster than
the negative.
In practice, the conductors are invariably formed of carbon,
the relative sizes of positive and negative being arranged so that
the rate of burning away is eciual.
SHAPE AN D APPEARANCE OF ARC.

The main obj ect when manipulating an arc light is to obtain
as much light as possible while maintaining the steady burning
of the carbons.
To obtain this, it is necessary to understand something of the
action and appearance of the arc under conditions approximating
to those in nse for military purposes, viz., a potential difference
bet ween the carbons of 60 volts and a current of 120 amperes.
In the first place the arc is extremely bright if looked at with
t he naked eye, but, by projecting its image on a screen, or observing
it through a dark glass, the following points may be noticed when
the arc is burning steadily:(1) The end of the positive carbon is somewhat tapered, with a

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
Source of
light.

ii
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depression at the tip called the crater, which is brilliantly
luminous.
The end of the negative carbon is burnt to a blunt point,
in which there is a small bright spot like a minute crater.
The tips of both carbons are white hot, diminishing further
from the point through yellow to red.
Round the base of the points of both carbons is an irregular
ring of bubbles of burning carbon.
Between the points is the " arc," which for a given distance between the carbons assumes a fairly regular shape.
The centre of the arc has a violet hue, the outer portion
1s green, and there is a definite shadow-like portion lying
between these two.
Round the arc and points there is a bright flame.
The arc does not remain steady, but tends to move about
over the crater of the positive carbon.

By obscuri':'g parts ?f the a:c it will be seen that the greatest
s0urce of hght 1s the whit_e hot tip and crater of the positive carbon,
that the tip of the negative carbon gives an appreciable but much
smaller amount of light and that the arc itself contributes a still
small er amount.
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Further observation shows that while both carbons are con- Flow of
sumed away, there is a continuous flow of particles of carbon from carbon parthe positive to the negative. The latter is thus partially renewed ticles from
posi ti ,·e to
by _t~e action of the arc and wastes much more slowly than the negative
positive.
ca1·bon.
This ~ls_o tends to keep the c_rater on the negative carbon very
small as 1t 1s filled up, as fast as 1t forms, by these carbon particles.
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THE ARC.

The exact method in which the arc is produced by the electric
current is still not definitely h."I!own, or at least expert opinion is
not yet unanimous, but the following explanation, based on the
theory propounded by Mrs. Ayrton, is probably accurate, and
explains the facts as far as we know them.
It is well h."I!own that a bad contact in an electrical circuit is
a source of heat, and this is due to the fact that the current finds
itself restricted to a few points of contact, the resistance of which
is high and the heating effects consequently large.
If two conductors with a considerable difference of potential
are brought tight together the current is at first comparatively
large, but as the conductors are slowly separated the contact
becomes bad, and the heating effect increases, until at last the
whole current is passing through some very small portion of the Heating
conductor. The heating effect then becomes so great that the effect commences witb
conductors are melted and formed into vapour, which acts as a bad
cont..l rt.
conductor of high resistance, providing a passage for the current
after actual separation of the conductors has taken place. Th.is
arc of hot vapour increases as the conductors are separated.
A further analysis of the arc seems to show that the vapour A nalysis of
goes through three stages:~-~r~~-~-in
{I) It is formed mainly at the surface of the positive carbon.
(2) As the arc increases in size, the vapour is cooled by contact
with the air to form a mist, which fo.ms the central
purple portion of the arc.
(3) The outside of this mist combines with the air and burns
in a flame enveloping not only the arc, but the tips of
the carbons as well. Th:s is the outer green flame which
is reaclily noticed round the arc.
There is also some definite action at the point where the arc
strikes the negative carbon. It seems possible that there may be
here a thin film of vapour acting in the same way as that at the
positive carbon, but on a smaller scale, or there may be here a
true back E.M.F.
The resistances of these three elements of the arc probably Resistan ce
vary considerably. Vapours as a rule have a high resistance, 0 parts nf
therefoie it is supposed that the thin films of vapour have a com- t 10 arc.
paratively high resistance. The mist is, however, co~posed
largely of minute particles of carbon, and thus has a resistance
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approximating to that of a thin carbon conductor, while the flame
has such a high resistance that it is practically an insulator.
If, then, the fall of potential is traced through the arc, we find
first in the positive carbon a very small fall, then in the vapour on
the positive carbon a comparatively large fall, in the mist a smaller
fall, at the surface of the negative carbon a larger fall, and in the
negative carbon a very small fall again.
The heating effect is proportional to the fall of potential, and is
thus large in the vapour, small in the mist, and very small in the
conductors.
This theory explains a difficulty which has been met in practical
Apparent
counter
working, that is, the apparent existence of a counter E.M.F. in
E.l\I.F.
the arc. There never seemed any reason why such an E.M.F.
should exist, and yet there was no doubt that some 35 to 40 volts
were apparently swallowed up in forming the arc. The presence
of layers of vapour with high resistance requiring 35 to 40 volts
to force the current through them explains the known facts in a
way which is in accordance with known electrical phenomena.
The fact that an arc cannot be started with less than a certain
difference of potential is also explained by the theory that the arc
depends on the formation of an intensely hot vapour, which vapour
offers considerable resistance. If the potential is unable to overcome this resistance the arc cannot be formed.
The loss of potential in the arc is approximately constant for
a given length of arc, and this implies the condition that the resistance of the vapour film decreases as the current increases. This
also coincides with facts, as the area of the crater or luminous
portion of the positive carbon increases proportionally to the
current, while, assuming the vapour film is very thin, its resistance
will be inversely as the size of the area of the carbon in contact
with it. The product of current into resistance will thus be constant.
Careful measurements by Mrs. Ayrton showed that one-fifth
of the loss in the vapour occurs at the negative carbon and fourfifths at the positive, or in actual figures about 7· 5 volts are used
at the negative and 30 volts at the positive.
When a current is flowing the greatest production of heat takes
place at the points of high resistance, in this case the vapour films,
the carbon in contact with these films thus becomes highly heated
so as to be luminous and also generates more carbon vapour and
thus maintains the arc.
Resistance
The resistance of the mist depends on the length of the am
depen<ls on
lengc.h of arc and the average area of cross section, the latter depends on the
amount of the mist, and this amount is found to increase faster
and cross
section of
than the current. This is to be expected from the fact that the
mist.
heating effect varies as the square of the current.
Potential
For a given length of arc an increase of current therefore reduces
fall8 as
current rises. the resistance faster than the current increases, so that as the
current increases, the potential difference reguired to send the
current through the arc decreases.
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~ We can now summarize the effects produced by chan<res in the Sururual'y of

various factors affecting the arc.

"

effects
produced.

LENGTH OF ARC.

1. The longer the arc the higher the resistance, and the greater Length of
the potential difference required.
al'c.
2. The shorter the arc, the greater the current, and consequently the larger the crater and the greater the evolution of heat .
3. The transference of carbon from the positive to the negative
will thus be greater with a short arc than with a long one.
4. With a long arc the positive carbon will burn with a blunter
tip and the crater will be nearly flat.
With a short arc the tip is hotter and consequently wastes more
and the crater is deeper.
·
5. With a long arc the tip of the negative carbon becomes
rounded and blunt. With a short arc the tip is being constantly
renewed by the deposit of carbon from the mist and therefore
remains more pointed.
POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE.

1. The amount required must he sufficient to form the vapour Potential
difference.
films and to overcome the resistance of the mist.
2. An increase of potential difference enables a longer arc to be
used, with a decrease a shorter arc is necessary.
CURRENT.

1. The greater the current the greater the size of the crater Current.

and the larger the volume of mist.
2. An increase of current thus increases the size of the source
of light, but for reasons which are given in the next chapter, this
increase cannot be usefully employed beyond a certain limit.
All the above is based on the assumption that the arc has been Variations
properly formed, that the carbons are of suitable size and that in electrical
conditions
burning has been regular.
,
There are, however, two sets of conditions which may arise
which must be studied to ensure good burning. These are:(1) The conditions when first starting; (2) the hissing arc.
When the arc is first started, and for some time afterwards, the When first
principal change to notice is that the difference of potential required starting.
to maintain the arc will be very much less than normal, and as th e
arc is formed the potential will rise to a higher value than that
required for steady rnnning and then fall slowly to the normal.
The original low value for the difference of potential is probably
caused by the fact that the positive carbon in not sufficiently
heated to thoroughly volatilize the carbon, the latter is thus transferred across the arc in the form of dust with consequently a lower
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resistance in the arc itself. The thin film of vapour is also probably
not properly formed. The rise of potential above the normal is
due to the fact that additional power is required at first to heat
the tips of the carbons.
.
The hissing
Under normal conditions the noise from the arc 1s small, but
arc.
under certain circumstances the burning of the arc will entirely
change, and be accompanied by a loud hissing noise or roar. Such
an arc is called a "hissing arc," and, as it is accompanied by a
marked decrease of light, the conditions under which it is formed
must be studied to ensure good burning.
Take an ordinary service lamp burning a normal silent arc and
irraduallv bring the carbons closer together so as to shorten the
~re, until the latter begins to hiss. The following can then be
observed:(1) There is a sudden rise of current through the arc.
(2) There is a sudden fall of potential of about 10 volts.
(3) The burning becomes unsteady, the arc flickers violently
and dark patches appear on the crater of the positive
carbon.
(4) If the hissing arc is allowed to continue, the negative carbon
becomes more pointed until a protuberance shaped like
a mushroom appears on the tip.
The illumination from such an arc is very much less than from
a silent arc, while the fact that the arc is not steady makes it Yery
difficult to usefully employ the light.
If instead of closing the carbons we could gradually increase
the current through the arc without changing other details, we
should find that the crater would gradually increase in size till
it nearly fills the end of the positive carbon, and then a hissing arc
would form with the same effects as above.
In fact it will be found that a hissing arc is formed whenever
there is an excess of current in the arc, and further that hissing
commences whenever the mist ceases to cover the whole of the
crater. Following this further it can be shown that the hissing
is the result of allowing the oxygen in the air access to any part
of the crater.
lJse of
A hissing arc,• though unsuitable for illumination, may often
hissing arc
be used to advantage to bring carbons when first started or when
burning irregularly to a "normal " shape, as the shortening of
the arc tends to centralize the crater on the positive carbon and the
increased deposit on the negative tends to point the latter and
make the running more steady.
SIZE OF CARBONS AND CONDITIONS OF ARC ADOPTED FOR MILITARY
PURPOSES.

To fully appreciate all the factors which liave to be considered
in selecting the conditions to govern the si7.e of carbons and arc
adopted for military service, it will be necessary to study the next
chapter on the "Optics of Projection," but in order to complete
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our consideration of the detailed working of the arc, the following
may be noted:(1) The source of light used for military purposes is the crater
of the positive carbon.
(2) The arc is formed in a lamp with the carbons horizontal.
(3) The crater is placed as nearly as possible in the focus of a
curved reflector which projects the lights.
(4) When the maximum illumination of a distant object is
required the reflector is shaped as a paraboloid, and the
;:o
projected light is shaped as a cone with a
small conical angle.
~
The general arrangement will be seen in Fig. 1.
::;;
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From this it will be seen that as only one point of the crater
can be in exact focus, an increase of the size of the crater, for a
aiven form of reflector, does not increase the illumination of any
;mall object but only increases the angle of the cone of light. In
fact it lights a larger area.
The size of crater required is thus limited by the size and range
Limitation
of size of
of the target required to be lit,. and in practice it is found that the
cra.ter and
necessary conditions are complied with when the angle of the cone
positive
of light is about 2½ to 3 degrees.
carbon.
This is obtained when the dianreter of the crater is about onetwentieth of the focal distance, or for the service reflectors of 90 cm.
diameter and 42 to 45 cm. focal distance, a crater of a diameter
of 2· 25 cm. or about 0· 9 inch is required.
It is essential that the carbon shall be larger than this, so as
to leave a margin of carbon round the crater and to prevent the
tip from getting too hot and wasting unduly.
Limitation
The length of the arc and the size of the negative carbon are
of length of both affected by the important consideration of reducing the
arc and size
of negative. " obscuration " or shadow from the negative carbon. In the
service arrangement of lamp and reflector this carbon doeJI not
contribute in any material degree to the amount of light collected
by the reflector, while it does intervene between parts of the crater
and some portions of the reflector.
It is obvious that the bigger the carbon and the closer it is to
the crater the greater this interference becomes. The negative
carbon should therefore be as thin as possible. Also a thin carbon
burns to a better point and thus keeps the arc more steady.
On the other hand, a carbon which is too thin will not carry
the current, though this can be remedied by a coating of copper.
The ideal negative should thus be a thin rod of carbon heavily
coated with copper, but in practice it is found that the heavy
coating of copper is objectionable.
The next point to consider is whether the carbons should be
"solid," that is of the same substance throughout, or "cored,"
that is, should have down the centre a core of softer material.
Core<l
This core burns more readily than the surrounding carbon,
carbons.
and tends to deepen the crater in the centre and to concentrate
the principal heating effect at this point, the arc burns more steadily
and flickering is reduced.
When cored carbons are used the potential difference required
is lower for a given length of arc and the hissing point is also lower.
The potential difference on first starting is lowel'ed by usin"
cored positive carbons, and the time required to reach normal
running is also greater.
The time required for both these operations can, however,
?e reduced by shaping the tips of the carbons before placing them
Care of
m the lamp as nearly as possible to the form obtained with normal
carbons at
running. Tools for this purpose are provided in the accessories
starting.
of each lamp (see Chapter III.).
,__;
~.,
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SUMMARY.

As a result of the above considerations the following figures
have now been adopted for the service defence arcs used with the
normal 90 cm. reflector :Diameter of reflector, 90 cm.
Focal distance of reflector, 42 to 45 cm.
Carbons {Positi:'e, 38 mm. cored.
·
Negative, 26·5 mm. uncored.*
Current, 120 amperes.
Potential difference between carbons, 60 volts.
With the above figures the crater should be about 1 inch
(2½ cm.) in diameter and 1 inch long.
The fall of potential in the mist will be about 22 volts, or the
resistance of this part of the arc will be 0· 18 ohm.

* This size is not entirely satisfactory,. and expe~iment~ are in pro~r.eas
,vitll a cored negatiYe carbon of smaller ch~lmeter ,nt~ a view to obtammg
a steadier arc and f'lirninating flickering as far as poss1Ule.
(11203)
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CHAPTER II.
OPTICS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT PROJECTION.
CONTENTS.

Arrangement of projector.-Details and definitions.-Patterru ol reflectors.Early pattems.-Spherical reflector.-Mangin reflector.-Paraboloid
refleotor.-Dispersing lens.-Converging lens.-Parabola • hyperbola
reflector.-Parabola-ellipse reflector.-Metallio refleotors.-Llght pre•
jectlon by the hellograph -In troduotory remarks.-Sun is the source
of light.-Influenoe of shape of heliograph mirror.-Influence of size of
heliograph mirror.-Influenoe of obliquity of plane of heliograph mirror
to line joining its centre to centre of sun.-Influence of range of point
heliograph is laid on.-Influenoe of distance of source of light from the
mirror.-Influence of the variation of the brightness of the source of
light.-Influence of shape of source of light.-Summary of resulta.Llght projection ol electric llght.-Introductory remarks.-Case of a
paraboloid reflector.-Reflectors formed of small plane mirrors.Action of elemental plane mirror.-Every cone of rays may be considered
as originating at apex of reflector.-Every zone reflects a cone of rays
with circular base.-Resultant illumination of all zones superposed.Proportion of focal length to diameter.-Heating effect with short
focus.-Obscuration by negative carbon.-Summary of illumination
produced.-Shape of light from Mangin reflector.-Shape from a parabolaellipse reflector.-Illumination from central strip.-Illumination from a
strip nearer the edge.-Illumination from part near edge.-Resultant
effect of illumination from the various strips.-Obscuration from negative
carbon.-Width of light near second focus of ellipse.-Consideration ol
changes produced in Illumination by changes In various !actors affecting
the projection ol the Ught.--Size of crater.-Change of focal distance.Change of diameter.-Change of diameter and focal distance.-Best
combination for a concentrated light.-Changes with a parabola-ellipse
reflector.-Change in crater.-Changes in focal distance.-Change in
diameter.-Change in more than one factor.
Arrangement of
projector.

Details and
definitions.

In the last chapter a reference has been made to the general
arrangement of lamp and reflector to provide a concentrated
light from the point of view of the production of the most useful
form of light.
In this chapter the question is considered of the most useful
form of reflector and of the changes which can be made in the form
of the light by changes in the pattem of reflector or of the relative
arrangement of reflector and lamp.
The following details may be added to those already stated on
page 9 :(1) The lamp and reflector are mounted for use in a metal
frame, called a "projector," the details of which are
given in a subsequent chapter.
(2) The projector is mounted on bearings in such a way that the
reflected light can be directed as required.
(3) The reflectors now in the service are made either of silvered
glass or of metal, generally copper, with a highly polished
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)

surface of some special metal-such as palladium, nickel
or gold.
Reflectors are identified by their shape, diameter and focal
distance. The diameter is measured on a vertical plane
through the centre of the reflector, and is the distance from
edge to edge.
The crater may be considered as a flat disc with its edge
corresponding to the outer edges of the crater. The
" diameter " of the crater is the diameter of such an
imaginary disc, and the " centre " of the era ter is the
centre of the disc.
A lamp is said to be in focus when the" centre" of the crater
is in the central axis of the reflector at a distance from
the reflecting surface equal to the focal distance of the
reflector.
The source of light may be assmned to be uniformly bright,
though this is not, of course, obtained in practice.
The intrinsic brilliancy of the crater surface, i.e., the amount
of light per square cm. of crater surface given off in a
direction normal to that surface, is constant. This
assumes that the best conditions for running are adopted.
PATTERNS OF REFLECTORS.

The first attempts to concentrate the light from an electric Early
arc were made with glass lenses similar to those in use in lighthouses. patterns.
An apparatus on this principle, called a " Holophote," was in
use in the military service for some years.
The next step was to use a curved glass reflector placed behind Spherical
the arc and reflecting the rays forward. It was recognised that the reflector.
correct form for such a reflector was a paraboloid, but at the time
it was not found possible to manufacture glass or metal reflectors
of this type with sufficient accuracy.
But it was found that for a small angle of collection, a mirror
shaped as a segment of a sphere using a focal distance equal to
half the radius of the sphere, was nearly as good as a paraboloid.
If the mirror is increased in size the light reflected from the outer
portion will diverge considerably from the true parallel form.
This is called spherical aberration, and is illustrated in Fig. 2;
where C is the centre of curvature of the spherical reflection, F,
the focus of the parabola, of nearly identical shape, and A and B,
centres of reflection, showing the errors introduced by a small
error of focus.
A great step in advance was made by Colonel Mangin, of the .llfangin
French Engineers, who pointed out that a silvered glass reflector reflector.
with the inner and outer surfaces ground to spherical curves of
different radii produced almost identical results with that obtain•
able from paraboloids.
B 2
(ll203)
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SPHERICAL REFLECTOR SHOWING ABERRATION.
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows a section of such a reflector, from which it will
be seen that the rays from the focus are successively refracted,
reflected and refracted again. The spherical aberration is almost
perfectly compensated by the double refraction-.
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MANGIN REFLECTOR,

f Such reflectors give excellent illumination, which has not been
bettered by any of the more modem forms, but they are somewhat
heavy and liable to crack with sudden changes of temperature.
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Paraboloid
retl ector.

Dispersing
lens.

The first practical reflectors of the shape of a paraboloid were
made by l\Iessrs. Chance, who pressed the glass into shape without
grinding the surface. These reflectors answered well, but were
inferior to the l\Iangin type.
Finally a method of grinding a parabolic surface was developed
by Messrs. Schuckert, and since then all glass reflectors for concentrated lights are true paraboloids, the glass being of equal
thickness throughout.
But for certain uses of the light, such as the illumination of a
definite area at short ranges, the concentrated form produced by
the paraboloid reflector is not the most effective.
For these cases the best form of projection would be such that
the vertical section of the reflected light should remain concentrated while the light is spread out horizontally over any required
area.

PLAN OF PROJECTOR, SHOWING THE METHOD OF
USING A DISPERSING LENS.

•

Fig. 4.
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This effect was first obtained by placing on the front of the
projector a lens composed of vertical glass prisms, which divided
up the reflected light into vertical section.~ and spread the light
from each section into a fan, as in Fig. 4.
A modification of this arrangement was made by using con- ConYerging
verging lenses, by which the rays from each side of the reflected lens.
light were refracted inwards, aiming at a point a little distance
in front of the projector, where the width of the reflected light was
narrowed to a comparatively small strip. This lens was specially
designed for use behind portholes. Beyond the porthole the rays
ot light diverged to an angle whlch depended on the degree of
refraction.
The next step was to effect the same result by a variation in Pa.rabolahyperbola
the shape of the r~/lector, thus making the additional lens un- reflector,
necessary.
The first trials were made with a reflector so shaped that all
vertical sections were parabolas, all horizontal sections hyperbolas.
The effect is that the rays are spread outwards horizontally
over an angle depending on the shape of the hyperbola. This
form is in use for ship lighting on the Suez Canal, but was not
adopted fox military purposes.
It is obvious that this shape does not lend itself to the porthole Parabolaellipse
arrangement, and the next step was to shape the reflector so that reflector.
while vertical sections remained parabolic, the horizontal sections
took the form of an ellipse. The properties of this latter curve
are such that if the source of light ia placed at the nearer focus
of the ellipse, the reflected rays will all pass through the further
focus .

..·_ ~>\; ~ -_-_- -~ -_~:;_~;}-.:-~:~\~ ~ ~: ==~ ------ -: - - - ,.

Fig. 5.

This will be made more clear by Fig. 5, where F I is the focus
at which the source of light is placed, F, the focus where the
reflected beams cross.
Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 show horizontal sections of a paraboloid
reflection, and of the three classes of parabola-ellipse reflections in
the service.
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l\Ietallic
retl ecturs.

It will be seen that the shape of the reflected light from such
a reflector is exactly what is required to give a dispersed light
combined with the protection of the porthole arrangement.
There are still practical difficulties in manufacturing to this
shape, which makes this pattern of reflector less perfect optically
than the paraboloids, but in practice the results are sufficiently
uood, and this pattern of reflector is extensively used in the service.
"' All the above have been discussed as if they were of glass silvered,
and this pattern still gives the best results. But the advantages
of a metal reflector are so great for military purposes that many
efforts have been made to find a suitable material for the reflecting
surface, and some metal reflectors have been introduced into the
service. The optical principles involved are practically the same
whether glass or metal is used.
The details of the actual service reflectors are given in Chapter IV.
LIGHT-PROJECTION BY THE liELIOGRAPH.

Before considering in detail the optics of Electric Light
Introductory
remark::;:.
Projectors, it will be convenient to consider a rather simple case

Sun is the
source of

light.

Influence of

shape of
heliograph
mirror.

of light-projection, namely one which occurs with the heliograph.
The Service heliograph consists of a plane circular silvered
glass mirror, 5 inches in diameter, but in order to simplify the
problem the mirror will be considered as a plain metallic reflector
without any glass ; this assumption will not materially affect the
accuracy of the conclusions arrived at.
It is proposed to consider the simplest case of the use of the
heliograph, not that of duplex working.
The sun may be considered as a spherical source of light sending out light in a precisely similar manner from every part of its
surface.
It is clear that every part of the sun's surface facing the
heliograph mirror, however obliquely, sends rays of light to every
part of that mirror.
By far the larger number of the rays emitted from the sun's
surface, of course, do not fall on the heliograph mirror ; all such
rays are lost as far as heliographing is concerned. vl' e are only
concerned with those falling on the mirror.
. . \Ve know from actual observation that all parts of the sun's
V1B1ble surface as seen from any point on the heliograph mirror
appear equally brilliant. Therefore, for any given relative positions
of t)ie sun and that mirror the effect produced is just the same
as 1f the spherical sun were replaced by a plane disc at riaht
angles to t,he straight line joining the centre of the sun and the
centre of the heliograph mirror.
Consider the central part of the heliograph mirror. A cone of
ra_ys of light falls on it as shown in the diagram below, Fig. 10, and
will be reflected as there shown ; for the diameter of the sun a11d
its distance from the earth are relatively such that its diameter
subtends an angle of 32 minutes at the earth's surface.
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Fig. 10.

It is evident from what has been said above regardino the
sun's disc, that all parts of the base of this cone of reflected° rays
will be equally illuminated.
Now, since the dimensions of the heliograph mirror are very
small-infinitesimal, in fact-as comJJared with the sun's diameter
and distance from the earth, every part of the surface of the
mirror may be regarded as in exactly the same case as the central
part of the mirror. Each part of the mirror receiYes and reflects,
then, such a cone of rays of light.
At a considerable distance from the mirror, such as 1,000 yards,
all these cones of light will be practically exactly superposed; for
the greatest dimension of the mirror (2~ inches i-adius) disappears
entirely in comparison with the radius of the base of each of
these cones of reflected rays (roughly 160 inches at 1,000 yards),
being only about 1/6Jth part, or about 1½ per cent., of it.
Therefore at any working distance (for signalling purposes) the
beam thrown from the heliograph mirror may be regarded as a
1·ight cone with its apex at the centre of that mirror and its base a
circle whateve1· the shape of the heliograph mirror, whether circular,
elliptical, square, or triangular, &c., &c., provided, of course, that it
is a plane mirror.
It is very important to grasp this fact.
It is not always clearly recognised, because at short distances
from the heliograph mirror the cross section of the reflected beam
resen:: bles the shape of the projection, on a plane at right angles
to the direction of the reflected rays, of the outline of the heliograph mirror; and consequently with service mirrors would not
geuerally be circular, but elliptical. And it so happens that it is
at short distances from the heliograph mirror that the shape of the
ieflected beam is most often obserYe<l.
The smaller the heliograph mirror, or the larger the angle
subtended at its centre by the distant source of light, the
less the distance from the mirror at which the reflecte<l beam
assumes this simple conical form. This suggests a simple
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method of verifying the statement.
Cover the heliograph
mirror with a sheet of paper with a square of ½ mch side,
an equilateral triangle of ½ inch side, and a circle_ of the
same diameter, cut in different parts of 1t: thus m effect
making from the one mirror three heliograph mirrors each very
small indeed, in the same plane and pretty close together. Take
the reflected beams from the parts of the mirror left exposed,
where these holes are cut, on a surface normal to the rettected rays
and about 12 feet distant from the mirror: all the luminous areas
on that surface will appear as circles. Now move the surface up
towards the mirror till it is only about 12 inches from it : the
luminous areas on it will now be oblong, triangular, and elliptical
respectiYely. At a distance of about 12 yards from the mirror
these three beams will be all merged in one cone with a circular base.
l\Ioreover, we note that since at working distances each part
Influence of
size of
of the mirror contributes its cone of rays, and all these cones
he_liograph
are alike and are superposed, the intensity of the illumination
nnrror.
produced at the far station (i.e. the amount of light thrown on
each element of area on which it falls) is proportional to the size,
irrespective of the shape, of the mirror. Hence a 5-inch diameter
mirror at any given considerable distance produces 25/9, or nearly
three times as great an intensity of illumination as a ::l-inch
diameter mirror.
The area illuminated at any distance, commonly called the
width of the beam, is, however, the same for all diameters and
shapes of heliograph mirror, being that due to the angular width of
the s,m as seen from the earth.
Consider next how the reflected beam from a given heliograph
Influence of
obliquity of mirror is affected by variations in the angle between the straight
plane of
line joining the centres of the sun and the heliograph mirror, and
heliograph
the straight line joining the centre of the heliograph mirror and
mirror to
line joini11g the point on which the heliograph is laid.
its centre to
l<'ig. 11 shows two cases where the same sized and same shaped
centre of
heliograph is set up to reflect the sun's rays in twodif:lerent directions.
sun.
It is quite clear from thiR figure that in the lower of the two
positions indicated in the diagram, a larger number of the rays
from every point ~n the sun's.surface fall on, and are reflected by,
the heliograph nnrror than m the upper of the two positions in
the diagram.
Yet in either case each part of the mirror receives and reflects
a cone of rays of precisely the same dimensions, viz., a cone with
the sun's face for its base and the distance of the sun from the
earth for its height.
Co'.'-sequently the width of the reflected beam at any considerable distance from the mirror is the same in both cases· but as
more_ rays _are refle_cted in the lower case than in the upper c~se,
th~ intensity of ill1tmination prod,wed at a given considerable
distance from the mirror is greate,• in the lower case than in the
v:i'per. case. In fact the. intensity of. illumination produced by
1~1!ect10n from a plane mirror of any given area, at a consideraule
d1st_ance from the mirror, is that due to the area representin" the
pr0Ject10n of the mirror's smface on to a plane at right angl~s to
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Fig. 11.

the straight line joining the centres of the sun and the minor, a1 b,
in Fig. 12; or, since these two areas are equal, is the same as that
due to the area represented by the projection of the mirro1 's
smface on to a plane at right angles to the line joining the centre
of the mirror and the point the heliog:raph is laid on, a 2 b2 , Fig. 12.

TO THE POINT THE
HELIOCRAPH IS LAID ON

Fig. 12.

Influence of

Next consider the influence, on the illumination produced by range of
the reflected rays on a plane at right angles to their direction. of point
heliogrnph
varying the distance of that plane from the mirror, while keeping ie lai<l on.
it al ways considerable.
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Assumin" which is not nctually the case, that the reflected
light passes tl1rough the intel'l'ening ail' without any absorption of
light, it is clear that the illumination prouucecl on a plane at nght
angles tu the axis of the cone of reflected rays from any part of
the hcliogmph mirror falls off as the square of the ,hstauce
between that plane and the helwgraph mm·or: for the ~rea of
the base of the co11e increases as the square of that chstance,
while the whole number of rays of light included in the cone
remains the same.

Fig. 13 .

Influence of
distance of
source of
light from
the mirror.

.And this is true of every cone of rays reflected from any part
of the mirror.
Hence, subject to the condition (which, as said before, is not
quite correct) that the air absorbs no light, the intensity of the
illumination produced by the heam reflected from the heliograph
mirror on a plane at right angles to the direction of the reflected
beam falls off as the square of the distance from the mirror of that
plane.
The width of the beam obviously increases in exact proportion
to the increase in the range.
To enable us to take full advantage of the consideration of the
case of light projection with the heliograph as an introduction to
the optics of electric light projection, it is desirable to consider
what would happen in certain cases which do not actually arise
with the heliograph.
Thus snppose the sun, i.e. the sonrce of light, was further off
from the earth than it is.
Rach part of the heliograph mirror would receive and reflect
a cone of rays with the same base as when the sun was nearer,
but with a greater height than in that case. Hance at any
given considerable distance from the mirror the width of the beam
of light would be reduced as the distance of the sun from the
mirror was increased. The intensity of illumination produced at
the given distance from the minor ,rnnld not be affected by the
change in the distance of the sun from the mirror.
Another way of looking at the matter is as follows :As the snn's distnnce from the heliograph mirror is increase,!,
fewer of the mys sent ont from any part of the snn's face fall on
the heliograph mirror. But on the other han,l the area illuminate,]
at any giYen considerable distance hy the reflected heam of Ji«ht is
reduced in the same vroportion. C'onsequently the intensity of
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illumination produced by the reflected beam at any considerable
distance is unaltered.
If the brightness, sometimes called the "intrinsic brilliancy,"
of the sun, the source of light, is varied, while all other things
remain the same, then the intensity of illumination produced
by the reflected rays at a given consideraule distance will vary in
a precisely similar manner. The width of the beam will not be in
any way affected.
If one part of the source of light, say the top, is less bright
than the rest, then, if a cross section of the reflected beam be takp,n
at a considerable distance from the mirror, the lower part of the
cross section of the beam will be less illuminated than the rest;
the shape of the less illuminated portions of the source and of the
less illuminated portions of the cross section of the reflected beam
will exactly resemble one another ; and the reduction in the
brightness of the source and the intensity of the illumination of
the affected part of the cross section will also correspond exactly.
Suppose the sun, the source of light, were not spherical.
All parts of the heliograph mirror see exactly the same view
of it whatever its shape, since the mirror is small compared with
the distance of the sun, the source of light, from the earth. This
view will not, of course, correspond to the true shape of the source
of light, but to the shape of the source of light as seen from the
part of the mirror under consideration.
Hence each part of the mirror receives and reflects a pyramid
of rays whose base depends for its shape on the shape of the source
of light as seen from the centre of the mirror, and whose height is
the distance of the sun's centre from the earth.
At a considerable distance from the mirror all the pyramids
of light are practically exactly superposed, the mirror being
a small one. Consequently at any considerable distance from
the mirror, the beam thrown from the heliograph would be a
pyramid with its apex at the mirror and its base an exact (but
inYerted) reproduction of the form of the source of light as seen
from the centre of the mirror.
Summing up the conclusions we have arrived at so far, we
find that-given a plane mirror, small in size in c01nparison with
its distance from the source of light-we get the followmg rules
for the results produced by the reflected rays of hght on a p_lane
at right angles to the straight line joining the centre of t)ie nurr~':
and the point towards which the reflected rays are chrected, 11
that plane be at any considerable distance from the mirror:1. The intensity of illumination depends on-

(a.) The int,·insic b1·illiancy of the som·ce of light.
It varies directly as the intrinsic brilliancy of the source
of light.
(b) Size (not the shctpe) of the plane 111ir1·01·.
.
It varies directly as the area of the plane nurr~r.
(c) The obliquity of the plww mir,·or to the d,rectio11 of the
eentrcil (incident or) reflected ray.

Influence of

variation of
the brightness of the
source of

light.

Influence of
shape of
source of
light.

Summary
results.
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It varies directly as the cosine of the angle of the
mirror's departure from direct opposition. Or in other
words in reckoning the size of the plane mirror account
must 'only be taken of the area of its projection on to a
plane at right angles to the central (incident or) reflected
ray.
.
.
.
( cl) The distance /1•0,n the plane mirror to the illuminated plcinc.
It varies iuversely as the square of this distance.
The intensity of ilbwiination cloes not depend on(a) The size or shape of the source of light.
.
(b) The obliquity of the principal face of the source of light to
the directiou of the central incident ray.
(c) The distance of the source of light from the mirror.
(cl) The shape (not the size) of the plane minor.
2. 'l'he area illuminated depends on(a) The size (not the shape) of the sou,·ce of light.
It varies directly as the area of the source of light.
(b) The obliq,iity of ti,e principal face of the sou1·ce of light to
the direction of the central incident ray.
It varies according to a law which states that in reckoning the size of the source of light, account must only Le
taken of the foreshortened view of it seen from the centre
of the mirror.
(c) The distance of the source of light fi·om the 11tfrro1·.
It varies inversely as the square of this distance.
(cl) T he distci1,ce f1·01n the plctne mir1·or to the illi.11iinatecl plane.
It varies directly as the square of this distance.
The a,·ea il/ii,ninated does not depend on(ci) The intrinsic brilliancy of tl,e source of light.
(b) The size of the plane mirror.
(c) The shape of the plane mirror.
(cl) The obliquity of the plane mirror to the direction of the
central (incident or) reflected ray.
(e) The shape of the source of light.
3. The shape of the area illuminated depends on(a) The shcipe of the soi.rce of light.
It resem hies the foreshortened view of the shape of the
~ource of light seen from the centre of , the mirror, but
mverted.
(b) J'he obliqi.ity of the p1·incipal fcice of the so,me of light to
the cli?-ection of the centml incident ray.
It resembles the foreshortened view of the shape of the
source of light as seen from the centre of the mirror but
inverted.
'
The shape of the area illuminated does not depend on(a) Anything else except 3 (a) and 3 (b) above.
LIGHT PROJECTION OF ELECTRIC LJGH'l'.

Introductory
remarks.

Tuming now to the subject of Electric Light Projectors, the
source of practically all the light from continuous current arc lamps
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is the_ crater of the_ positive . ca:·bon. This crater is genemlly
speakrng somewhat irregular rn its shape rn consequence of miperfections in the ?urning of the arc; nor does it present exactly
the same shaped view to all parts of the reflector of an electric
light projector. As seen from any part of t.he reflector, except.
the actual centre, the view presented is equivalent to a direct
view of an elliptical source of light. Also from certain parts of
the reflector the tip of the negativG carbon m3y cut off the view
of part of the crater. More will be said of such a state of things
further on.·
Now commence the consideration of an actual service electric Ot.se-of a
paral)l)loill
light projector, whose reflector is metallic (without any glass), n~tll'c.tur~
and paraboloid in shape.
It may Le assumed that a horizontal arc lamp is being used with
this projector, ancl that eYerything is so arranged as to produce
proper burning of the arc.
That diameter of the crater which is not foreshortened will, as
seen from any part of the reflector, subtend an angle of about
3 degrees when a 120-ampere arc is being used. This angle
depends, of course, on the nature of tl,e carbons used, and on the
amperage of the arc employed, and is somewhat less for parts
near the edge of the reflector than for parts near the centre.
The form of the reflector, a paraboloid, is such that all rays of
light stm·ting from the focus will after reflection Le projected
in a direction parallel to the axis of the paraboloid.
Now, consider the paraboloid as bei11g made up of an infinite Refleetor
number of equal intinitesirnally small plane mirrors, and that formed of
sma.JJ plru1ethese elemental mirrors are arranged in a series of concentric mi1T01·s.
circles or zones round the axis of the reflector. The plane of each
of these small minors will be at right-angles to the normal to
the surface of the parauoloid at the centre of the infinitesimally
small plane.
Each of these smrtll plane mirrors will he un<ler circ1rn1stances
exactly similar to the case already considered of the plane heliograph mirror.
In the case of the heliograph mirror, the source of light from
the minor is, relatiYely, infinitely fat· away; the size of the source
of light is, relatively, infi11itely great; the size of the mirror is.
finite. In the case of the element of the paraboloid, the distance
of the source of light from the mirror is finite; the size of
the source of light is finite; the size of the mi1Tor is in/,nitesimally small. Helntinly, then, in the two cases the vnrious
dimensions inYoh·ed are of t.he same order of magnitude.
Conse11uently, at any great distance from the little mirror Action of
forming the element of the paraboloid, ,,.e shall get a cone of rays element.al
plane mirror~
projected from the surface of the small elemental mirror with
its axis parallel to the axis of the paraboloid, and with its hase
an ellipse. And the dimensions of the major axis of the ellipse
will clepeml partly on the diameter of the crater and partly on
the distance the small elemental mirror is from the centre of t.he
Sl)urce of light, wl,ile the dimensions of the minor ~xis of the
ellipse will depend partly on the foreshortened view of the
(1] 20:1)
C
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,liameter of the crater as seen from the small elemental mirror,
and partly on the distance of that mirror from the centre of the
source of light, Fig. 14. The intensity of 1llnnunat10n over the
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Fig. 1-1.-•Base of cone of rays reflected from a. part of the reflector
uear its edge.

1.Jase of this cone of rays will be eyerywhere the same, and will
be mainly that due to the intrinsic brilliancy of the crater, and to
the size of the small elemental mirror; the htter must, however,
be considered as reduced in proportion to the obliq nity of the
small elemental plane mirror to the central reflected ray.
In other words, the intensity of illumination over the base of
the cone of rays "·ill be such as would arise from the intrinsic
brilliancy of the source multiplied by the projection of the area
of the small elemental mirror on to a plane at right-angles to the
axis of tbe paraboloid.
At great distances frum the reflector, such as 1,000 yards, the
Every cone
of raj•s 1uay diameter of the reflector, 90 cm., or about 3 feet, vanishes in
be concomparison with the dimensions of the base of the cone of
sidered as
rays from any pa1·t. Consequently at such great distances we
originatillg
may consider tbat we get the apex of every cone of rays sent from
at apex of
e,·ery part of the reflector as originating from the centre of the
1eflector.
parauoloid.
Now, eYery part of the paraboloid all round the circumference
of a circle or zone is in exactly the same case, and sends out
e,cactly the same sort of cone of rays.
Hence, every zone of the paraboloid of elemental width, such
E,·ery zo11c
as we have described al,orn, pro,luces at a great distance from the
refleCts a
cone of ray~ reflector a cone of rays which 1nay be regarded as e1nanating frorn
wilh ci1·c1;(a1· the apex of the pam\Juloid.
base.
The base of such a cone will be circu.lm· (see Fig. 15), and
consists of a centnLI circle of uniform illumination, sunounJed by
a ring of less uniform illumination. The diameter of the central
circle is determined by the foreshortened view of the crater seen
from any pa1·t of the zone. The <liameter of the outer circumference of the illuminated ring is determined by the unforesho1 tened view of the crater as seen from any part of the zone.
The illumination in this ring is not uniform, bnt falls off
grach,ally and regt1larly from the oute1 circumference of the central
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\i'ig. lt>.-Base of cone of rays <lne to corresponding zoue of the
reflector.

u'.1iformly illuminated circle, to nothing at the outer circumference
ot the base.
And the value of the illumination of the central (most illt1minated) pnrt of the base of the cone is that due to the product
of the intrinsic brilliancy of the crater mt1ltiplied hy the area of
the projection of the zone on to a plane at right-angles to the axis
of the para boloicl.
Now, supposing for the present that there was no obscuration
at nny part of the pnrnboloicl of part of the crater by the negative
carbon, we can clearly, then, regard the paraboloid as made up of
a series of such zones ns that already described.
Each such zone will produce a cone of rays such as already
<lescribed, bttt neither the angular width of the central circle, nor
the angular width of the outer rings of the bases of these cones
will lie identical for all zones.
These angular widths, and consequently the corresponding
<liameters of cone bases, will be least for the parts of the paraboloid nearest its edge, and greatest for the parts of the pt1raboloicl at its centre.
All such cones clue to zones of the paralJoloicl may then be
regarded as superposed, and as emanating from the apex of the
paraboloid when cousiclering .the effect of the illumiMtion at a
great distance from the reflector.
There will, thel'cfvrc, nsult f1'01n the whole pa1'11bolofrl a cone of Resultaut
mys e111wwti11g from its centre, with the centre of the cone of mys illumiuatio11
coilleidcnt u·i/h the axis of the paraboloid, with a base consisting of of all zon'a' I
« c.-n/ral pol'/ 11111/unn/y ill11minated,* and a 1·i11,q 011/side this central superpose ·
pnrt ,wt w,ifunnly iltu111i,zrdccl, but gmdua/ly falli11g in il/11mination from ,, ml,11• equal to the illuminr,tion of the central umform
illw11i,wtio11 to nothing at its 01ite,· ci1·cumjcl'c11cr.

*
(11'.lO:{)

Sometimes c:ille<l the

1'

central ~pot" of the beam.
C
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The diameter of the central portion of this base will be that
due to the most foreshortened view of the crater's diameter seen
from a part of the reflector at the edge of the paraboloid, and
the width of the circle constituting the onter boundary of the cone
of rays, where the value of the illumination just vanishes, will be
that due to the unforeshortened view of the diameter of the crate1·
seen (or supposed to be seen) from the apex of the paraboloid.
Moreover, it is evident from what has gone before that the
value of the illumination of the central part of the cone-base wiH
be that due to the intrinsic brilliancy of the crater multiplied by
the projection of the whole reflector on to a plane at right angles.
to the axis of the paraboloid.
It will also be evident that the value of the illumination produced \\'ith this paraboloid reflector on a plane at right angles
to the axis of the paraboloid, at considerable distances from the
reflector, will vary inversely as the square of that distance.
Or, in sym b1lsIf D be the diameter of the paraboloid reflector,
R be the consideral,le distance from the paraboloid reflector
to the plane at right angles to its axis, the illumination
on which is being considered,
i be the iutrinsic brilliancy of the somce of light,
I be the intensity of illumination produced on the plane
mentioned above at places where this illumination is a
maximum (i.e., in the central part of the beam),
we have

Pm portion
of focal

length to
diameter.

It will he observed that neither the focal length nor the Yalue
of the current employed appear in this expression for I. They
affect the width of the cone of light. The focal le,ugth affects not
only the total ,ridth, and the width of the central uniformly
illuminated part where the illumination is greatest, but also the
relative widths of these two. The value of the current employed
affects not only the total width of the cone of light, but also the
width of the central part where the illumination is greatest; but
it does not aflect the relative values of these two widths.
Now, it is the central uniformly illuminated part of the light
that 1s regarded as the really useful portion.
The outer non-unifom1ly illuminated portion is regarded as
rather a drawback than othenvise, forming, as it does, a sort of
luminous haze between the ol,server ancl an object in the best
part of the light.
. Consequen_tly, such a value is given to the focal length, relative ~o the chameter, that the width of the central uniformly
11lurnmated part may be about a maximum. llut the CJ;c1ct value
of this ratio to produce a maximum is not actually employed,
because, where tl,ere is no ouscuration at any part of the parabo-
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loid* of part of the crater by the negative carbon, it is considered
better to use a slightly longer focal length in order to reduce the
width of the ring of non-uniform illumination. And when there
is obscuration at parts of the paraboloid of part of the crater by the
negative carbon, it is considered necessary to use a shorter focal
length in order to reduce the intt uence of this obscuration, as
will be explained presently when considering the effect it
produces.
These conditions are folfilled in the case of paraboloids of
,JO cm. diameter, by a foc>tl length of about 65 cm. when there
is no obscuration by the uegative carbon, and by a focal length of
;i,bout 42 cm. to about 45 cm. where such ohscurntion exists.
It would not, of course, be practically possible, even if it were Heating
optically desirable, to reth1ce the focal length much below the effect with
short focus.
lower figures given above, as the heating effect produced on the
paraboloid retlector would he so great as to clamage it, unless, of
course, the strength of the current used were consi,lerahly reduced.
But since reducing the current reduces the width of the beam, we
should soon tind, if we reduced the current much, tltat to illuminate a gi\'0n "·idth at a given range rer1uired too many projectors
to be practicable, either from the point of view of the first cost
of projectors, or of the staff re,1uircd for their manipulation.
These considerations of cost also prohibit the use of very long
focal lengths.
We have still to consider the influence, such as it is, of the ob- Obscuration
negative
scuration by the negative carbon of part of the crater in the positive by
ca.rbon.
carbon as seen from certain portions of the paraboloid reflector.
It is clear that with horizontal arc lamps any part of the
reflector near the apex of the paraboloid will only see a luneshaped view of the crater.
Let us first consider a zone of the reflector which, while it
sees a lune-shaped view of the crater, can see the centre of the
.crater.

A11y such part of the reflector reflects a pyramidal heo,m of
light with the base of the pyramicl exactly resembhng. tins luneshaped view, but inverted, Fig. 16; moreorer, the ray m tlns pyramid

Fiu. 16.~Base of prr:11nid of ray:, rl'flecte<l from a part of the
0
nflector ,~here there is sli!.,:ht oh~cnration.

*

------------

TliiM, of cour.se, c:in uc,·er Le lhe ca~e wilh lwrizontal arc brnps, but
may with inclined arc lamp~.
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joining the centre of the part nf the rcflt>ctor to the focns ".f the
paraboloid is re/1,•c·tcd in a direction parallel lo, and pract,cally
coint'itl,,nt with the axis of the paraholoul.
. .
Consi,lering- the effect pro,l11ccd hy all such exactly s11rnlar
pyramids of rap rettcctc,l from all parts of the zone, we see th,,t we
Th" apex
sliall :•et fro111 them a circular-based cone of light.
of thitconc will he at the apex of the paraboloid, and its axis will
he coincident with tli,tt of the paraholoirl. The illumination o,·er
its hase will l,e uniform am! of a maximum Yaluc in the central
circular pm-t of the l,asc, aJH] tl,ere will he an 011ter ring with
the illumination cl,ring away from the value of tl,e_ illumination
in the central portion to nothing at the ontcr e1rcu1nference,
Fig. 1/.

Fig. 17.-Base of pyramid of rays due to conespondiug zouc of the
reflector.

Moreover, all such zones as that just described will tog-ether
producP as their resultant a circular-based cone of light with its
apex at the apex of the paraboloid, with its axis coinci,lent with
the axis of the paraboloid, and the illumination o,·cr its base a
maximum at the centre of the base, aucl falliug away gradually
to nothing at the circumference of the base.
Next let ns consi,ler a zone of the reflector which sees a luneshaped Yiew of the crater 1.,ut cannot see the centre of the crater.
Any such part of the reflector reflects a pyramidal bearn uf light
":ith the base of the pyramid exnctly resembling- the lune-shaped
new of the crater seen by that part of the reflector, lmt in\'erted,
Fig. 18.
C'onsiclering the effect pro,lnced hy all such exactly similar
pyramids of rays reflected from all parts of the zone, we see
that we shall get from them a funnel-shaped henrn of li:;ht. The
apex of the funnel will be at the apex of the pnraholoid; its axis
will he coincident with the axis of the paraboloid; its base will he
a circular ring, a1td the illurnination o,·er its base will be nothing
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Fig. 18.-Ba.ie of pyrami<l of rays reflected from a part of the
reflect-Or where there is mud1 obscuration.

at the inner and outer circtunferences of the ring, and will rise to
a maximum for a circle lying between these diameters.
l\foreover, all such zones as that just described will together
produce as their resultant a circular based cone of light, with its
apex at the apex of the paraboloid, its axis coincident with the
axis of tl1e paraboloid, and the illumination over its base of the
value nothing at the centre and at the circumference of the base,
and rising to a maximum for a circle lying between the centre and
the circumference, Fig. 19.

Fig. 19. -Base of funnel-shaped light dur to corresponding zone of
the reflector.
Suinma.rr of

Any paraboloi,l reflector, then, when used with a horizontal arc i 11 nrniuation
lamp, will produce a conical beam of light ,rhich may be regarded produced.
as being made up of three parts, viz. :1. A conica,l beam from the parts of the reflector where there
is no2. obscuration.
A conical beam from the parts of the reflector where
there is some obscuration, bnt the centre of tlie crater is not
obscme,l.

:!. A conical beam from the parts of the reflector where the1"
is so much obscuration, that the centre of the crater is included
in the oliscured portion of the nater.
Tliese cones all have the same axis aud the same apex, and the
resultant illnmination prnducecl on a plaue nor111al to their axes at
;a consideral,le distance ll'ill be the smn of the illumination due tu
,eaeh of the three parts.
Now the effect of lbe olJscuration is clearly altogether bad;
not only does it decrease the resultant illumination as a whole,
but it tends to LLpset the uniformity of the illumination protlucecL
In order then to reduce the eYils producecl, th~ focal length uf
the paraboloid is made as snrnll as is consistent with other conideratious already mcntioue,1, as under these circumstances the
a rea of the retlector aflecled by obscuration, and consequently the
.JJffect of the obscuration on the resultant beam, is reduced. The
obscuration is also reduced by lengthening the arc.
In practice the focal length ancl the length of arc adopted are
such that the influen ce of obscuration may be almost neglected.
-Shape of
'l'he shape of the light reflected from a l\fangin reflector is
light from
governed by the same principles and is practically identical with
Mangin
that from a paraboloid.
1-efled.01·.
But with a parabola-ellipse reflector several of the conditions
Shape front
_a, 1-~irabobare altered, and it is necessary to analyse the action in such cases.
e ll ip}.C
A reflector of this type may be considered as made up of a system
reflector.
of elemental plane mirrors, each infinitesimally small, arranged in
vertical parallel rows.
Illumination
Negiwting the obscuration from the negafo·e carbon, the
from central
centre row of these small mirrors will act exactly as the centre row
.N:ri1'of a. paraboloid, that is, it will project a cone of light of which the
b:tse will be as shom1 at A in Fig. 20.
It will be seen that the elemental mirrors near the centre of the
Teflector send out a cone with a circular base, those nearer the edge
a -00ne with an elliptical base, of which the longer diameter is
pracfo:,ally identical with the diameter of the circular base, and the
shorter diameter is less than this by an amount which depends
-011 the foreshortened Yiew of the crater, seen from a point near
the ouuir circumference of the reflector. The resultant effect of
these superposed cones is to produce a central uniformly illuminated
part of elliptical shape with above and below it a June-shaped
portion in which the illumination gradually falls away to nothing.
lllumi1iatum
Now take a vertical strip about half-way between the centre
from a stl'ip and the edge. In this case the cones of light are all more or less
Dearer the
el!iptic<tl, and the general effect will be to produce an illuminated
edge.
cone with a base as at B in Fig. 20.
. It_ will be seen that tl,e l'esult is to produce a central uniformly
illumrnated part of a generally elliptical shape, rather smaller
than ihat from the centre strip, with a top and bottom portion of
decreas;ng il\nnination of rather ·larger area than that from the
central strip.
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Further, it must be noted that as the length of the vertical strip
under consideration will be less than that at the centre, the illumination of the central part at B will not be quite as great as the centre
part of the cone produced by the central vertical strip at A.

:;a
There is, however, a limit to the focal length, for, with the
horizontal lamp the obscuration due to the negative carbon increases
in proportion to the length of the focus.
Changes
With a parabola-ellipse reflector, an increase in the crater
with a. pnrnhola-~llipFe. increases the size of each series of cones of light, so that the height
Change iu
of the illuminated area is increased proportionally, but the width
crater.
is only increased by a small amount at each end, the increase in
the size of the intermediate cones tending to increase the illuminaChange in

focal
distance.
Change in
diameter.

Change in
more thau
<me fact01·.

tion.

Similarly, with an increased focal distance the height of the
illuminated area is decreased, and the decrease in the size of the
intermediate cones decreases the illumination.
An increase in the vertical diameter will increase the number
of reflected cones and so increase the illumination. An increase
in the horizontal diameter will increase the opening out of the
light in the horizontal plane.
A proportional increase of the diameter and focal distance will
thus have no effect on the illumination, but will reduce the area
illuminated.
A proportional increase of all three factors will ini.rease the
illumination, leaving the area constant, if the effect of obscuration
is neglected. Obscuration is, however, in this case a very con·
siderable factor, and in practice it is generally better in parabolaellipse reflectors to ke ep the focal distance small with the diameter
of reflector in propor' ion.
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CHAPTER III.
CARBONS AND LAMPS,
CONTENTS.

Carbons.-How made.-Variation in supply.-Cored carbons.-Sizes of
carbons.-Ferrules.-Carbons for vertical lamp.-Carbons to be shaped
before use.-Lamps.-Types in use.-Descriptionof the horizontal arc lamp.
-Nomenclature.-Body of lamp.-Carbon holders and carbon carriers.
-Arc striking magnets.-Feeding magnet.-Switches and adjustable
resistances.-Details of circuits through the Iamp.-Main circuit.-Circuit
of shunt coils of arc striking magnet.-Circuit of coil of feeding magnet.
-Resistances ol coils, &c.-Adjustmenl.l.-To adjust the lamp.-To commence working.-While the lamp is burning.-To change from hand to
automatic working.-To change from automatic to hand working.Action or the lamp.-Arc deflector.-Accessories.-Inclined lamps.-Vertical
lamps.-Description of lamp.-Circuit through the lamp.-Action of the
lamp.-Other patterns.
CARBONS.

The carbon rods used with arc lamps are made out of gas coke, How made.
lamp black, soot, or other material composed of almost pure carbon,
ground fine and mixed with a tarry or syrupy substance rich in
hydro-carbon, such as pitch or molasses. The mixture is tested,
cooled and again ground into a flour, after which the carbons are
formed into the required shape either by moulding in steel moulds
or by being forced through suitable dies.
After this the rods are baked at a high temperature to consolidate
them and to drive off volatile impurities. The resulting product
should have great homogeneity, very high fusing point, and be of
fair electrical conductivity.
Different supplies of carbons, made by different makers, vary Variation in
considerably in characteristics, and it is desirable to keep the various supply.
makes separate, as each may require somewhat different treatment
when used in the lamp.
Supplies which may be found less efficient may be used
up for peace training, but a regular turnover of the whole stock
should be arranged.
To reduce the diameter of the negative carbon, while retaining Cored
the necessary cu~re::it carrying capacity, it is sometimes externally carbons.
copper-coated, or bas a hard core coated with copper.
To keep the crater as central as possible the positive carbon has
a core of nearly pure graphite or plumbago, in diameter about onefourth or one-fifth the diameter of the carbon.

$
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Size~ of
carbons.

The following are the sizes and nomenclature of service
carbons:-

For electric arc lamps.

CARBONS.

10 inches long.

Horizontal lamps.

F'or 150 amperes .. .

-~ }26·5 mm. { ~i°:::i·ed
~ 23

Z

18

Hemarks.

Detail.

De.signatio1 1.

mtn.

. .. .

IUID,

.. ..

38 llllll.
Positive { 33 111111.
25 mm.

.E'or l20 amperes ... .
J?o;· 1.20 amperes
.... for 60 to 90 amperes
...

For 120 arnµerri:; ... .

F01· 120 amperes ... .
... E'or 60 to 90 amperes

l}

For fortrees or fi eld
li ghts.

.... For field lights.
.. .. 1

Inclined la11ips.

12 inches long.

,
. { 17 m,m.-19 mm.
liegati11e 16 m.m. -17m m.

:~:: i~g::~~!!} coppered

. . {30mm.
P os,twe
25 mm.

For 150 amperes ....
For 120 amperes .

For fortress or field
lights.
For fiel<l light.

}

....
• ••• 1

I For fortress hghts.
.
1

Vertfral lamps.
mm.
N ega t1. ve {11
12 mm.

. .
P os1t1ve

{1318 m.m.
mm.

I
::::1} For 10 amperes.

For general lighting.

I
I

In order to facilitate a good connection between the carbon
holders and the carbons, brass ferrules are supplied to be slipped
over the end of the carbon before insertion in the holder. It is
necessary to see that these ferrules fit the carbons tightly and are
clean 'both inside and out, and that the carbon holders should also
be clean inside. If this precaution is neglected contact will be bad
and heat will be set up, causing the metal to ex pand and making
the holde1s hard to adjust.
'!.'he above details sufficiently indicate the uses to which the
various patterns of carbons can be put.
The vertical lamps referred to are used for the general lighting
Carbons for
vertical
of parades, sheds, drill halls, &c., and not for defence purposes.
lamp.,s.
There are many patterns of this Qlass on the market, and commercial patterns are often obtained, and in such case special sizes of
carbons may have to be used. In demanding carbons for vertical
lamps not of service t-ype full details of the class of lamp should

Ferrules.

be given.
Carbons to

be sha.ped
hefore use.

Carbons before being used in a lamp should be shaped approximat0ly in the form in which they burn. Thus, negative carbons
shculd be filed t, a blunt point, and positive carbons formed with

l izontal arc lamp.
Fig. 21.- Ho··

,.._

"'

To .fa cP pa,q

F'ig. 23.-Horizontal arc lamp.
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a small hollow or crater. Tools for this purpose are included in the
list of accessories on page 4 7.
LAMPS.

The lamps used for defence electric lights are of two kinds- Types in use.
"horizontal " and "inclined," these names indicating the position
of the carbons.
The horizontal type is the present service pattern, and can be
used with any type of reflector or projector in the service. It is
arranged for either hand or automatic working.
The inclined lamp is an old pattern and can only be used with an
adapter, and with reflectors of not less than 45 cm. focal distance.
It is worked by hand, and is retained mainly for practice in manipulating the arc.
In addition to the above there are various types of vertical lamps
in use for general lighting. The service type, which is fairly
representative of the remainder, is described on page 50.
DESCRIPTION" OF THE HORIZONTAL ARC LAMP.

1he vocabulary nomenclature for the lamp is as follows : Detail.

Designation.

LAMPS, ELECTRIC,
Arc
Horizontal, 90 cm. projector

Automatic and hand. For use with short
focus reflectors
120 amperes
Without accessories

The accessories are described on page 47.
The lamp reforred to is consLrncted for either hand or
automatic workin" for currents of 130 to 150 amperes, with a
potential differenc~ at its terminals of GO volts.
Lamps desioned for currents of from 90 to 120 and for from
60 to 90 ampe~es have Leen supplied for se1:vice requirements.
These lamps are similar generally to that de~?nbcd here.
.
ThP. details of the lamp are shown rn :Figs. 21, 22 arnl 23, m
which the various points are identified by fignres as under:1. Positive carbon.
2. Negative carbon.
3. Positive carrier.
4. N ega.ti ve carrier.
5. Pof:l.itive carrier rack.
6. Spur wheel.
7. Shaft carrying armatures and
feeding magnet.
8. 1,Vorm wlu~el.
9. Feeding rod.

10. Armatures.
11._ } s
<l .
.
f tea yrng spnngs.
12

13. Shunt coil resist.ance switch.
14. Positive terminal of lamp.
15. Flexible connection.
16. Jnsuhited terminal.
17. Negative terminal of lamp.
18. Dashpot.
19. Shuut and feeding coil switch.

Nomenclature.
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20. Contact tongue of feeding coil.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Switch lever.
Feeding magnet.
Cont,ict screw B.
Feeding coil armature.
Screw D for adjusting spring.

Pawl.
27. Pawl spring.
28. Cone.
29. Feeding wheel.

31. Bone button on negative carrier.
32. Screws for fasten ing carbon

holders.
33. Screw for moving carbon sideways.
34. Screw for elevating or depressing
carbon.
35. Shunt coils.
36. Series coils.
37. Terminals of adjustable resistance

in feeding coil circuit.

30. Spring for working feeding coil.

Body of
lamp.

Carbonholders and
ca1·boncarriers.

The lamp has a brass body 19¾ inches long, 10¼ inches wide.
and 7¾ inches deep, and weighs about 104 lbs.
The body is provided with projecting guides ahng the uppe1·
edges for about half its length. These guide fit into corresponding
grooves in the projector body, the lengths of the guides and
grooves being so ananged that it is not necessary lo remove the
" front door" to insert the lamp in the projector.
The carbons are supported in a horizontal position by the
carbon-holders, seemed to the tops of the carbon-carriers(:,) and (4)
(figs. 2l, 22, 23). Each carbon-carrier is supported upon wheels,
so that it can move easily in a horizcntal direction. Electrical
connection is maintaiued between the carbon-carriers and the fixed

Negative.
Positin·.
Fig. 24.-Carbo11.]10IJers of }.!ark II lamp.
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concluctors in the lamp by means of flexible leads. In the case
of the positive carbon-carrier these leads are three in number,
contained inside the body of the lamp. In the case of the negative
carbon-carrier the connection is external, and consists of an insulated terminal on the top of the lamp box and a number of
strips* of copper foil between it and the carbon-carrier (15).
A new pattern of carbon holder (fig. 24) has been introduced
into Mark II lamps and will be fitted to Mark I lamps as soon
as the p1esent stock of carbon holders is used np.
The lamp is prnvi,led with a pair of horseshoe magnets Arc-strikiogwonnd in the usual way, one with shunt (35), and the other magneta.
with series coils (36 ). These magnets act on a rocking shaft (7)
by means of an armature (10), rigidly attached thereto;
the shnnt-wound horseshoe magnet actin 6 in opposition to the
series-wound horseshoe magnet. They serve the purpose of
striking the arc, and of qnic!Jy altering the length of the arc to
suit any swlden variations of current due to bad or irregular
carbons, &c. This they effect as follows:The rocking anm.ture (10) is keyed to the shaft (7), and can cause
it to rock ; the feeding rorl (9) is carried on a framework attached
to the automatic feeding magnet (22), which is also keyed to the
shaft (7), and conseqnently rocks with the armature of the arcstriking ma6 nets ; the feeding rod has a worm thread cut on it
which engages with the wheel (8), which is keyed on the same
sleeve as the wheel ( 6), which sleeve rides loose on the rocking
shaft (7). Consequently when (10) rocks, (6) partially revolves,
and moves the carbon-holders in doing so, through the agency of
the racks which are fitted to the carbon-carriers and which engage
with wheel (6).
A "dampin"" arranc,ement is fitted to the rocking armattue to
prevent these alteration~ being too suddenly effected, and to check
the etfoct of the inertia of the moYing parts. To the rocking armature arc rigidly fixed two short arms. To the encl of one of these is
jointed the cylinder of an air" clash-pot," (18) the piston rod of
which is fixed to the bottom of the lamp box. To the end of the
other arm two opposing helical springs (11) and (12) are secured,
the oLher extremities of the spriugs ueing at~ached to the top and
bottom of Lhe lamp box respectirnly. The springs are so arranged
that neither exerts any pull on the arm when the ends of the
rocking armature are equiuistant from the poles of the arcs triking magnets. It may be necessary to regulate th~ tens10n on
the spri11"S in order to get the correct length of arc, i.e., to compeusate f~r any small error in the relative windings of the series
and shunt coils. In the hmps of earlier mannfacture the dashjJOt was not fitted, and its funcLions were indifferently performed
by menns of a friction brake acting on the opposite end of the
rncking shaft.
~ These strips shoulcl be Uound o,·er with "pri1;0 ed tape,, 1,1· other
~uiLtble insulating material, in order,;o prevent electrical contact between
tbem and the positive carbon-carriei-when the carbons are nearly burnt out

(ll:l03)

n

To feed the carbons together as they burn away, a second
electl'O magnet ( 22) is employed. The bod?' of this magnet 1s
keyed to the rocking shaft, and can,es with 1t its own armature
an~! a steel spindle (9), to which is attached_ a ratchet wheel
and a band feeding wheel (29) (for hand workmg) The feedmg
moanet is shunt-wound, and its armr.ture (24) is provided
witl1 a make ancl break device regulated by an adjustable
tension spring, as in a "trembling" bell, hy means of which it is
caused to vibrate as soon as the "Yoltage" on the terminals of
the coil reaclies a definite valne, depending on the adjustment of
the lamp. The armature carries a pawl, the reciprocating movement of which causes the ratchet wheel and rod (9) to revohe. A
sleeve rides loosely on the rocking shaft and carries a spur
wheel (6), and worm wheel (8), both rigidly attached to the
loose sleeve. The spnr wheel engages in two racks (5), the upper
rack being attached to the negative carbon-carrier, and the lower
rack to the positive carbon-carrier. The worm wheel engages in
a worm cut upon the feeding rorl (!J), so that any rotation of
the, feeding rod is thereby communicated to the carbon-carriers
independently of the motions of the rocking armature, while at
the same time, as was shown when speaking of the arc-striking
magnets, any rocking of the arn,ature of the arc-sti-iking magnets
about its own axis. moves the carbon-carriers independently of
rotation of the feeding rod.
The shunt wound coils of the arc-striking magnets anrl the
Switches and
coil
of Lhe feeding magnet can be disconnected l,y a switch when
adjustable
resistances.
the lamp is to be worked by hand. This switch (] 9) is controlled by a metal arm or switch lever (21 ), on the back of the
lamp, which in addition to manipulating the switch, secures the
feeding rod when the lever is clown and the lamp arrruwed fo1·
hand working.
"
To assist in the regulation of the lamp, adjustable resistances
are also provided in circuit with the above coils. These resistances
are contained in the base of the lamp box, and are controlled by
two finger switches (13) and (37) on the end of the lamp close
to the hand feeding wheel (29).
The leads and connections arc all entirely insulated from the
body of the lamp.

feeding
magnet.

DETAILS OF CIRCUITS TIIHOUGH THE LAMP.

_vVhen the switch lever is placed "up," i.e., in its vertical
pos1t10n, the circuits through the lamp are t.Jnee in number,
arrnnged as follows (see fig. 25) :1.-llfctin Circ,iit.

(~) From positive terminal by a copper strap and flexible connections to the pos1t1ve carbon-carrier.
(b) Tlwnce hy positive carbon across the arc to neaative carl,on
and negative carbon-carrier.
"
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(r) Thence hy a flexible connection and an insulated pillar on
the top uf the lamp body to the series coils of the arc-strikin"
magnl'l. These coils are two in numucr, wound in parallel.
"
(d) Through these coils to the negative terminal.

2.-Circnil of Shunt Coils nf An-striking .Magncls.
(a) From the positive terminal to the disc switch (the switeh
lever being up).
(b) Disc switch to one eucl of the shnut coils of the arc
striking magnets. These coils are two in number, wonncl in
parallel.
(c) Through these coils to stud on back of lamp marked 150.
(d) Thence through a resistance of al,out 100 ohms to stud
marked 120; thence along finger of small switch to negative
terminal.
3.-Ci?-C'ltit of Coil of Fecdi11g Magnet,
(a) From the positiYe terminal to tlie disc switch (the switch
leYer being up).
(b) Disc switch by flexible connection to one end of feeding
coil.
(c) Through coil of feeding magnet to contact spring on
armature.
(d) Thence to cont.act stud; thence L,y a flexible connection to
left-hand stud of seven-point rheostat. Six coils, each of 10
ohms resistance, arn connected in series, and one or more of these
can be placed in circuit by means of the rheostat switch.
(e) Through finger of this switch to negative terminal.
" 'hen the switch ]eyer is placed "down," i.e. in its horizontal
position, all the coils and resistances with the exception of the
" series coils" of the arc-striking magnets are cut out.
RESISTANCES OF COILR, ETC.

The resistances of the Yarious coils are approximately as
follows:Series coils, two in parallel, very low
,.
-1.- "
practically negligible.
{
Aic-stn ' 111 magnets
Shunt coils, ahout 215 ohms; i.,. two
coils in parallel about430 ohms each.
Feeding magnet coil, about 410 ohms.
l~esistances in base of lamp:Between each pair of studs of rheostat, 10
ohms, making a total of
60 ohms.
100 ohms.
Between studs marked 150 and 120
0

ADJUSTMENTS.

Crwtio».-Before turning the hand feeding wheel br hand,
always press it in. There is a coned surface on the feeding _rod
which throws the pawl and ratchet out of gear arnl prevents lllJlll')'
to th~m.
(11211::l)

D

2

I

1
To Adjust the Lamp.
1.-For IIancl W o,·kinq :(a) Press in the feeding wlieol. This should throw pawl and
ratchet ont of gear.
.
.
.
(b) Clamp dow n the feeding rod with the switch lever. Tlus
should disconnect the shunt coils of the arn-stnkmg magnets and
the fecdin« ma«net coil from the positirn terminal. l u the most
recent pattern lamps. a collar is fixed on the feedii,g rod close to
the hand feeding wl,eol, to prevent the ,vithdrawal of that wheel
after the switch lever has Leen clamped down, and 1t sltonld be
noted that this collar i, Letwecn the switch leYer and lamp body
Lefore the hand feeding wlteel is turnetl Ly hand.
2.-Foi· Automatic TVorki11g :(a) Helease the fecrling rorl by raising the switch lever. This
should connect the shunt coils of the arc-striking magnets and
the feeding ma:,;nct coil to the positive terminal.
(b) Pull out the hand feeding wheel. This should throw the
pawl and ratchet into gear.
(c) See that the l,and feeding wheel turns when the armature
of the feeding magnet is worked by hand.
If it does not turn either(i.) The clamping collars are loose, and the pawl has in consequence fallen on one side or other of tl,e ratcl:et wheel ; or
(ii.) The pawl is damaged or out of arljustment; or
(iii.) The teeth on the ratchet wheel are damaged.
(cl) Adjust the distancing screw so as to allow tLe armature a
play of auout ,¼ths of an inch.
(e) Adjust the contact point by the screw so to have a
clearan ce of about tth of an inch when the armature ant.I contact
spring are pressed hard down.
(/) Adjust contact spring so that tl,e circuit through the
feeding magnet coil is fust broken when armature is pressed right
<lown. This adjustment is made by means of a screw, which
is got at through a hole, covered ,rith a screw cap, in the top
plate of the lamp box. To make it, place a cell and "detector " in
simple circuit with the lamp terminals. Temporarily break the
circuit through the shunt coils of the arc-striking magr.ets. (This
can usually Le done by setting the switch of tl,is coil's circuit at
an intermediate position between the studs marked 150 and l~0.
If this cannot be done, place a piece of paper between the arm .of
the switch and the studs). No carbons should be in the lamp, or
if there are they must l.Je separated. Press armature down, and
screw down adjusting screw until deflection just goes off.
Clamp the adjusting screw, and replace the screw cap after
makmg the adjustment. Itestore the circuit of the shunt coil of
the arc-striking magnet.
(g) By means of the capstsn-headed screw. wl,ich regulates
the tension of the spring, adjust the armature to w01 k when the
volts at the terminals ol lamp are 60, and the switch of the
rheostat is on the central stud. This arljnstmcnt may very well
be made while the L11;1p is burning.
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1~ it be desirecl to rnake the adjustment when the lamp is not
bururng, the volts may Le obtamed from a dynamo by connectin"
up as shown in Fig. 26, and take the following steps:"
A resistance of 0·5 ohms, capaLle of carrying 120 amperes,
should be connectedto tbe terminals of the generator so as to put a
fair load on the engrne, and the generator should be run to give 60
volts at its terminals. The shunt resistance which is used in conjunction with the automatic switch is suitable for this purpose.
Press in the hand feeding wheel in order to throw the pawl and
ratchet wheel out of gear.
Separate the carbon-holders.
. lt~ise the switch lever, to bring the coil of the feeding magnet
mto CU'Clllt.
Connect the terminals of the lamp to the terminals of the
dynamo by two small leads and a switch.
Adj nst the armature as above.•
There will be practically no loss of volts in the leads, because
th9 current will be so small.
(h) See that the brake or dash pot is in working order.
To ComtENCE WORKING.

Always conwnence by Hand Wo,·king as follows:1. Place the lamp, adjusted for hand working in the manner
described above, in the ]Jrojector and fix the carbons in their
holders, leaving the points separated about half an inch.
2. Switch on the current and bring the carbon points together
by hand, immediately separating them by hand until a proper
length of arc is arrived a~. The volts just after first striking will
be low, about 4~ volts, but as the carbons heat the arc can be
gradually lengthened until the volts reach 60. Tbe current
should then be 120 amperes.
3. When the lamp is burning steadily change to automatic.
working.
WHILE THE LAMP IS BURNING.

1.-To Change from, Hand to A1'iomatic Working.
(a) Gradually raise the switch lever ancl at the same time
turn the ham! feeding wheel (without pulling it out) so as to open
the carbon points sufficiently to compensate for the movement cf
the feeding ro<l.
(b) Pull out the hand feeding wheel to throw the pawl and
ratchet into gear.
Adjust the rheostat· switch so that the feeding magnet coil
causes its armature to \'ibrate when the volts on lamp te, minals
reach 60. S1,on!.1 the armature vihmte when the P.D. at teru,inals
of lamp is less than 60 ,·olts, tlte switch must be moved towards

* A ll adjust ing acrews of the feeding magnet coil are provided with lock
nuts. These should invttriably be tightly screwed up as soon as tlie adjufitments have been mad~.

the ri"ht haml side, and conversely. Each step will make a
dilfere~ce of about one yo]t in the P.D. required at lamp terminals
to cause "feeding."
(c) Place the small switch on the stop marked 120.

2.-To Chm1gc f,·0111 Automcttic to Hand TV01·king.
(a) Move the switch of rheostat on to the left hand stud and
wait if necessary until the armau1re of the feeding magnet ceaseE
to vibrate, tlwn rno1·e the switch hard over to the right. The
object of this is to pre1·ent the armature of the feeding mag,iet
from working, ancl thereby giving slight shocks to the operator,
while the following adjustments are being made.
(b) Press in·the hand feeding wheel to throw pawl and ratchet
out of gear.
(c) By means of the switch lever gradually clamp clown the
feeding rod, arnl at the same time tum the hand feeding wheel so
as to close the carl,011 points sufficiently to compensate for the
distance they would luwe been opened by the movement conveyed
to t,he rocking shaft.
It may be useful to remember that when clamping down or
releasing the feecliug rod, the feeding wheel should be turned in
J.he direction that the switch lever is moved.
ACTlON OF THE LAlllP.

The action of the lamp when set for hand working requires no
further explanation.
The action of the lamp when set for automatic working is
\Jriett y as follows :- .
'\Vhen the main switch is closed, a difference of potenl,i'tl is
esta\Jlishecl at the lamp t erminals, a current therefore Jlows
through the shunt coils of the arc-striking magnets ancl one
en,l of the rocking armature is pulled clown. This annature
\Jeing geared through the feeding rod to the spur wheel which
gearn into the racks lixed to the car\Jon-carriers, the above
movement of the armature causes the car\Jons to move towards
each other, and possibly to touch, so completing the main circuit.
Should, however, the movement of the rocking armature be
insufficient to cause contact between the carbons, the feeding
magnet will operate its armature and gradually close the carbons,
through the agency of the pawl and ratchet wheel, 1mtil they
touch and complete the main circuit.
As soon as the main circuit is complete,1, a large current flows
through the_ series coils of_ the arc-striking magnets, and that encl
of the rock10g armature 1s then pulled clown, the carbon pomts
separated, and the arc strnck
The construction of the lamp is such that when the arc has
reached its prnper length, the pulls of the shunt and serieo coils
of the arc-striking magnets are equal.
. As the carbons burn away the volts across the arc gradually
rise; and as soon as they reach 60 the current through the coil of
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the feecl ing magnet is sntlicienLly strong to attract its armature,
ea.using it to vihmte ancl so fce,l the carbons gmclually together
until the volts fall l>elow GO.
·when the carbons have ucen so feel together that the clistance
I ,etween the carbon-hohlers is reducecl to auottt 6 inches, an
insuhttetl stop (31) Fig. 2~ on the inner encl of the loll'er rack
comes in co11 tact ,l'ith one of the springs of the disc switch
a:1d breaks the circuit through the coil of the feeding magnet.
l!tc,'ther effort to close the carbons by means of the hand wheel
presses the spring against the lmck of the lamp uody ant! the
tmvel of the rack is prevented.
C'uz,tio11,-1Vhen the total length of a carbon is reduced to
4 inches a fresh carbon should Le fitted to the lamp,
The lamp was originally designed for a normal current of
150 amperes, The resistance between the studs marked UO and
L,O is inset·ted in the circuit of ti,e shunt coils of the arc-striking
magnets so as to diminish the pull of those coils in the same
pmportion as the pull of the series coils.
ARC DEFLECTOR.

,VitLt horizontal arc lamps an "arc deflector" is used to
counteract the tendency of the electric arc between the carbons to
lmrn principally at the' upper e,lges of the carbons.
The arc dettector consists of a piece of soft iron,

-l-/'

x

¾"

in

section, bent into the arc of a circle Stich that the partial riug so
formed has an inside diameter of -! f¾ inch, It is fixed to the
projector bo,ly uy means of two corrugated brass supports,
Although arrnnged to be concentric with the positive carbon,
the arc detlector is not placed directly below the electric arc, uut
is fixed so that when the lamp is correctly focussed the edge of
the arc detlector nearest to the electric arc is 30 nun, ( = 1-f\r inch
about), further from the reflector than the tapered end of the
positive carl;on.
The ou,icct of this is to keep the arc deflector from being
damaged by the heat given out by the electric arc,
Acc~ssomF.,.
The full0win" accessorie,i are required for use with the lamp.
Tl1ey are ,lescribe,l below in accordance with their Vocabz,/a l'!J
t101nenclature, thor:se marke<l * are orclinary service stores.
Desig11ation.

Uits, rose, J\lal'k II
EottlesUlc.tss . . .
* 1'in oil. ¼pint

Detail.

Remarks.

For positive cal'bons
Oil, in tin case

Box, wood
Brushes-

l'a~uel•hair, lf'
... Flat
*Pamt, ~sh tool, Nu. :2
-if.Watchmaker~'
Telegraph equipwent

To be made local Iy
required.
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Detail.

De~igu:.:.tion.

I ..

Cleaners, co11tact
...
Conductor~, flexible.
N egati ,·e
. . . C?pper stnp
Positive
Silk covereJ

*Dri ,·ers, screw13mm.
S mm.

Steel. handled

7 mm.
R.E. 6 inch
Fenu1esl3ra.ss-

I

Remarks.

I

... Spare.

···I ..
I }Obsolescent, when
used up "R.E. 6
inch" will be
_.
used in lieu.

... l

For positive ca.rbtm
For negative carbon

39 rnru.

26·5 mm.
Gu,nmetal3:J mm.

For pr Sltive carbon
23mm.
...
. .. For 11egativc ca1·bon
*F.les, bastard, safe e<lge, Handled ...
JO"
"'Leather, chamois
...
...
I
Nuts
...
...
... Brass, for repair (No. per For Mark I only.
set)
*Pin, adjusting, 4 inch ... 1
...
...
.
Screws . ..
...
... Brass and steel, for repair For Mark I only.
(No. per set, 49)
Sp,.'l.nnersBox, hexagonal
. Steel handled, for main
terminals
Box, square, 8 rum.
Ha.ndled, for
carbon
bolder
...
Double e11dt:<l 1 12 and Steel, for nuts

I
I

I

I

14mm.

Double ended, 10 mm.
Forked, small
Forked, large .. .
Spring~, pawl .. .
•Tips, oil ...
To11g8 1 small ...
\Vashers, insulati11g

.Wheels, ratchet ...

Steel for nuts
Gunmetal, for nuts of
switch
Gunmetal, for screw collars of main termiuals
Steel, for ratchet wheel ...
F'o1· carbons
... pairs
V ariorn:i, for repair of lamµ
(No. per set, 42)
Bi-ass

The ferrules included aboYe are fitted to each carbon before
use, so as to facilitate changing carbons and ensure a good contact
in the holders. The remaining articles are for small repairs or for
adjusting and cleaniug the lamps.
INCLINED LAMP.

The present sel'\'ice inclined lamp is known as "Lamp, Electric
Arc, Inclined. l\Ia1·k HI."
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Mark I of this lamp is obsolete, but a number of Mark II
lamps may be found at stations. Mark III ouly differs frum
Mark II in some small points, the general principle being identically the same, but the design better iu the details.
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Adapters.

The details of t he lamp arc shown in Fig. 27.
The terminals are constructed to take conductors -,7,,.-inch in
ditm1eter.
The positive carbon holde1 is constructe,l to take carbons from
15 to 3G mm. diameter, and the negative carbon holder from
15 to 21 mm. diameter.
A brass spanner is supplied with each lamp for fixillg the
carbons.
The lamp ,rns intender! for use with the l\lark I 90 cm. projectot
only, l.,ut can !Je used in Jat~r marks of pru,i ector Ly means of
an adapter It is suitable for currents up to 150 a mperes.
The lamp weighs about 30 llis.
An AclaJJler, lamp is required with e::ich inclined lamp to
enable these to be used with l\lark II, III er IV pro_jectore. The
outside shape or the adapter is similar to that of the body of a
horizontal lamp, and in si,le it has grooves to fit the bea ring plate
of the in clined lamp.
VERTICAL LAMPS.

<Jircuit,
through
the la.mp.

The arc lamp used in the service for general illuminating purposes
is known as " Lamp , Vertical, Arc, 10 Amp." Most of these lamps
are of the " Brockie Pell" pattern.
They have an illuminating power of 1,000 candles. The lamp
depends for its action on the differential working of two coils, one
in series with the arc, the other in shunt across it. The carbons are
fed together by means of a brake wheel.
The lamp is a focussing one, with a dash-pot damping arrangement.
The lamp is constructed to burn on a 50-volt circuit, with -12 volts
at the terminals of the lamp, the current being 10 amperes, i.e.
when burning on a 50-volt circuit 8 volts should be lost in the leads.
When these lamps are run off a service gener ator a series
resistance to lose 38 volts will be necessary.
Length of arc from ¼inch to -!".. inch.
The details are shown in Fig. 28.
From positive terminal through the series coil to an insulated
flexible connection to the positive carbon holder (which is insulated
from the body of the lamp) , across the carbons to negative carbon
holder to body of lamp, the negative terminal being connected to
body of lamp.
The shunt coil is connected across the carbons. If the shunt
were connected across the lamp terminals an increase of volts
would increase the pull of both series and shunt solenoids, therefore
length of arc would remain the same and the current across it would
increase.

As the shunt coil in this lamp is connected across the arc a rise
of volts will cause an increase of current through the series coil which
mll tend to separate carbons and maintain a constant current
through the circuit.

Chap.ill.

To face pagP 50.

BROCKIE- PELL ARC LAMP .

Figure 28.

Malby.l:SoM.L,t.h
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When no current is passing the carbons fall together owing to the Action of
prevailing weight of the metal block attached to the positive carbon the lamp.
holder, the brake chain allowing brake wheel to rotate freely when
the rocking bar to which the cores are attached is in its normal position, i.e., the core of shunt being inside the shunt solenoid owing to
its prevailing weight.
When the cmrent is switched on, the core of the series solenoid
is drawn inside the coil, and the rocking bar lifts the rod attached to
the counterpoise lever. The movement of this lever causes the brake
chain to grip the brake wheel and turns it slightly in a right-handed
direction, this movement opening the carbons about ¼ inch and
striking the arc.
As the carbons separate the current through the series coil
decreases, and the volts rise at the ends of the shunt coil, the core
of which is gradually sucked down into the solenoid, this movement
tending to close carbons, and maintain the arc at the proper length.

Fig. 29.-Circuit diagram.

When the arc becomes too long the magnetic pull of the shunt coil
will preponderate and the rocking bar will assume a horizontal
position, as this occurs the brake chain will be loosened sufficiently
for the brake wheel to slip round and allow the carbons to feed
together by gravity, after which it will be gripped tightly once more
as the pull of the series coil reasserts itself.
Resistance ot series coil, 15 amperes ; resistance of shunt
123-4 ohms.
The current used should uot exceed 11 amperes, nor be less than
9 amperes. To work with minimum current, fill hollow of piston
with small shot.
To work at maximum current, take off lead weights on shunt side
of rocking bar.
The following patterns of arc lamps are also likely to be met with Other
in the service :patterns.
Multiple carbon lamps, flame arc l«mps and mercury lamps.
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CHAPTER IV.
PROJECTORS, PROJECTOR GEAR, AND REFLECTORS.
CONTENTS.

Description of projectors.-Body.-Frame reflector.-Pedestal raceways.-

Hand traversing gear.-Well for clial.-Bedplate.-Focus observers.Glazed door.-Projector gear.-Dial gear fortraversing.-Wires required.
-Use of power from main generator.-Motor gear for elevating.-Power.
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Mark II.-Older patterns of projectors.-Other eizes.-Reflectors.-Glass.
-Metallic.-Comparison of glass and metallic reflectors.-Mounling
reflectors. -Margin 90 65. - Margin 90/45. - Metallic.-Paraboloid.Parabola-Ellipse.-lnstructions for fitting reflectors in iron mounting
rings.-Transport cases.-Instructions for the care of re0ectors.-General.

-Instructions for cleaning.-Glase.-Pallaclium.-Gold.-Precautlons te>
prevent cracking of glass reflectors when in use.-Dlverging lens.Obscurating shutters.-Accessories.

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTORS.

The present service projectors are:Projector, 90 cm. (Marks III and IV)-

Body ...
Bed plate
Door glazed
Frame reflectol'
Focus observer

Pedestal

Plate graduated

Body.

No. to a.
rarts.
Projector.
... with arc deflector and six ¼-inch bolts for
securing reflector frame ~-1
··· cast-iron, rectangular
1
with tnmuious
...
1
with 36 ½-inch nuts aud 9 ·washers for studs
1
ruetal, with bolts and nuts...
. ..
2
Hpper and lower raceway with U armf'I,
and two lengths of D.20 cable with
...
. ..
terminal lugs
brasl:l, circular, with pillar, wing nut, 2
screw studs and index. For horizoutal
training

The details of the above are shown on Figs. 30 and 31.
The body of the projector is a short cylinder of steel plate of 3 feet
diameter, strengthened with iron angle rings at the front and back
and fitted with trunnions mounted on slides, by which the balance
can be adjusted. On the top is a ventilating hood, and at the sides.
are doors through which the carbons can be manipulated. Small,
observing windows are provided in each door and on each side of the
body. They are glazed with emerald and ruby glass, superposed.
Adjustable hooks are provided at the front end to carry the glazed
door or diverging lens, as may bP. required. The lower pert of the

5.•

"

body is fitted with a p1ir of cast-iron guide-plates about 10 inches
apart, which carry the lamps, and an adjusting screw for re!!Ulating
the focal distance of the arc.
"
The frame refl,ector is fixed on the back of the body by means of Frame
reflector.

Sicle elevation.
Scale 116 .

·r:!!,tf:::;.1
LOWER

RACEWAY
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Fig. 30.-Jlfark III.

six ½-inch bolts, and is fitted outside with lifting handles, a ventilating hood on top, and on the back a system of baffle plated. Inside
the frame is fitted with nine bolts for securing the reflector ring.
An asbestos washer is provided between the body and reflector
frame.

Pedestal.

The baffle plates are to prevent the direct access of a draught of air
to the back of the reflector. The outer opening in the back of the
reflector frame should be closed by a tampion, made locally of wood,
covered with felt, which is only removed during running.
. : ,.,:
The pedestal consists of a base in two parte, called the upper and
,Si:ct io,ial elc-rntion (hack view)
Scale -1'c:; •
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Fi,:. 31.-Mark III.

lower_raceways, and a pair of U_ arms, with bearings to support the
trnn?1ons of the b~dy. One side of the U arms carries a hand
geanng for controllmg the elevation of the body, consisting of a
hand wheel, worm and toothed wheel engaging with a toothed
segment on the body. A clamping handle to lock the gear is

provided. This hand gear is issued with all projectors, but can be
replaced by the motor gear described on page 59.
The upper raceway runs on a system of roller bearings in the
lower raceway.
The connections from the switchboard come to termina13 on the
lower raceway, which are connected to insulated contact rings inside
the_ base. The upper raceway carries a series of rubbing contacts,
which bear 011 the contact rings, and are connected with the lamp
by flexible leads of D 20 wire, fitted with terminal lugs.
The lower raceway of Mark III projectors has 4 contact
rings, two for use with lamp leads a.nd 2 for elevating motor when
used.
When used with traversing motor an additional pair of contact
rings will be issued and fitted locally.
The lower raceway of Mark IV projector has 6 contact rings,
2 for lamp, 2 for elevating motor and 2 for traversing motor.
Locking brackets are provided on both upper and lower raceway,
so that the projector can be pinned in one position.
A hand traversing gear is provided as part of each projector. It
consists of a hand wheel, with pinion gearing into a rack formed
ronnd the lower raceway. A clamping handle to lock the gear is
provided. This gear can be replaced by the motor gear described
on page 61.
A well is formed in the centre of the base to take a directing dial
(now obsolescent). It is covered by a graduated brass plate when
the dial is not in use.
In l\Iark III projectors there is a machined projection on the lower
part of the base, which was intended for use with a "see-saw"
apparatus now obsolete. This projection is omitted in Mark IV
projectors.
Mark IV projector is fitted with an improved form of rubbing
contact and improved terminals, and also with fitting for motor
traversing gear.
The lower raceway is secured to a cast-iron bedplate, which should
be fixed into the floor of the emplacement by bolts and nuts.
All Mark IV projectors, and certain Mark III, are fitted
with focus observers on each side. These are short telescopes,
with ground-glass eye-pieces, on which an image of the arc appears.
They can be clamped in any position. To use them, ascertain by
actual trials the best position for the arc, and then set the focus
observer so that the image is in the centre of the object glass. If
the lamp is then moved or the carbons burn irregularly it is easy to
restore it to the correct focus by moving the lamp or carbons till
the image appears in the same position as before.
The glazed door is provided to keep draught and spray from the
lamp and reflector. It should always be used when running. The
glass is arranged in strips to facilitate rep~ir. When the projector
is used with 30-degree or 45-degree parabola-ellipse reflectors, the
side strips can be replaced by sheets of metal.

Hand
traversing-

gear.

Well for dial.

Red plate.
Focus
observers.

Glazed doo,·.
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PROJECTOR GEAR.

Projector gear is provided to enable the movements of the projector to be controlled from the directing station. There are two
motions to provide for:(1) A horizontal or "traversing" motion.
(2) A vertical or " elevating " motion.
There are two patterns of traversing gear, " dial " and " motor."
Dial gear for
traversing.
I

Sect.Jon ol upper ra~....,
of projector 1howing rece1ring dial m p09ition .

Fig. 32.

The first consists of a pair of dials, one for " transmitting " at the
directing station, one for "receiving" on the projector.
The transmitting dial (Fig. 32) has a metal case, fitted with a
crank handle by which the pointer is operated-one revolution of
the handle advances the pointer 1 degree ; the movement of the
handle also transmits currents, by means of a commutator, for
working the receiving dial.
The receiving dial has a metal case, with a brass tubular stem
and securing nut. It is fitted in the well of the projector, and
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should be correctly oriented. The bevel ring is free to revolve on the
case, and is provided with two lugs to fit brackets on the projector.
Tapped hnles are provided in the projector, inside the U arms, to
take brackets which should be made and fitted to engage in these
lugs. A mark, or point, is provided inside the bevel ring to enable
an operator at the projector to follow the movements of the pointer
of the receiving dial.
Each pair of dials must be connected by 4 wires, viz., 3 line Powe l'
wires and 1 common return. A battery of 10 Leclanche cells (cells, required.
electric, Leclanche G) is supplied to work the dials, and must be
couuected in the return wire.
It is generally better to utilise power from the main generator U se of power
than from a Leclanche battery, which is liable to become polarised from main
when the dial is working continuously through a winter night's run. generator.
Power leads from the engine room are generally available in the
directing station, but care must be taken that the necessary resistances are included in the circuit so that the current through the
dial does not exceed ·25 ampere.
-~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ji----- -

'
- j_.__,;~------------~--:-:-'

Fig. 33.- Switch motor directing, ~lark I.

MOTOR GEAR FOR ELEVATING.

The motor gear for elevating consists of an elevating motor
on the projector, controlled by a switch, with a resistance at the
directing station.
.
The official nomenclature of the parts 1s :German silver, with six-po_int switch
Frame resistance 2·5 am- { and cut out, for use with switch
peres 23 ohms . •
··
motor directing.
Comprising motor i~ case ; suppo~ing
bracket, with 4~-mch bolts; spmdle
collar ; worm, with 2 pins ; wo:m
Projector gear motor ele- \ wheel with key ; bevel wheel, With
vating, Mark I . .
. . ~ hand!~ ; supporting stud, ~th split
I pin, and washer ; fou~ insulated
I conductors and I.R. tubmg for prol jectors · 90 cm.. Marks III and IV.
E
tll:303)

!
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.

Sw1tch E.L., motor direct t ing, Mark I
··

r For

i

directing elevating motor of projector on slate base with fuze wire
t ermi~als.
'

BRACICE'T

~
_;.;.. ___________________ ,,· __________________ ,..i
'

'

Elev'1tion.- -Front of bridge block removed .
F ig. 34.-Swit ch motor directing, ~Jark T.
Power.

The power for working the motor is obtained from the generator
which provides the power for the light, two wires for this purpose
being led from the engine room to the switch in the directing station,
whence two wires are led to the emplacement, and connected through
,

1 .,zs"
,
~--------------""

\

,
",' '

~
I
I

I

I

le

~------------ 1.J"------------->-.
Fig. 3,j.- Frame resi~tan ce 23 ohms.

the contact rings in the raceway of the projector to the armature of
the motor.
Details of tue circuit are given in Chapter VIII.

;:;g

The directing switch has three positions : the centre being that
of rest, with the circuit disconnected ; the upper and lower actuating
the motor in opposite directions by a simple reversal of the direction
of the current through the armature. They should be so connected

Sw itch
motor
directing

Fig. 36.~Projector gear, motor elevating, Mark I.

(lUOJ)

E 2
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Fram~
re-R istance.

that an upward movement of the switch han~e ,~ elevate ~he light,
while a downward movement will depress 1t. Five termmals are
provided, 2 for wires to armature of m?tor, 2 for P?wer an_d 1 t-0
enable a fuze to be inserted in the negative power wue. (Figs. 33
and 34.)
.
.
The resistance frame has a ma=um resistance of 23 ohms,
and will carry a current of 2-5 amperes.
It is provided with a six-point swi_tch _to give varying ~mounts
ot resistance, and is connected in the c1rcmt between the sW1tch and

Fig. 37.-Projector gear, motor e1eYating, nfark II.

Motor
elevating.

motor. The resistance will normally be at "slow," but by moving
the pointer in the direction of "fast " a more rapid elevating or
depressing movement of the light can be obtained. (Fig. 35.)
There are two patterns of elevating motor, Marks I and II
(Figures 36 and 37). In both the field magnet coils are permanently connected across the lamp terminals by means of flexible
conductors attached to the rubbing contacts of the main circuit in
the raceway, the excitation of the field magnets being thus entirely
independent of the circuit through the armature.

Gl
The arruature 1s connected to the wires from the directing station
through the contact rings in the raceway and the lugs terminal small.
The current through the armature should not exceed 2 amperes.
The details of Mark I gear are shown in Fig. 31i, those of
}lark II in Fig. 37. The lat\er will Le used for new supplies.
The wires must be so connected at the switch that the movements
of the projector may correspond to that of the switch. The connections of the circuit are shown in Fig. 38.

~~~

~U.i!JtQ,..,
l'\-ei.n,.c

l',\otor l\c✓o.t, ""l t,J,.__l

li'ig. 38. -Circuit uf motor elevating gear, irark I.
MOTOR GEAR FOR TRAVERSING.

The motor vear for traversing consists of a traversing motor on
the projector, c°ontrolled by a switch in the directing station.
There are two pacterns of motor :The !\lark I traversing motor is intended to be fitted to Mark III :Motor
travel'sing.
no cm. projectors.
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Th M k II traversinrr motor is similar to Mark I, except that
ef;w:: parts are issu~d, ~s s~m~ are embodied in the Mark IV
90 cm. projector, to which 1t 1s fit~ed.
The official nomenclature of the parts 1s :( Also with hand and clamping wheels
and sleeve for hand traversing, two
Projector gear.
small terminals, contact ~rushes in
Motor traversing, Mark I.
wood block, two co!1llectmg straps,
and four contact rmgs on ebomte
base; for Mark III 90 cm. projectors.
Mark II. For Mark IV 90 cm. projectors.

l

Fig. 39.-Projector gear, motor traversing. i:\fork I.

The motor is of Siemens standard G.M.3 type, wound for
65 volts, and provided with a special end casting for taking
lengthened armature spindle and steel threaded worm.
The motor brushes are self-adjusting, and lubrication is by
wick lubricators from underneath.
The motor is mounted on a cast-iron supporting bracket, which
is secured to the outside of the upper raceway by four ½-inch screW!I
and two steady pins. A second bracket is secured to the upper

.

6.,

raceway and supports the traversing spindle, which drives the projector by means of a worm wheel gearing into the worm of armature
spindle and a pinion gearing into a rack on the outside of lower
raceway; the motor and fittings thus travel round with the projector. A hand wheel and clamping arrangement are fitted to the
traversing spindle and a double-coned sleeve is also provided to take
the place of the worm wheel for traversing the projector by hand
should the motor be dismantled.
As in the case of the elevating motor, the field magnet coils are
permanently connected across the lamp terminals by flexible con-

I
I

I

I
I

Fig. 40.-Circuit of projector gear, motor tra.Yeri;iing, 1\fark I and II;
or motor elevating, 1\Iark II.

ductors to the rubbing contacts of main circuit, and the armature
is connected by two wires to the switch in directing station through
contact rings in the lower raceway of projector.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 40.
A section of the motor used in projector gear, traversing,
.
.
Mark II, and elevating, Mark II, is given in Fig._ 41.
The motor will be found to traverse the proiector sat1sfactorily
with a difference of potential across the field of 55 t? 60 volts, 9:nd
a current in the armature of from · 5 to 2 amperes, according
to whether the maximum or minimum speed is required. The
current in the armature should not exceed 2 amperes.
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The switch motor directing, and frame resistance 2·5 amperes
23 ohms as described on page 58, can be fixed in the directing
station t~ control the traversing motor, and the connections are the

Fig. 41.-Sec tinn of motvr tr:ixer:--ing, !\larks l and II, or m ot111·
elt:! vating, :lUark II.

same as those to elevating motor. With the resistance at "fast,"
the projector should traverse one complete revolution in 45 seconds ;
with the resistance at" slow," one revolution should take 70 seconds.

Fig. 42.-Switch, E.L., motor directillg, l\Iark II.

Switch E. L.
motor

i1:~itii1.

. A new pattern of directing switch, including an adjustable
r~1stance, has been recently introduced, which can be used with
either the motor elevating or motor traversing gear. (Fig. 42.)

05
It consists of a four-point change-over rheostat switch, mounted
on a box containing the resistance bobbins of rheostat. With the
switch handle in a central position the circuit is disconnected, and
a movement right and left over the central points of rheostat will
actuate the motor in opposite directions, the speed increasing as the
switch handle is pushed over. The switch handle is controlled by
a spring, which ensures a quick break at the last contact point,
and enables a series of make-and-break contacts to be made on
either side when a very slow motion of the projector is required.
There are four contact points on eac'h side, which give an equal
number of different speeds, varying from one complete revolution of
the projector in about 45 seconds to one complete revolution in
about throe minutes. These figures are to a great extent dependent
on the pressure of the brushes on the contact rings in raceway of

------

To
G.E-..,.ERATOR.

Fig. -1:3.-Dia.gram of circuit of switch E.L. 1 motor directing, ]Hark II

projector, and care should be taken in the adjustment of these
brushes.
Five terminals are provided-two for power leads, two_ for the
wires to armature of motor, and one to enable a fuze to be mserted
in the circuit to generator.
Fig. 43 shows the internal connections and the resistances in
circuit at each contact point.
OLDER PATrERNS OF PROJECTOR.

There were prior to Mark III numerous types of projector in
use, many of them of an experimental nature. They are usually
known as Marks I and II.
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Ot her sizes.

The essential feature of these is that the Mark I was constructed
with the guide plates only 6 inches apart to take an inclined lamp,
and could not therefore be used with the horizontal lamp. This
pattern is now obselete, though a few may still be found at stations.
In the Mark II pattern the guide plates will take the horizontal
lamp, but the de~ils of the pedestal and body are as in Fig. 44.
This pattern is retained in the service till worn out. It cannot be
used with projector gear.
Experiments are in progress with a projector to take 120 cm.
reflectors for fortress use, and with smaller and lighter projectors
to take 90-cm., 60-cm. and 35-cm. reflectors for field use.

Fig. 4-t -?..lark II.
REFLECTORS,

The reflectors in the service fall into two main classes " glass "
and " metallic."

'

The glass reflectors in the service are known as :Reflectors, glass, silveredMangin . .
Parabola-ellipse, 90/42 cm

·

{90/65 cm.
90/45 cm.
16 degrees.
{ 30 degrees.
45 degrnes.

Gi
{ 90/45.
· · 90/42
The optical properties of the above varieties have already been
discussed in Chapter II. The principal dimensions are shown on
Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9, Chapter II.
The figures in the nomenclature are (1) the diameter of the
reflector in centimetres, (2) the focal distance in centimetres, (3) the
degree of divergence (if any) in degrees. These figures are marked
on each reflector thus, 90/42/16.
The only metal reflector at present in the service is :Jlletallic.
Reflector, metallic,
} Palladium faced, with special
Paraboloid no 45 cm.
aluminium mounting ring.
The above has not proved entirely satisfactory, and no more of
this pattern are being obtained at present.
There is no doubt that the silvered glass reflectors give at pre- Comparisou
sent the most effective illumination, and where this property is of g1a~3 and
important, as for fighting or searchlights, glass reflectors should be meta.Ilic
l'f'tlectors.
used.
On the other hand this class of reflector ia liable to damage by
careless handling or sudden changes of temperature, and would
probably be rendered unserviceable by a single bullet.
The metallic reflectors are much safer to handle, and a bullet
striking them passes right through, leaving a dent a few inches across.
This class are thus especially suitable for fixed illuminated areas
where range is less important and where the lights may be exposed
to hostile fire at short range.
The main practical difficulty with metallic reflectors has been to
get a reflecting surface which will stand the heat of the arc and
changes of weather without tarnishing.
In addition to the palladium surface adopted to some extent in
the service, experiments have been made with many varieties of
surface, of which the best have been nickel (on an iron backing)
and gold. The latter so far promises the best results.
So far the metallic surface has not been applied to the parabolaellipse 90/!2 reflectors, but experiments with this shape, but of
smaller diameter, are in progress for field use.
In all classes of reflectors the greatest care is necessary in cleaning Care in
the reflecting surface, and the special instructions given in detail cleaning.
at the end of this chapter must be carefully followed under the
supervision of an experienced man.

Paraboloid

MOUNTING REFLECTORS.

The various patterns of reflectors are secured in the reflector
frame of the projector by mounting blocks or rings.
_
For reflectors, glass, mangin 90/65, the arrangement consists of J\la11gin
nine wooden blocks secured to the bolts of the reflector frame 90/ 65 ·
in such a way that the edges of the reflector are gripped by the blocks.
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1\Jangin ,
no.-1.-).

To secure this pattern to the l\lark III or IV projectors a special
form of reflector frame is necessary, differing from the ordinary
pattem in being 3 inches deeper. The reflector is fixed in the frame
as in Fig. 45. One such frame will be supplied for each 90/65
reflector in use at the station, and the latter should be kept permanently fixed in the frame.
The reflector, glass, mangin, 90/45, is mounted in a wooden ring,

Fig. -15.--~Jmigin reflector 90/65 in special frame.

which is issued with each reflector. This ring is bored with holes,
which fit on the bolts of the frame reflector, and the ring is secured
in the same way as the metal rings described below.
The early pattern of wood mounting ring did not provide sufficient ventilation round the reflector; it has, therefore, been reduced in
diameter. The method of fixing is shown in Fig. 46.

Section thron gh
Section through hole
securing bolt.
for stud in reflector frame.
Fig. 46.-Method of n:.ouHting 90/45 maagin 1·efledor in wood
mountiJJg ring.

Metallic.
Paraboloid
or parabola
e llipse.

All wooden mountings must be protected from the heat of the
arc by washers or sheets of asbestos cloth.
Special mounting rings are for the present issued with all metallic
reflectors.
All other forms of glass reflector are issued in theRing mounting

··

{Iron, with 36 brass springs, with 4 iron
screws and nuts.

The details of this mounting are shown in Fig. 4 7.
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In fitting reflectors the following inatructions should be carefully
followed.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FITTING REFLECTORS IN IRON MOUNTING RINGS.

Ta'.rn the front portion of four clips and place tbem, one at
the pomt marked top, one at bottom of iron mounting ring, and the
other two at the sides at right angles to the top and bottom pair.

Section of ring.
Fig. 47.-~'.I,mnting ring for gla<Js reflectors.

Place the reflector on the front clips, taking care that top of reflector
is exactly opposite top of ring, and clamp up with back clips.
Adjust the top and bottom clips until the top and bottom
edges of reflector are at exactly the same distance from the front
edge of iron mounting ring; having got this, proceed to do the same
with the side springs.
Put on the remainder of spring clips.
TRANSPORT CASES.

As a general rule all reflectors should be kept fitted in their

mounting rings, and, when not actually fitted in reflector frames
they should be kept for safe custody in transport cases.
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'fhese are called :Cases, transport-A ..

..{

With padlock, key, and tubular
spanners for reflector, glass, silvered,
paraboloid, 90/42.
For reflector, mangin, 90/ 45.

B ..
..
Spanners, tubular,
~~
}steel, for nut.
iuch by 11 inch

F'ig. 48.-Case, tiauspol't C.

.. {

¾}

For reflector, glass, silvered, paraboloid and parabola-ellipse, also
metallic paraboloid.
Steel.

Sp_anners, tubular,
mch across flats ..
The details of C are shown on Fig. 48.
For additional safety when travelling, the transport cases are
packed in packing cases.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CARE OF REFLECTORS.

All reflectors should be kept in their mounting rings, and,
whon not actually mounted in projectors, they should be stored
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in the special transport cases described on page 70. Reflectors
should always he placed in transport cases when it is necessary to
move them, and for journeys by rail or sea the transport cases should
be packed in packing cases as an additional security.
Reflectors should never be rested on their centres, especially
those of the llfangin type.
To prevent damage by shocks from gun fire and to admit of
expansion when hot, they should not be screwed up too tight in
their mounting rings. Carbon dust, &c. must not be allowed to
accumulate on the reflector or in the projector ; the back of the
reflector frame must be removed frequently and all dust, insects,
&c., cleared out.
The securing bolts and nuts should also be kept slightly oiled
to insure that they work freely and readily admit of the reflector
being changed.
Reflectors should be lightly cleaned before every run. The Instruction•
materials used for cleaning must be kept scrupulously clean in boxes for cleaning.
supplied for that purpose. Every precaution must be taken to
avoid scratching the surface of the reflector, particularly the metallic
types. On no account must the surface be rubbed with anything
until the carbon dust has been removed.
The following procedure will be followed in cleaning the various
types:Silvered Glass.
Glass.
(a) All dust and dirt should first be removed from the projector
and emplacement.
(b) With a clean dusting brush lightly used, remove all traces
of carbon dust from the surface.
(c) With the "powder puff" lightly cover the surface with a
small quantity of powder by gentle taps.
(d) With a clean, soft, chamois leather, polish the surface with
a light circular motion from the centre outwards.
Lens and glass door should be treated in a similar manner,
polishing the strips of glass length-ways.

Metallic Rellectors (palladium type).
Palladiuru.
(a) Clean fresh water, cotton wool, and a solution of liquid
ammonia (10 of water to 1 of ammonia liquid by measure) are the
requisite materials. On no account must they be cleaned with
rouge, chamois leather, or any other material.
(b) Remove the reflector from its frame, and in a suitable position, free from dirt and grit, flood the surface with clean water to
remove all traces of carbon dusi>, turning the reflector around to
prevent the dust lodging in the ring.
(c) Thoroughly dry with cotton wool with a circular motion
from its centre outwards.
If an extensive cleaning is required, or the reflector is
tarnished, or splashed with salt water, it must be cleaned at the
earliest opportunity as follows :-
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(cl) Proceed as in (a) above, then rapidly bathe the surface with
a 10 per cent. solution of ammonia, using a small pad of cotton
wool, with a circular motion from the centre outwards, and .remove
all tarnish if possible.
(e) Again thoroughly flood the surface with clean water, then
dry and polish with cotton wool, as before.
({old.

Metallic Reflector (gold-plated type).
(a) Remove the reflector from its frame, and th0roughly wash

the surface with clean water to remove all traces of carbon dust as
above.
(b) Then with a small pad of clean cotton wool and a little
ordinary white soap and water remove all stains and tarnish.
(c) Again thoroughly bathe the surface with water, using a pad
of clean cotton wool to remove all traces of soap.
(d) Thoroughly dry with cotton wool, and polish with a very
soft chamois leather.
This, and the operations in (b) and (c) above, should be done
with a circular motion from the centre outwards.
PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT CRACKING OF GLASS REFLECTORS WHEN

IN

UsE.*

1. The breakage of a reflector usually occurs during a run or

just after a run, and may be attributed to(1) The reflector being burnt by flame from the arc, or by portions
of hot carbon dropped from the lamp.
(2) The reflector being exposed, while running, to a sudden
draught.
(3) Unequal or too rapid heating or cooling of the reflector on
starting or just after a run.
2. The main precaution against (1) is care in working the
lamp. Any carbon which shows a tendency to splinter or bu.rn
irregularly should be discarded.
3. The precautions against (2) depend on the state of the weather.
If hot and calm, it is best to leave door and openings open, so as to
keep the temperature as low as possible. But if it is windy, especially
when the wind is accompanied by rain, extra care should be taken ;
doors and windowa should not be opened simultaneously, the front
glass should be kept in position, and the side doors of the projector
opened as little as possible.
During peace practice before changing carbons the shutters of
the emplacement should be closed, and the door closed and locked,
The lan:ip should be started and burning steadily before the shutters
are agam opened.

*. In t~e event of a reflector being broken while running, the facts should
be investigated . by a ~card, as laid down in the King's Regulations; a.
copy of these mstruct1ons should be laid before the Board, and evidence
tendered as to how far the instructions were complied with.
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I (a). To gu:trd against (3) (too rapid heating) the lamp should
Im stnrtetl in a position well out to the front of the projector, and
remain there fur five minutes before being put in focus.
(b). To guard against (3) (too rapid cooling) the shutters and
cloor of the emplacement should be closed, the lamp should be run
out well to the front of the projector, and the ventilators of the back
of the projector chokecl by filling the circular opening at the back
by a "tampeon," or by placing a wadmiltilt over the whole back of
the projector, or clo8ing the ventilator of the 120 c.rn. projector.
The lamp should be kept burning in the forward position for
at least 5 minutes, during which the emplacement should remain
closed and the detachment at their posts.
5. It follows from the above that the engines must not be stopped
on conclusion of a run till after all lamps are extinguished The
orders for stopping should be given by the E.L. director.
If the engines are accidentally stopped, or if a lamp for any
reason is extinguished and cannot be restarted, the emplacement
should be at once closed and the projector covered as in 4 (b).
Copies of these rrccautions, together with the above instructions
for cleaning reflectors, should be hung up in a prominent position
in all electric light emplacements.
The best form of protection for the back of the projector not Use of
provided with louvrctl ventilators," at the conclusion of a run is !L tarupenn.
"tampeon" made of wood and covered with felt. It should be
prnvid"d with a handle so that it can be readily placed in position
in the circular opening at the back of projector frame. Care
should be taken that it is not in position during the run, or the
back of the reflector may become overheated and the backing peel
off, taking the silvering with it.
It should be noted that while carbons may have sometimes to
be changed rapidly, care of the reflectors is necessary both in war
and peace. Therefore, in wet or windy weather, the above precautions should always be taken, and some care must be taken in
arranging the times for changing carbons, so that too many lights
shall not be out of action simultaneously. Of course in an
emergency, such as the breall:age of a carbon during an attack,
carbo11s must be changed as quickly as possible.
DIVERGING LENS.

Therr are three sizes of diverging lens for use with paraboloid
or mangin reflectors for producing diverging lights. They are known
as:with steel
{ In gu~metal frames,
Lenses, 90 cm.
··
tmnruons.
DivergingWith 15 glass prisms.
16 degrees
30 degrees
With 15 glass prisms
With 11 glass prisms.
45 degrees
The details are given in Fig. 49.
( 11:JIJX)

F
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Di,·erging
lense~.

The diverging lens opens out the light direct from the front of
the projector. The opening of the emplacement has thus to l.,e
much larger than with a porthole arrangement. This pattern is,
however, suitable for the few cases where a diverged light is made
capable of traverse.
For convenience of repair the glass strips or prisms are identified

r
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C
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Fig. 49.-Diverging lens.

by letters, as shown on Fig. 49 ; spare strips of each size are
supplied to stations.
In cases where it is sometimes necessary to remove the lens and
us~ a concentrated beam, it is advisable in order to save time to
weight the glass door which replaces the lens to equal the weight
?f t~e lens, as oth~rw,~c the balance of the projector on the trunuions
18_disturbed, and it Will be necessary to shift the projector alon11 the
"'
slides,
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0BSCURATING SHUTTERS,

'l'o cnahle a light to be temporarily obscured, louvred shutters
arc provided as shown in Fig. 50. They are pidced on the projector
m front of the glass door.
AccEsso&rns.
I~ adclition to _the tools described in the last chapter as being
re.1mred for use with the lamps, the following are required by the
opcmtors in each emplacement.
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Fig. 50.

{ Iron, with four handles for lifting
Trny, lamp
··
lamp into projector.
Glasses, framed, coloured, In wood frame, with handle and red
ruby and green
and green glass.
The first is for carrying the horizontal lamp and lifting it into
place in the projector.
The second is to enable the operator to observe the arc through
the doors of the projector.
The glass is in two layers, ruby and emerald. Spare glasses are
issued in pairs, carefully selected according to their optical properties.
'fhe pairs shoulJ thus be always stored and used as issued. These
itlasses can also be used to glaze the inspection holes in the projector:,.

CHAl''l'ER V.
ENGJNES AND GRNERATORS (FORTRESS

p ATTERNS).

CONTENTS.

Nature of Electrical Power Plant.-Sing1c unit system.-Two or more
units grouped in one ongme room.-Type of power plant..Steam.-Oil.-Type of genern.tor.-Size of generator requirecl.Current.-Voltage.-Special cases of variation of voltage.-Sizes
of service generators.-Honre power of engine.-Nature of fuel.Specification for oil fuC'l.-General Principles of Internal Combustion
Engine.-Dcfinition,-1\Iethod of working.-Cycle of operations.-First
stroke.-Second strokc.-Tbird stroke-.-Fomth stroke.-Working of
vah-cs.-Met.hod of distinguishing the va.rious strokes.-Description of
25-H.P. Hornsby-Ackroyd Oil Engine.-Blow lamp for heating vaporizer.Air supplv and exhaust.-Oil supply and adjustment.-Camshalt and
valve adj 1;stments.-Lubrication.-Cooling water.-Goveming.-Startlng
and Stopping.-Compressed air f;.tnrting gear.-rro start by hancl.-To
stop.-To start with compressed air.-To charge air tank.-Putting load
on.-G1meral instructions.-Clcaning.-Precautions against frost.-Other
types of engine.-Servico generators.-Extracts from 8pecification.M anagement of Generators.-Electrioal faults.-1\Iecbanical faults.Localisation of Faults.-Rough tests.-Continuity.-InsulfLtion.-Accurntc
tests.-Tests while running.-To Excite a Generator.-Reversingthe Polarity
or Directlon of Rotation of a Generator.-Instructlons for N.C.O. or Man in
Charge of Generator.-Repairs to Generators.-Spare armatnres.-Trimming
brushea.-Connecting Two or More Service Generators in One Circuit.
NATURE OF ELECTRICAL POWER PLANT.

The electrical plant required to produce the power for defence
Siugle unit
system.
lights is usually arranged on the single nnit system. That is, for
each light there is provided a separate engine and electric generator.
This system has been adopted after careful consideration instead
of the system of a central supply, which is that usually adopted for
civil work, as giving greater elasticity for military conditions of
work and limiting the effect of casualities of all kinds to the actual
light or engine affected.
It is, however, not desirable to place each engine in a separate
Two 01·
more unitH
building, and in practice two to four engines are usually grouped
groupe~ in
together. This simplifies supervision and oil supply, and also allows
<,ne engrne
of all the electrical connections being brought to a common switchroom.
board, where arrangements can be made to connect any generator
at will to any light. Such arrangements should always be provided,
and are, of course, essential when a spare engine and generator are
provided in a group.
In the early days of electric lighting all power was derived from
Type of
po',wer phuit. a steam-driven plant, but such plant had the disadvantage of reSteam.
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qwring a long time to Taise stearn and was also extravagant in
personnel. The development of the internnl combustion engine
using heavy oil g,we a power plant which combines most of the good
points required for a military light, viz., simplicity, rapidity of
starting, economy of pem,nnel, and a fuel which can be readily
obtained, and this type has now superseded the steam plant in most
of our defences.
In a similar way the types of electric generators formerly in use
have now been reduced to one simple type-a two-pole, compoundwound machine, capable of giving a current of 200 amperes, with
a voltage which depends to some extent on local conditions.
From Chapter I it will be seen that the conditions adopted for
the lamp are a current of 120 amperes and a voltage at the terminals
of the lamp of 60 volts. But these figures only apply for the best
conditions of running and are thus not constant ; for instance,
with a hissing arc, the current may reach 200 amperes or more for
a short period. The generator is, therefore, made of a size to give
:JOO amperes, thus providing a factor of safety against overheating.
Again, although the machine is compounded, the amount of
excitation does vary to some extent with the changes in the conditions of the arc, and these variations affect the load on the engine
and tend to make the whole working irregular. It is, therefore,
found necessary to have between the generator and the lamp a
steadying resistance of such a nature that with the current of 120
amperes it will absorb at least 20 volts. The normal voltage at
the generator is therefore fixed at 80 volts.
With the pattern of lead usually employed 1,000 yards is required
to produce the resistance necessary to absorb 20 volts, and thus, as
a return lead is always used, the maximum distance between engines
and lamps with the normal 80 volts generator Rhould not exceed
500 yards.
When this distance must be exceeded, the electrical conditions
can be satisfied by :-

Oil.

Type of
generator.

Size of
generator
requirt'd.

()un·cul.

Yolf.age.

Special ca~c.;i
of variation
of volt.1.ge.

(1) Overrunning the generator up to a voltage of 85 volts.
(2) Reducing the current to 100 amperes.
(3) Using t,hicker leads.
The first two expedients combined will suffice for a distance of
700 to 800 yards, but the third expedient is seldom used on account
of the cost.
If the distance is much over 500 yards it is better to raise the
power of the plant and use a generator with a higher voltage. Thus
a voltage of 100 volts will run a light 1,000 yards away, and a voltage
of 120 will run up to 1,500 yards. This latter size has been adopted
at several stations.
Generators are referred to by their output in kilowatts, thus Sizes of
a generator giving 200 amperes at 80 volts is called a 16-nmt se1T;ce
machine ; one giving 200 amperes at 120 volts a 24-unit machine. geuemtor•.
These may be regarded as the two normal types in the service,
though other si:r.ea may be met with.
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As each kilowatt is the equivalent of l½ horse-power, a 16-unit

Ho1-st>-power
machine reqwres 21½ horse-power and a 24-unit machine 32 horse11f engint',

Nature of
fuel.

8pecitica.tiuu

for oil fuel.

power. Allowing for int_ernal lo~es i1;1 engine and !lenerator ~d
slip in belt, the normal sizes of 011 engme to work with the serv1ee
generators are fixed at 25 horse-power and 40 horse-power respectively.
The pattern of engine adopted is the Hornsby Akroyd internal
combustion engine, using as fuel petroleum conforming to the
following specification :1. The oil supplied must be equal in quality to the Standard
Pattern deposited in the Chemical Department, Royal Arsenal,
Woolwich.
Should any discrepancy be found to exist between the Standard
Pattern and Specification, reference is to be made to the War
Department Chemist, Chemical Department, Royal Arsenal,
Woolwich.
2. The oil to be refined petroleum, free from acid, or solid
matter in suspension.
3. Its specific gravity (at 60° F.) to be from 0·820 to o·S30.
4. Its flashing t emperature to be not lower than 78° F. (close
test).
5. On distillation it must yield not less than 90 volumes per
cent. of constituents boiling between 302° and 572° F. (150° and
300° C.).
6. A portion of each order or delivery will be subjected to the
tests necessary to determine whether the article supplied fulfils
the conditions reqwred by this Specification. Any that may be
destroyed thereby shall, if found defective, be replaced by the
contractor at his own expense.
If the oil so tested be found inferior or contrary to the terms of
the Specification, the whole delivery may be rejected.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF INTERNAL COll<IBUSTION ENGINES.

Definition.

An Oil Engine is called an" Internal Combustion" Engine because
it is one in which the heat is generated by combustion of the fuel
with air inside the cylinder where it is turned into mechanical energy.
This mechanical energy is transmitted by the piston through the
connecting rod to a crank shaft, and on this latter is mounted a
flywheel, which, by its momentum, keeps the engine moving smoothly
during the " idle " strokes of the piston.
In general an oil engine consists essentially of :-

Method of
wol'king.

(1) A Vaporiser, in which the liquid fuel is converted into
vapour and mixed with the proper proportion of air to
produce an explosive mixture.
(2) The Cylinder, in which the heat energy is produced and
converted into work,
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The principle governing the action is as follows :An explosh·e mixture of oil-vapour and air is drawn into the
cylinder Ly the rno, ing piston, then compressed and ignited, the
increased pressure cause,l thereby forcing out the riston, after which
the burnt gaRes are driven out on the retmn struke. Thus only one
stroke of the piston out of every four transmits energy to the crankshaft, the remaining three strokes rerforming or erations which are
indispensable aujm1cts to the working stroke.
Taking the beginning of a complete" cycle" of operations to get yde of
a dear idea of the system (Fig. 51), we hrn-e first the admission stroke, r,pemtil,n~.
in whieh the piston mo,es out and the " inlet " valve opens simul- rirst str,,ke.
taneously, and a charge of explosh-e "mixture" is sucked into the
cylinder ; when the 1,iston has read,ed the end of its stroke the
admission of gas is complete<.! and the "inlet" vah-e closes.
The second stroke then begins, the piston moves inwards and Secoml
compresses the charge, re.Ju, ing the original vohm1e of gas to one- :-;troke.
fourth, or rather less.
This stroke is termed the compression stroke, and is a ,-itally
important factor in the efficient working c,f the engine, as if there
is any loss or leakage of the gas m1Jer the compressing influence of
the piston, there will be a loss of power. The effect of compressing
the gas into a much smaller volume is to make it capable of exploding with much greater energy than it otherwise would. In the
compression of the charge a Yery considerable amount of heat is
given to it, which represents so much of the energy stored up in the
flywheel. The ayerage amount c,f compression used is about 60 lb.
per square inch ; some engines go a good deal higher, but there
is a limit to the compression which can safely be used, as if it exceeds
that figure it is quite possible for the charge to explode prematurely,
causing a backfire. The amount of compression derends upon the
size of the " clearance " Yolume or space behin<l the piston when at
the inner end of its stroke.
The compression stroke being completed, the charge of gas is
ignited, and the pressure due to the heat energy deYeloped by the
combustion rises so rapidly that the maximum pressure is reached
before the piston has moved appreciably on its out stroke. This
is the only working stroke, and the piston is pushed forward with
great force by the pressure of the burning an<l expanding gases.
The working stroke having been accomplished, there, of comse, Fourth
remains in the cylinder a considerable volume of burnt gases under stroke.
pressure, which must be got rid of as quickly as possible. Just
before the piston reaches the end of its stroke the exhaust valve
opens, and remains 01,en the whole time the 1,iston is completing the
inward stroke. The burnt gases are thus swe1 t out through a
silencer into the air, the ejection being also aided by the fact of the
gases still being at considerable pressure. It is usual to oren the
exhaust valve just before the working stroke is co'Ilplete to facilitate
the clearance of the gases. This is termed !(;,-ing the exhaust
valve a " le1d. ''
G
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Work ing of
•alves.

:.rethod nf
d istinguish•
ing the
v a.rious

strokes.

It might be thought that this would reduce the eflcctiYenes~ of
the power stroke, but a little consid~ration wi~ s_how that ~y the trme
the valrn begins to open the crank 1s at a pos1t10n where 1t has very
little le,·erage, and the exploded gases are doing no eflectiYe work ;
therefore, they can with advantage be released, and this is always
done.
Thus the four operations, viz., inlet of gas, compression of same,
explosion, and exhausting are completed and one " cycle " performed, this being commonly known as the "Otto Cycle." The
working of the ,·alves, as will have been noted, is of vital importance
in the " cycle " of orerations. The principle of t.he valves will be
easily followed by studying the diagram (Fig. 51).
The opening of the valYes at the correct time is performed by
means of cams, which are rotating pieces, operated by a simple
piece of mechanism from the crankshaft, so arranged that this camshaft rotates at half the rate of the crankshaft.
The four strokes of the Otto Cycle may be distinguished as
follows:A:n. in stroke must be either a compression stroke or an exhaust
stroke.
If a compression stoke, the exhaust valve must be shut.
If an exhaust stroke, the exhaust valve must be open.
An out stroke must be either a suction stroke or a working
stroke.
If a suction stroke, the air valve must be open ; if a working
stroke, the air valve must be shut.
_"DESCRIPTION OF 25-HORSE-POWER HORNSBY-AKROYD OIL ENGINE.

Th.is engine works on the Otto cycle.
Ordinary petroleum is used for fuel.
The vaporiser is heated by a lamp externally to start with, and
i t is afterwards kept hot by the explosion inside it, or the lamp may
be kept burning.
The compressed charge is fired by the heated walls of the
vaporiser.
The charge is compressed to about 50 lbs. per square inch, and
the maximum pressure after the charge is fired is abont 150 lbs. per
square inch.
The following particulars will enable the two patterns of the
':25 horse-power service engine to be identified:Mark I.Diameter of cylinder, 16 inches.
:Stroke, 20 inches.
Vaporiser, not water-jacketed.
Mark II.Diameter of cylinder, 14½ inches.
Length of stroke, 19 inches.

II

~

1. Crank pin lubricator.

2. Piston Iu brica.tor.
3. Air pipe.
4. Exhaust pipe-.

F'ig. 5:3. - Side ,·icw of engine !=,; howing vab-cs.
7. Supply pipe from co mpressed air tank.
H. Self-starting ha ndl e.
9. Self-starting vahe easf'.
10. T.... ockin g wheel.
l t. Cock for vapori:-ier water jacket.

5. Admission valve sp1·i11gs.

?
~

~
~

'f'o face pa9e Sl.

•~. Tauk.
B. 1;•u n11 el.
l'. Plug anti hole.

F'ig. f)-1
lJ. Pump Jrn11dlC' .
E. BurlH'I' hood.
F. ('up.

H. Cock.
K . Adjusting co<: k

Hl
Vaporiser, water-jacketed.
Revolutions per minute, J 90.
Brnkc horse-power, 25.
The detail~ of the engine are shown on FigR. 52 and 53.
Blow lamp
A few engmes are heated by a gas burner, but the majority use for he;tti11g
n L,Jow lamp.
,•aportae1·.
The blow lamp (Fig. 54) consists of a tank A, which is nearly
fillctl with petroleum, a vaporiser and burner inside each of the
hoods E ancl an air-pump (D being the handle of same) for pnmping
air into the tank. The tank is fittecl v.~th a funnel B and a cock H
for filling, and a plug C to allow air to escape while filling and for
ascertaining when the tank is full enough. A cup F is fitted for
heating the vaporiser when starting.
A cock K is fitted, which can be put in three positions, marked
" woi-k,,, " stop," and " start." ,vhen at " work " petroleum

can get from the tank, up an internal pipe, to the burner. When
at '· stop," commtmication between the tank and burner is closed.
When at" start," air can get from the top of tank to burner.
Blow lamps must never be pvt out by shutting off the oil to the
burner, but will invariably be put out by letting the air out of the tank.
If this is not done, the oil in the burner will deposit carbon and
choke up the burner.
Blow lamps will be worked aa follows :01 en the cock H.
Take out the plug C.
Fill the tank A with petroleum, through the funnel B until it
runs out at the hole C.
Replace the plug C.
Clorn the cock H.
Fill the cup F with petroleum..
~et the cock K to " start."
Set the petrolenm in the cup on fire, using a ring of cotton waste
ro1mcl the centre as a wick, this will heat the coil in E.
Increase the heat by pnmping air through the flame.
When the coil is hot, turn cock K to "work," and pnmp up the
air in the tank.
Take the wick out of the cup F and let the petroleum burn itse.lI
out.
When the lamp begins to give a steady roar, the pressure in the
tank may be increased.
To put out the lamp open the cock H.
l f the hole in the burner from 1, 1, ich fet issues gets choked, nothing
but the prickers provided for the purpose must be used to clean
it.
When sufficiently heated, the vaporiser water jacket (in engines
so fitted) shoulcl feel uncomfortably warm to the back of the hand,
but in any case the vaporiser should be hot enough if the blow lamp
is allowed to heat it for twenty minuti's.
(1120::)
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Oil :-.tq1ply
am1 adjustm1.:nt.

The indicator co,·k should not be used for testing whether the
engine is hot enough or not.
When the engine has sturtc<l an<l the hood has been put on, the
iamp can be put out.
.
A "ery frequent cause of engines not sta,ting is that the vaporiser
is not hot enough.
If the vaporiser gets too cold the engine will ~ot work, as the
charge will not fire. If it gets too hot the charge will fire too early,
and the engine will slow clown.
When a water jacket is fitted to the varporiser the latter can be
kept at the right tcmpcratmc by adjusting the flow of water .. It is
a good plan to mark the position of the cock for future gmclancc
when the right opening bas been found for the usual load. 'l he
vaporiser must never be allowed to get reel hot.
.
Unjacketed vaporisers get reel bot after a short run ; notlung
can be clone except to remove the iron coyer and open any doors
ancl 1vindows in the vicinity.
Air is allowed to enter the cylinder 011 the suction stroke by the
,1<lmission valve F (Fig. 55). The air is usually taken from under
the base of the engine to lessen the noise made when it is drawn in,
but in some cases it may be necessary to take it from outside the
engine room.
The burnt charge when clone with is allowed to escape from the
cylinder by the exhaust valve H (Fig. 55) into a silencing box,
and thence to the opeu air.
Petrolemn is forced into the vaporiser through the vaporiser
vnlve box by a pump 17 (Fig. 5~), worked by the admission valve
lel"Cr. A charge of oil is therefore ptnnped up every suction stroke.
The amount of petroleum pwnpecl up can be varied by raising
or lu,rnring the plunger by the <lisc G(Fig.56), thus altering the length
of stroke. The p!tmger is locked in position by the nut K (Fig. 56),
which must be jammed tight against the bracket above it, or it
will shake loose and the plunger "~ll work clown tmtil the engine
stops for the want of oil. The plunger is forced clown by the admission valve lever and withdrawn by a spring. Care must be taken
that the gland D (Fig. 56) is not set up too tight or the spring will
not be able to withdraw the plunger.
The oil ptnnp must be adjusted so that the speed of the engine
will give the full volts, usually 80 volts on the voltmeter in the engine
room. The gauge provided for setting the pump is only an approximate gu.icle, and the best adjustment for each encrine must be
obtaine<l by practice.
"
Full stroke of the pump is nsually require<l at starting.
The ob1ect of the vaporiser rnlve box (Fig. 57) is to cause the
paraffin to enter the vaporiser in a very fu1e spray so as to be easily
vaporise<l. The pump forces oil up through E and past the valve A
~hrough four small holes in the tlisc L into the vaporiser. A water
pcket HIS fitted rouncl the box, and a bye-pass vah·e I3 is provided.
When the bye-pass valve is open, all the oil forced up by the pump
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Fig. 55.- Sectional view of engiue.
A.
~.
l'.
JJ.

Piston.
( 'ylindt!r lln t r.
c·yhnder water jacket.

Yaporiser.
.E. Yaporiaer wate1· jal:ket.
F'. Admission valve.

G. Admission passage.
H. Exhaust va.lve.
K. Exhaust passage.
L . .Passage to cylinder from rnlvf'~.
.M. Water jacket round exhansL valve .
N. Paraffin inlet to vapori8er.
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K

B

Fig. fJfi. - t";ection of oil admi::;:..io11 vah·e.
.A. ] lanl'l.

H. Plungt..•1·.
( '. P,1tki11g.

D. Gland.
E. Suction rnln!s.

F. J>eli,·erv valves.
( :. Hand clisc.
JI. l<""crrul t-.
K. Lo1.:kin g nut.
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F'ig. 57.-Y~tpori~er valve box.

A. Inlet Ya.lve.
B. Hye-pa~:-- ,,aJn:•.
C. O,·ertiow.

D. Cap.
K Pump deliVl'l'j".

::·. } \Va.tt' L' circu lating pipe:-;.
U. \Vate1· jal.'ket.
K. 8leeve.
L. Di'iC.

runs out at the o,·erflow C, but wLeu it is shuL all the oil b~s to go
into the Yaporiser.
The bye·rass YalYe is operated by a handle on the governor
casting, ant! must he closed before starting the engine, otherwise
no oil will go into the vaporiser. The engine is stopped by openinothe bye-rass vah·e and letting the oil run back into the supply
tank.
The bye-pass Yalve is also opened and shut by the governor (see
below).
The holes in the disc occasionally get choked with carbon deposit,
and must be deaned with a special reamer provided for the purpose,
great care being taken that they are not enlarged.
The petroleum is kept in a tank 20 (Fig. 52) under the en"ine.
and Camshaft
The admission and exhaust valves are operated by levers
11 (Fig. 52), by cams 12 and H, on a shaft 8 at the side of the engine. and ,·ah·e
This shaft is worked by gearing from the crankshaft, so that it runs aljustments.
at half the srced of the latter, as it is only re'luire<l to turn once in
a complete cycle, i.e., in two revolutions of the crankshaft.
The cams are loose on the shaft and are driven by a bolt which
clamps them to a disc rlaced between them. On each cam is a line
marked F and a line marked B, on the central disc is a line marked
FB. If the engine is required to run " over " (that is, the top of
flywheel moves away from cylinder), the cams must be fixed so that
the three lines morkeu F are in a line, but if the engine is required to
run " under " (i.e., top of flywheel towards cylinder) then the three
lines m~rked B must be set in a line.
In order that the valves m,:iy open and close at the right time,
care must be taken to adjust their driving gear properly. The gear
wheels on crank and cn=hafts are m,nked and they must be seen
to engage as m1rked. Next, the wheel on eam~haft (which is not
keyed on but only fits on a conical seat) must be set with its ru1rk
to the mark on the cam~haft.
The nuts on the encl of the camshaft must be slacked back to see
these ruarl:s, and when properly set the nuts must be set up tight
to prevent the wheel from slipping.
An auxiliary exhaust earn is provided at the opposite side of
the camshaft to the main exhaust cam. It can be put in and out of
.action by a handle 15 (Fig. 52). This auxiliary cam opens the
-exhaust valve during the first half of the compression stroke and
makes the engine easier to turn round.
·
The auxiliary exhaust ca,n will invariably be used when starting
-0y hand, and may be required when starting with compressed air
if the pressure of the latter is low. It will be put out of action when
the engine bas attained sufficient speed to m,:ike a normal compression stroke. This cam will be kept out of action when running.
Syphon lubricators are provided for the bearings of crank and Lubrication.
-eamshafts.
A sight feed lubricator is provided to oil the piston and small end
-0£ connecting rod.
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All engines are fitted with a syphon lubr)cator ~o_r the crank pin,
and a sight-feed lubricator 1~ usually fitt~d m a~d1t10n ..
Moving parts of the engm~ not pro:"ded with lubncators have
small oil holes, and mw;t be oiled occas10nally.
The general principle of a sight-feed lubricator is that a small
hole in the bottom of the oil cup is fitted with a conical plug. Th0
hi~her the pluct is raised the faster the oil will run through. They
sh~uld be sett~ feed about six drops a minute, and require watching,
as they are somewhat unreliable. Wnen not required to feed, t~e
plug oan be dropped so as to close the hole and thus stop th? flow of o,l.
In a syphon lubricator a trimming, consisting of a few strands of
cotton or, still better, worsted, syphons the oil out of the cup, the
end of the trimming in the tube must be well below the level of the
oil in the cup. A bit of wire is twisted up in the trimming to form
a handle and to regulate the distance the trimming goes down the
tube. Care should be observed that the trimmings are never so
tight in the tube as to form a plug rather than a syphon.
When not required to feed, the trimming is taken out of the tube
and placed in the cup, the wire being kept out of the oil so that the
trimming can be handled without groping in the oil for it. Experience wiJl show how the trimmings must fit the holes for efficient
lubrication.
The rate at which trimmings feed is regulated by varying the
number of threads they are made of.
Syphon lubricators are absolutely reliable when properly made
and adjusted.
Owing to the high temperature, a special lubricating oil is required for the piston. This oil is called in the service " oil, lubricating, for cylinders of oil engines." This oil can be used all over
the engine and for the dynamo, and no other oil should be allowed
in the engine room, as their presence introduces the risk of being used
on the piston. Animal or vegetable oils rapidly carbonise if used on
the piston.
In order to prevent the engine from getting too hot, a water
jacket C (Fig. 55) is fitted round the cylinder and one H (Fig. 57)
round the vaporiser valve box. In addition, engines of recent make
have a jacket E (Fig. 55) round part of the vaporiser.
The water is cooled in two or three tanks, each holding aLout
750 gallons. As these tanks have to be sheltered from the fire of the
enemy, they may have to be fitted in places where there is no
circulation of air, and to get over this difficulty a multitubular
tank is somctimea supplied through which air is forced by a fan
driven by the engine.
The ~eated water flows from the jackets to the top of each tank;
coolmg, 1t smks to the bottom of the tanks and thence to the bottom
of the jackets.
t
To get the best effect the tanks should be connected "in para lie l"
with connecting pipes at top and bottom.
'
If the circulation is too rapid it can alwa ya be checked by the
main circulating valves.

s.:;
A valve is fitted between the tanks and the engine. This controls the flow through the cylinder jacket.
A plug cock II (Fig. 53) is fitted under the engine to control the
<:irculation through the vaporiser jacket. The above valves may
he partially closed when heating up for starting, but only under the
lircct supervision of the mechnnist or engine driver in charge.
On certain engines valves are fitted to shut off the water from the
vaporiser valve box jacket, these mu,et always be kept open when
running.
Care must be taken that the water in the tanks is above the top
vf the pipe from top of cylinder.
If it can be avoided, the water passing from the t0p of the c,lincler
1acket mutt not be allowed to get so hot that the hand cannot be
kept on the top of the cylinder, i.e., about lGO degrees Fah.
The flow through the vaporiser jacket must be so adjusted that
the vaporiser does not get red hot. After about 15 minutes' run on
full load, the plug cock can usually be turned full on.
The circulation through the vaporiser valve box jacket requires no
attention except to see that the valves, if fitted, are kept open while
heating up anJ running.
At stations where the water used in the jackets contains much
lime in solution it will be found to form a coating on the internal
sudaces, which in co1Lise of time will become thick enough to affect
the efficiency of the cooling and ·will require removal. In the case
of the vaporiser this can be clone by opening the inspection doors
on the same, but with the cylinder it will be necessary to withdraw
the liner ; in the latter case, however, the deposit is much slower
than in the former and would not require attention so often.
The governor acts on the bye-pass valve B (Fig. 57) and allows Governing.
the oil to run back into the tank when the engine runs too fast,
thus missing one or more explosions.
In some engines it is possible to set the governor so as to reduce
the paraffin supply when the engine mus too fast.
In most cases, however, it will be found that the governor cuts
out all the paraffin or none, and the speed must therefore be adjusted
by the p1LIDp.
STARTING A:SD STOPPING.

To facilitate starting the engine, compressed air sLarting gear Compressed
air starting
is fitted. This consists of :gear.
1. A tank into which air can be compressed on ihe compression
This
stroke, or b1Lint gases when the charge fires.
tank is fitted with a press1Lie gauge anJ a stop val.ve,
the latter must always be kept shut, except when startmg
the engine, or charging the tank, as the pipes between ~he
tank and engine are usu1lly somewh.at leaky, 1t bemg
very difficult to keep them absolutely tight.
2. A starting valve b1x.
3. Gear for working the valves in th starting Yalve box.
H
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In the startin<' vah•e box (Fig. 58) arc two valves, A and B,
which close the p.,ssages C ancl D. The passage ~ communicates
directly with the cylinder and D is connected Ly pipes t? the tank.
A lever E, pivoted at F, and worked by the startmg handle
passes through a slot H in each of the valves._ The slots are so
made that the /c-vcr can only lift the valves off the,r seats and cannot
1ircvcnt them from rising, if from any reason they should try to do so.
The locking wheel and screw K is to prevent the valve A from
chatterin" when the starting gear is not in use.
Care ~ust be taken when starting that the locking wheel is
m1screwed sufficiently to allow of the starting handle being pushed
right to the end of the quadrant. Cases have occurred when this
has not been clone, with the result that the gear has been Lent and
the valve B prevented from closing when the starting handle is
pinned in the working position.
When the starting handle (Fig. 59) is in the mid position(" work"
on the quadrant), both valves are free to sit on their seats. When
the handle is pulled over towards the operator (" to charge " on
quadrant), the valve B is lifted off its seat.
When the handle is pushed as far as it will go from the operator,
the valve A is lifted off its seat.
If the hanclle is put in the charging position, as soon as the
pressure in the cylinder is greater than the pressure in the tank, air '
will flow from the cylinder along C and, lifting the valve A, will go
past the valve B (which is off its seat) down D into the tank. As
soon as the pressure in the cylinder is less than in the tank, valve A
will automatically shut and prevent air from escaping from the
tank.
To start the engine, a supply of compressed air is required in the
cylinder during a portion of the working stroke. When this air is
required, the starting handle is pushed to the end of the quadrant
furthest from the operator. This lifts the Valve A, and the air then
comes up D and, lifting the valve B, goes past valve A (which is off
its seat) along C into the cylinder, and forces the piston out. The
air must be shut off from the cylinder before the exhaust valve opens
or it will escape from the tank. To shut the air off, the starting
handle is put in its mid position, thus freeing the valve A and allowing it to close.
Care must be taken that a charge of air is only given on a working stroke, and that the crank is over its centre before the valve A
is opened.
To Start by Hand.
1. Heat the vaporiser, taking care that all circulatin« valves
are open. It is best to keep the cock which regulates the
flow of water to the vaporiser jacket closed while heating the
vaporiser for starting, opening it slowly to the mark afterwards as some engines will only stand it very slightly
opened ewn when running with the full load.

F'ig. VR.- Starting vah-e box .
•~. }Yal n~:,,;.
B.
~•- Pas:-;age to cy linder.
]J. Passage to ta1ik.
.E. Le ,,el'.

F. Le,·el' ~pi ndl e.
H . 8lot in valv e.
JC. Locki ng wheel.
.Of. R od to startin g handl e.

:fig. 59.-Starting handle.

]\[. Rod to rnke box.
N . Starting handle.
P. Y. Quadrant.
Q. H ole for pin C' work n).

R. H ole for pin (":;tart").
S. Ditto('' charge n).
T. Pin.
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2. See that tJ1erc is enough water in the tanks.
3. See that there is enough paraffin in tank in base of engine,
ancl that the three-way cock is set so that the pump can
clra w from the tank.
4. Put all lubricators in action and oil up.
5. Acljust pump to full stroke.
6. See that pump is working properly.
7. Make sure that the vaporiser is hot enough by allowing it
t~ have a full 15 minutes' heating by the lamp while burning
With a strong hot flame.
S. Fasten the admission valve open.
9. Put the engine half-way along the compression stroke.
10. Release the admission valve.
11. Put the auxiliary exhaust cam into action.
12. Close the bye-pass valve.
13. Pump a charge of oil into the vaporiser.
14. Turn the engine quickly backwards. (On the working
stroke the engine should reverse and run in the right
direction.)
15. When the engine gains sufficient speed, put the auxiliary
exhaust cam out of action.

To stop.
1. Open the bye-pass valve.
2. Pin down the admission valve.
3. The engine having stopped, put it on the working stroke with
the encl of the piston just flush with the end of the trunk.
4. Release the admission valve.
5. Put the lubricators out of action.
6. Close circulating valves (except those for vaporiser valve box
jacket).
To Start with Compressed Air.
Having carried out the operations 1 to 8, as directed for starting
by hand9. Put the engine on the working stroke, just off the dead
centre.
10. Release the admission valve.
ll. Close the bye-pass valve.
12. Put the pin in the second hole from you in the quadrant.
13. Unscrew the locking wheel.
14. Open the valve on the taruc about two turns.
15. Push the starting handle from you smartly as far as it will go.
Caution.-Be careful before moving the starting lever
to see that the sleeve will not touch the top of the governor,
as cams have occurred where the ends of split pins have
caught the clothing, twisting it up.
.
16. When the piston has moved about three-fourths of its
stroke bring the starting handle smartly back to the pm.
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To charge

.air tauk.

Putting
load on.

General
instructions.

(If necessary repeat 15 and 16 on successive." wo~king" strokes.
The auxiliary exh,.ust cam should not be reqmred 1£ the pressure
in the tank is 40 lbs. or more.)
The recharging of the air tank is best deferred until the engine has
been running some little time with the full load on and so become
well heated up ; it can then be done without appreciably affecting
the output of the engine if the locking wheel is released not more than
one revolution.
To charge air tank proceed as follows :1. Pull the starting handle towards you as far as it will go and pin
it there.
When the tank is pumped up sufficiently (about 80 lbs.).
2. Pin the starting handle in the third hole from you.
3. Close the valve on the tank.
4. Screw down the locking wheel.

A good load should always be got on the engine as soon as possible
after it has started, as by so doing a continuous succession of ignitions
can be maintained, which soon brings the vaporiser to the proper
working heat ; whereas, if the engine is allowed to run light a few
minutes with the governor cutting out the oil supply over several
cycles, the vaporiser, which has only been made just hot enough
in one place to cause ignition, soon cools down to a temperature too
low to ignite the charge. The oil pump should also be adjusted
as soon as the load is on so as to give as few idle cycles as possible.
The water circulation must then be adjusted and the lamp under
vaporiser put out.
When stopping, the dynamo brushes should be lifted as the
engine stops, as in freely-running engines the weight of the crank,
&c., may turn the engine backwards. Before stopping, see that
there is enough air in the tanks, and, if not, pump up.
When it is necessary to turn the engine round, the admission
valve should always be fastened open with the catch provided for
that purpose. If this is not done it will be very difficult, if not impossible, to move the engine over the compression or working strokes.
The indicator cock is fitted solely for taking indicator diagrams, and
is not to be _used for decreasing the compression.
Ample time should be taken to heat the vaporiser. With a blow
lamp working properly it is possible to get the engine away in eight
minutes, but it is not advisable to do this except in a great emergency
and under the definite orders of a responsible officer.
No precise rules can be given for the adjustment of the cooling
water ; much depends on local conditions.
The pipe, where the water leaves the top of the cylinder, should
be so hot that the hand can be only just borne on it, but no harm
will be done if the water in the cylinder jacket gets hotter than this
so long as circulation is going on and no steam is formed.
t, T~e circulation through the vaporiser jacket must be regulated
to swt the working of the engine. Its object is to prevent the
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vaporiser from getting too hot and firing the charge too early. The
engine should work well with the vaporiser black hot, or at all events
not more than a dull red.
Thumping in the engine is caused by the charge firing too early.
It is doubtful if an excessively hot vaporiser affects this to any
extent, it being more probable that it is caused by too rich a charge.
When thumping occurs the oil supply should always be reduced,
and the vaporiser should, if possible, be cooled, but care must be
taken not to get it too cool.
Some engines will start with Jess than the full amount of oil,
but, unless a man is familiar with the engine he is starting, the pump
should be set to full stroke.
The engine should be set so as to have 80 volts on the engine
room voltmeter with 120 amperes, but no attempt should be made
to adjust the oil supply to keep the voltage constant as the load
varies, except that if in consequence of a temporary heavy load,
such as a man striking the arc slowly, it is likely the engine will
stop, a little more oil may be given to keep it going.
It is the duty of the engine driver to have the engine room volts
right when the current is right, and it is the duty of the lamp man
to keep the current right. The governor fitted to the HornsbyAkroyd engine allows a large fluctuation in speed with alteration in
the load, and consequently the speed, and therefore the voltage,
of the dynamo varies. It is impossible to keep the speed of the
engine constant with varying load, and the only thing to do is to
arrange matters so that the engine runs at the correct speed when
the load is right, the correct adjustment of the load being, as above
pointed out, the duty of the lamp man.
Both Russian and American petroleum are used as fuel, the
choice depending principally on the price of each. Liners are fitted
in the big end to regulate the compression according to the best
condition for each engine. No particular brand of oil is required.
Deposit on the piston and valves is caused chiefly by the lubri- Cleaning.
eating oil. An engine in constant use ought to run 400 hours
without requiring cleaning. The spindles of the exhaust and admission valves should be cleaned with paraffin and then with knife
powder and lubricating oil. The valves themselves should be
ground on their seats with very fine emery powder-ordinary knife
powder is excellent for this purpose.
If a dirty or gummy deposit appears on the piston it should be
washed off with petroleum or a mixture of petroleum and lubricating
oil. If the piston is drawn the rings will probably be covered with
a black deposit. This can be washed off with petroleum. The
rings should not be sprung out of their grooves unless absolutely necessary. There is no need for the piston rings and their grooves to be
clean ; all that is necessary is that there is no hard deposit to prevent
.
the piston rings from expanding and contracting as requi~ed.
A hard carbon deposit is usually formed in the hole m the side
of the vaporiser where the oil enters. If the engine works badly,
(ll 203)
I
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the vaporiser valve box should be taken off and this hole cleaned
out. The vaporiser itself should run for years without cleaning.
If the water in the cylinder jacket is allowed to freeze, the jacket
Precautions
again st frost. or the liner is almost certain to be cracked. In frosty weather care
must be taken to prevent this. If the engine is often wanted, a
lamp or stove can be kept burning under the vaporiser, but if the
engine is not wanted for some time the jackets and pipes may be
emptied. The tanks may also be emptied, although they will take
no harm through frost, except that if they are frozen up they will
have to be thawed out if the engine is wanted. Emptying the tanks
and not the jackets is of no use.
Other ty~••
At a few stations other types of oil engine have been supplied.
of engine.
In such cases special instructions as to running will be issued.
SERVICE GENERATORS.

The latest types of machines in the service are known asGenerators, electric, con-}
tinuous current, with
For search and incanpulleys
..
..
descent lighting.
16-0 units
SO-volt, compound wound,
600 to 650 revolutions.
24 ·O
Compound wound, 610 revolutions.
Compound wound, 600 to
36 ·O
650 revolutions.
lo Swtfcll/Joard.

+
E;;d5

<( Serlt'.J COlb.

Fig. GL-Ci1cuit diagram of lC-u11it servicr ge ner.1.tor.

They have a level characteristic, and are practically sparkles&
at all loads.
. The general form of the machine will be seen from Fig. 60. Th~
diagram of connections is given in Fig. 61.
Extracts from the specification for this machine are given
below:-

J'o f,,l'e page 90.

Fig. GO. - lG unit generator.
A. Field Magnets.
B. Fiekl magn et coil1-1.

l1.
D.
E.
.~' .
G.

Armature.
Armature ~pinclle.
Commutator.
Roeker.
Bru:-;hes.

H . Handl e:-; for lifting bt"u:-;li ei;.

JC Rocker liandlcR.
L. Locking i-cre w on R ocker.
ir. Rlid e raili-.

N. H olding down Lolt~.
P. On.: dlow col'k o n oil r ese n ·11in1.
Q. J' illing hol e for oil resen ·oir.
R. T enninal i;.
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Extracts from Specification.
. 1. The dynamo to conform in all particulars to this specificat10n, and to be of the best material and workmanship throughout.
2. The dynamo to be of the two-pole type (poles uppermost), Type
mounted on a substantial cast-iron bed, and constructed to give oatput, :&c.
!t continuous cUITent of 200 amperes, and a difference of potential
of 80 volts, at a speed not greater than 650 revolutions per minute .
Each machine to be fitted with an over-h,mg pulley 11-inch face,
and of such diameter as may be specified.
3. Two eye-bolts screwing into the pole-pieces to be provided
for lifting the machine.
4. Suitable plugs to be provided to replace the eye-bolts when
not in use. The machine to be constructed to revolve in a clock1vise direction, when viewed from the pulley end.
5. A suitable under-frame, with all necessa,ry holding down
bolts and belt-tightening screws, to be provided.
The belttightening screws to work in dogs, made to slide on the underframe, and capable of being secured thereto by a clamping screw.
6. The frame to allow a movement of the machine of not less
than 12 inches. The under side of the bed and the upper surface
of the under-frame to be machined to a true surface. The distance
apart of centres of holes in bed for holding down bolts to be 30 inches,
measured parallel to axle.
7. The field magnet cores to be compo,md wound, 1vith short Field
magnets.
shunt.
8. The characteristic of the machine is to be level, i.e., the
potential difference at the main terminals under all conditions
of load, within the capacity of the machine, is to be between 79 and
81 volts for constant speed, the speed maintained being that required
to give a difference of potential of 80 volts at the terminals at full
load. The machine to be self-exciting on open circuit.
9. The inside end of the shunt coil on each bobbin to be connected inside the coil to a heavy insulated flexible conductor of
substantial section, so as to preclude any chance of failure to this
portion of tbe machine.
1

ARMATURE.

10. The armature is to be well secured to a forged steel shaft.

The encl of the shaft nearest the commutator to project beyond the
bearing sufficiently to take a small pulley for driving a tachometer
if required. The armature to be of the bar pattern. The winding
to be of the drum type. · The number of conductors to be 10-!.
The conductors to be supported by means of driving studs, so that
no movement of the conductors can take place irrespective of the
direct rotation of the machine.
11. The cylindrical surface of the completed armature to be
true, and as regular as possible. The diameter over windings to be
12½ inches.
( l] 20:3)

I 2
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12. The deviation from perfect form not to exceed rt inch at
any point. The armature conductors to be tightly bound with
tiO:ned steel wire binders, of ample strength to resist the centrifugal
force due to rotation.
13. The bindings to be arranged, as regards strength and position,
so that a speed of a thousand revolutions per minute shall not
injure them, or disturb any part of the armature winding.
14. The armature to be protected by suitable guards from
injury while rotating, and to be correctly balanced, so that no
appreciable vibration shall exist at normal speed.
Commutator
15. The co=utator sections to be of phosphor bronze, or other
and ,brushes. suitable alloy, not less than l½ inches deep. The number of sections
to be 52.
16. The commutator to be mounted on a gun-metal sleeve
fitted on to the armature shaft.
17. The co=utator sections to be held in place by collars on
the sleeve, a closely-fitted recessed Joint being formed between
the collars and the ends of the commutator segments. The sections
to be formed with radial lugs of segmental section, forming a solid
end to the co=utator, and slotted to receive the armature connections.
18. The contact surface of the commutator to be not less than
6¾ inches long, and to be perfectly smooth and concentric with
the axle.
19. The armature connections to be led to the commutator in
such a manner that the diameter of co=utation, when the machine
is working on open circuit, shall be vertical.
20. Three brushes, in independent holders, to be fitted at each
point of commutation. The brushes to be supplied with each
machine. The width to accord with that of a standard gauge
which will be issued on application.
21. Each brush to be of the following dimensions : 7 inches x
1¾ inches x ¼ inch, and to be constructed in accordance with
specification R.E./254, which can be obtained on application
to the Inspecting Officer, R.E. Stores, Royal Dockyard,
Woolwich.
22. The brush holders to be of approved pattern, and to be
provided with pointers, to facilitate the adjustment of their length,
and also with pressure plates and hold-off catches. The amount
of pressure of the brushes on the commutator to be effected by
means of adjustable springs, the tension of which can be varied
so that the pressure on the toe of the brush, measured normally
to the commutator, is capable of variation between O lb. and 2¼ lbs.
for each separate brush. The width of the holders measured internally to accord with a standard gauge which will be issued on
application.
23. The whole of the brush holders must be mounted on a
~ocker, ~nd must be arranged so that they can be reversed should
it be desired to revolve the dynamo in the opposite direction.
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24. The rocker and the flexible connections must allow of
sufficient angular movement for this purpose, and also for the adjustment of the brushes uniler all conditions of load.
25. For any output the volts and amperes being varied independently between 40 and 80 volts, and 0 and 200 amperes respectively, it shall be possible to find a position for the brushes such that
no sparking at all occurs.
A.lso when the tnrnhes are set in the proper position for an
output of 80 volts and 150 amperes, it shall be possible to vary
the amperes between 75 and 200 without causing any sparking at all,
the brushes remaining in the same position while the current is varied.
Also when the bnrnhes are set in the proper position for 80 volts
and any number of amperes up to 200, it shall be possible to reduce
the amperes gradually to zero, without producing appreciable
sparking, the position of the brushes rem1ining fi..xed.
26. The main terminals of the m~chine are to be of the dimen- Termiuals.
sions given in the drawing.* A similar terminal is to be provided
at the junction of the brush connection with the series coil.
27. The ends of the shunt coil are to be connected up by means
of separate terminals, in such a way that they may be easily disconnected if required.
28. The clamping screws of the main terminals to be ½inch in
diameter, rounded at the point, and of such length as to reach to
the bottom of the hole in the terminal.
29. The head of each screw to be square, and to be provided
with a stout pin, so that it may be used as a thumb-screw. The
arrangement of the terminals is to be as shown in the drawing.
30. The bearings to be of gun-metal of ample substance, and Bearings.
lined with white metal. Each gun-metal block to be properly
fitted to the bed, or bearing caps.
31. Suitable lubricating channels to be cut in the inner surfaces of the bearings. The pulley bearing to be so mounted that
the armature can be withdrawn without difficulty.
3:l. 8uitable receptacles to be arranged, either in the bed or
attached thereto, to catch all oil draining from the bearings, and
to permit the same to be drawn off at will. Oil channels, drips,
&c., to be arranged in such a manner that all oil running .out of
the bearings shall pass into the receptacles provided, and not find
its way on to any other portion of the machine.
33. Lubricators of approved size and pattern to be provided.
One or more for each bearing.
34. The lubricators to be Bailey's patent sight drop dial lubricator, of the dimensions detailed in Specification R.E./284, unless
special sanction is obtained for the employment of another pattern
of lubricator.
35. The insulation used throughout the machine to be of the Insulation.
highe~t quality, and to the entire satisfaction of the Inspecting
Officer.

*

Not rc·prod uct-d.

36. Mica insulation to be used in all cases between _conductors
which lie alongside or cross each_ other, and_ between which the full
potential difference of the machine m~ y exist.
37. Mica insulation to be used between the armature conductors
and binding wires.
38. The insulation between the commutator and sleeve, together with its collars, and also between the several sections and
lugs of the commutator, to ~e of mica, and to be not less than
20 roils in thickness. The mica washers at the ends of the commutator secrments to project ¼inch above the surface of the commutator, a~d to be suitably supported with vulcanised fibre discs.
The connections between the armature conductor and the commutator to be insulated by varnished tape or braiding throughout
their length.
39. The arm~ture core to be carefully insulated by means of
layers of prepared tape coated with insulating varnish. The field
magnet bobbins to be thoroughly insulated with varnished paper
or other suitable material before the coils are wound upon them.
40. The inside ends of the field magnet coils to be carefully
insulated where they are brought out from the bobbin. The
whole surface of the armature conductors and the exterior surface of the field magnet coils to be thoroughly coated with a protective varnish, insoluble in water and oil, and of such a nature
as not to become soft or brittle from the rise of temperature in
the machine while under test.
41. The brush pillars to be insulated from the rocker by washers
and bushes of vulcanised fibre , varnished with shellac. The size
and shape of the washers to be such as to preclude any chance of
leakage or short circuit across them from the deposition of copper
dust. The insulation throughout to be capable of withstanding,
without injury, a difference of potential of 400 volts continuous or
300 volts alternating between the dynamo frame and conducting
'11ires, and also between the series and shunt coils.
42. The total insulation of the machine alter the conclusion of
the trial specified in paragraph 43 to be not less than 200,000 ohms.
Tests of
43. The machine will be tested by being run for six hours at
dynam o.
full load (80 volts and 200 amperes).
44. The machine, either during the run or after the conclusion of it, must not attain in any part a temperature more than
60 degrees Fahr. in excess of that of the surrounding atmosphere .
The measurement ?f rise of te"':perature will be taken either by
thermometer or by mcrease of resistance of the conducting wires at
the option of the Inspecting Officer.
'
45. The electrical efficiency must not be less than 90 per cent.
'
:.nd the efficiency of conversion not less than 85 per cent.
Engraving. . 46. The following information is to be given on each machine
m a conspicuous manner either cast thereon, or cast or engraved
on a metal plate or plates attached thereto :-
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Name of manufacturer.
Year of supply.
Weight of machine, exclusive of under-frame.
Maximum current (200 amperes).
Volts at terminals (80).
Revolutions required per minute to maintain 80 volts at full
load.
Position of axis of commutation.
Maker's number for future reference.
47. All workmanship and materials to be of the very best.
,vorkrnan48. All cast iron employed in any part of the machine or under- ship and
materials.
frame to be of tough grey cast iron, sound and free from £laws.
49. The field magnet cores to be of the best wrought iron, or
magnetic steel, except yoke, which may be of cast iron, if desired.
50. All joints in magnet cores to be carefully faced, and securely
bolted together.
51. The armature core to be of the finest magnetic iron,
properly annealed, laminated, and insulated. The thickness of
the sheets used for the armature core not to exceed No. 24 S.W.G.
The forged steel arm<iture shaft to be free from flaws of every
description.
52. All gun-metal and brass castings to be perfectly sound.
53. The gun-metal to contain not less than 12 per cent. of tin
in its composition.
54. The metal of the commutator to be dense and tough, of
uniform hardness throughout, and free from all imperfections.
All brass screws to be of hard rolled or drawn metal. The copper
used for the conductors and connections to have a conductivity
not less than 98 per cent. of that of pure copper, to be of the finest
quality, and perfectly annealed.
55. The armature conductors to be stranded and constructed in
such a way as to avoid eddy currents.
56. Each separate wire of the stranded conductors or shunt
coil winding to be capable of bearing an extension of 10 per cent.
without brea1.-ing.
57. No flux for soldering except resin, is to be used in any part
of the machine.
58. All screws are to be full threaded, and to fit without shake.
Ordinary threads are to be Whitworth standard.
59. Similar parts of all machines made to this specification by
any one contractor are to be constructed to gauge, so as to be
interchangeable. Spare parts, whether ordered with the machines
or subsequently, are to be similarly constructed. The dimensions
of the armature commutator, and shaft are to agree with the
drawing, so that 'armatures made by different makers to this specification shall be interchangeable.
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MANAGEMENT OF GENERATORS.

Faults in generators are referred to below in the order in which
they are likely to occur under service conditions, other than failure
to excite, which is dealt with later.
Eledriea.l

faults.

~Iecha.nical
faults.

!.-Electrical faults.
(i) Sparking at brushes; the causes and prevention of which
are dealt with in Vol. I.
Whenever sparking takes place the generator 1s not
working under its best conditions, and the brushes and
commutator are liable to injury.
(ii) Failure to excite from loss ot magnetism is dealt with later,
but may also be caused by(a} Disconnection or short circuit in shunt coil ;
(b) Disconnection in armature coils, or shon circuit in
arms,ture ; or no contact between brush and
commutator.
(iii) Dynarno not giving its full volts on open circuit at proper
speed, owing to(a) Partial shun circuits, perhaps due to contact between
series and shunt coils, or high resistance in shunt
coil;
(b) Short circuit in armature coils.
(i,,j Volts at terminals of a properly compounded generator
decreasing with increase of load, due to a short circuit
in series coil ; or to the series coil being connected the
wrong way round.
(v) Bad in.ulation between field magnet coils and body of
machine, owing to careless workmanship or to the insulation being rubbed off. This fault is generally to be found
where the ends of the coils or sections are brought out.
The result would be a loss of volts if the fault be in more
than one part or coil of the generator, or if there be a
leak in the external circuit. Injury to the machine may
easily result.
Il.-Mechanical faults.

(i) Heating of bearings due to want of proper lubrication or to
the generator not being properly set up.
(ii) Belt slip'{Ying or jumping off. See that the generator pulley
is carefully lined up with the driving wheel.
(iii) Armature coils rubbing against pole-piece, owing to the
wearing away of the bearings, perhaps due to the generator
being badly set up ; these must be refitted.
(iv) Heating of coils. The normal output should never be
exceeded.
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LOCALISATION OF FAULTS.

1.-By rough tests of cmiductivity arid insulation with a three- Rough te, t..
coil galvanometer anJ two or three Leclanche cells.
Disconnect the brushes from the field magnet coils, the ends of
the shunt and series coils from each other, and raise the brushes
off the commutator.
Then for continuity tests ofContinuity.
(a) The armature.-Plug the low resistance coil of the galvanometer, connect it up to the battery and note deflection
obtained on short circuit ; then hold the ends of the leads
on the segments o! the commutator approximately where
the brushes would rest, and turn the armature slowly by
hand until all the segments have passed under the leads.
The deflection obtained should be practically equal to that
obtained on short circuit. If one of the radial connecting
strips were disconnected from its segment or from the
armature winding, the deflection would go off while the
clisconnected segment remained under either of the te5ting
leads. A disconnection in one of the coils cannot le
localised in this manner when the armature is of verv
low resistance ; under such circumstances, more elaboiate
instruments must be used.
(b) Brush connecti011s.-Hold one lead on to the end of the
brush lead and the other to the tip of the brush or parts of
the brush. 'l'he deflection obtained should be as at (a).
The fault likely to occur is dirty contact owing chiefly to
the proximity of the bearing lubricator.
(c) Series coils.-Hold the leads on to the two ends of the coil,
the deflection obtained should be as in (a).
(cl) Shunt coil.-Plug 10-ohm coil of galvanometer.
A good deflection should be obtained.
If a rough idea of its resistance be required, it may be
found by substitution, that is, by using the same leads,
galvanometer and battery connected up to a box of coils ;
adjust the resistance in the box until the deflection obtained
through the shunt coil is reproduced, the resistance un•
plugged will be the approximate resistance of the shunt
coil.
For insulation testsPlug the high resistance coil of the galvanometer.
If the insulation is perfect, no deflection will be obtained.
Should any appre0iable deflection be obtained, the resistance
of the fault may be approximately determine,] as iu (d)
above.
For insulation tests of :(a) Armature.-Hold one lead on to any part of the commutator and the other on the spindlA

In8ulation.
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(b) Brush holders and body of dynanw.-One lead on to a clean
spot on the body of the machine, and the other to each of
the brush holders in turn.
(c) Brush holders with each other.-One lead on each brush
holder.
(d) Series coil and body of dynamo.-One lead on to one end of
the series coil, the other on to a clean spot scraped on either
pole-piece.
(e) Series and shunt coil.-The leads on to one end of each coil.
(!) Shunt coil and body of dynanw.-One lead on end of shunt
coil, the other to pole-piece.

Accurate
tests.

Teats while
running.

The faults (b) and (c) usually occur through a want of cleanliness. The metallic dust from the commutator is apt to bridge
over the insulation between the brush holders and the body of the
machine. The insulation should be kept quite clean and free from
oil.
II.-By accurate te,ts, using Wheatstone's bridg,, and reflecting
or horizontal galvanometer for conductivity and a megger for
insulation.
For testing and localising faults with Wheatstone's bridge
and sensitive reflecting galvanometer, always use leads of a low
resistance compared .with the part to be tested or the result will
be of only approxim«te accuracy. In any case the resistance of
the leads should be accurately determined and allowed for.
When testing very low resistances, care must be taken not to
heat the resist:1nces in the box of coils ; to prevent this a resistance
of 100 or 200 ohms should be placed in the battery circuit.
The tests should be taken in the order detailed in I , clean,
tight, and well insulated connections being a most important
feature.
III.- The following tests can be taken while the generator is
running :-

To test the insulation of the field magnet coils.-Use the high
resistance coil of a three-coil or similar galvanometer. Connect
leads to its terminals of sufficient length to allow of its being
placed outside the range of the m~gnetism of the generator.
Hold one lead on to the pole-piece, and momentarily touch the
other on to each of the generator terminals in succession. If any
appreciable deflection be obtained the fault must be localised.
_ The generator must, of course, be run either on open circuit or
with a well-insulated external circuit when the test is made.
To test the conductivity resistance of the series coil.-With a
voltmeter, measure the volts at the brushes and the volts at the
terminals, and note the current in the external circuit · then
R of series coil = volts at brushes - volts at te;minals.
C
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To localise short circuits in(a) Tlie a.nnature.-Run the generator on open circuit at full
volts for five minutes, then ~top the engine and turn the
armature by hand, feeling each coil as it passes.
The warm coils will be the short circuited ones.
(b) Series coil.-Run the generator at 10 per cent. in excess of
its norm,] current for about 15 minutes. The short
circuited coils would he cool, while the others would he
rather warm.
(c) Sli1.nt coil.-Run generator on open circuit at full volts for
about 15 minutes and localise as in (b).
To

ExcrTE A GENERATOR.

A generator m'.1y fail to excite from such faults in the coils as
have been previously mentioned, but it m'.1y sometimes happen
that a generator has lost its residual m'.1gnetism to such an extent
as to render it unable to excite without assistance.
This occurs, as a rule, in cases in which(a) The field magnets are constructed wholly of wrought iron
and the machine is seldom used.
(b) 'rhe direction of rotation has been reversed without reversing
the brush connections.
(c) 'rhe position of the brushes or brush connections hwe been
reversed, thus establishing a sm,;11 current through the
field magnet coils, tending to demagnetise instead of
" building up.,,

To Excite a Slwrt Shunt Compound Generator.*-1. Place
the brushes on what are considered to be the neutral poiuts,
out in all the tests the brushes must be moved by means
of the rocker to different positions on the commutator, allowing
them to rest for 2 or 3 minutes at each point (because in some
generators the ends of the coils are not brought straight out to the
co=utator, but twisted in such a m<inner as to bring the brushes
into a convenient position). Run the generator at its norm 11 speed
on open circuit for about 5 minutes. Should this fail, reverse the
shunt coil, connect it to the brushes and try again. Should this
fail, restore the original condition and join the terminals with a
piece of copper wire, which will ftrne at a current not exceeding
the norm,! output of the generator.
Should this fail2. Reverse the brush connec,ions, leaving the terminals connected by the fine wire as befo:e, and, if necessary, move the
brushes as before.

*
givt'JJ.

In a Jong.shunt machine the procedure will differ a little fro111 tha.t
A short considera.tion should suffice to show in what particulars.
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Should this lail3. Disconnect the shunt coil from the brushes and ou to it
connect another generator, or some secondary cells or other source
of E.M.F. with an adju.stable resistance, the positive terminal of
which must be connected to that end of the shunt cc,il which it is
intended to connect to the positive brush.
Pass " current in this manner through the shunt coil for 2 or 3
minutes (bein<> careful to break it gradually), then re-establish
the generator 0 connections, when the machine should excite. If
it fails the operations described must be gone through agam.
In the above tests the possibility of the series and shunt coils
opposing each other has not been considered, as it is a contingency
unlikely to occur.
REVERSING

THE

POLARITY OR DIRECTION
GENERATOR.

OF ROTATION

OF A

When a generator is to be nm by itself it does not matter in the
least what its polarity is as far as the dynamo itself is concerned,
but when two or more compound dynamos are to be run in parallel,
it is necessary that the brushes which are connected to the series
coils should be of the same polarity ; also, when a generator has a
polarity permanently marked on it, it is desirable to adhere to this
to prevent mistakes.
Generators sometimes have their polarity reversed during the
process of charging accumulators or when two or more are run
carelessly in parallel.
To Reverse the Polarity of a Compound Generator.-Dieconnect
its shunt coil and apply a source of power to the ends of the
shunt so that the current is in the reverse direction to that in
which it originally went. Keep the current on for 3 or ± minutes,
then on re-establishing the connections the machine will be found
to be reversed in polarity.
To Reverse the Direction of Rotation of a Generator.-1. Reverse
the position of the brush holders on their spinclles and by means
of the rocker shift them back so as to allow the bru.shes to rest
in their proper positions on the commutator.
2. Reverse the brush connections.
. [_N.B.-In a four-pole machine, with the \,rushes at 90 degrees,
1t will generally be fow1d unnecessary to reverse the connections, as
when the brush holders have been reversed, the rocker can generally
be rocked forward sufficiently to allow the brushes to change their
neutral pomts.}
INSTRUUTIONS FOR N.C.O. OR MAN IN CHARGE OF GENERATOR.

l. Ee_fore starting the generator, see that all connections are
clean, bnght, and properlv iMulated Crom each other.
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2. See that the commutator is clean, that there is no dirt between
the radial and connecting strips, and that there is nothing likely
to foul the armature.
3. See that the lubricating arrangements work satisfactorily.
4. See that the brushes are properly set. Before fixina the
brushes in their holders they must be carefully trimmed and be~elled
to the proper angle (see below).
The greatest wear and tear on the machine takes place at the
brushes and co mutator, and it is of the greatest importance that
they receive careful attention. The machine will not give any
better results by pressing the brushes hard on the commutator,
and the effect will be additional wear. With proper care the
commutator should soon acquire a dark burnished surface which
shows that it is properly attended to, but which is not easy to
obtain with a varying load such as large arc lights.
When the work comes on the brushes must be carefully adjusted
by means of the rocker to the position of least sparking.
5. Care should be taken that the brtLShes are fed forward occasionally to make up for wear.
If there are two or more brushes side by side they may be
raised or removed one at a time for purposes of adjustment, but
the greatest care must be taken never to break the circuit by lifting
a complete brush off the commutator while the machine is running.
6. The commutator should be cleaned before each run, and
may while running be occasionally wiped over with a piece of
clean rag (not waste) on which is a very small quantity of vaseline.
REPAIRS TO GENERATORS.

If for any reason it be found necessary to take the field magnets
apart, great care should be used in putting them together again,
to wipe all iron faces perfectly clean, and to screw them firmly into
contact, all electrical connections being made exactly as they were
before dismantling.
The even wear-ing of the commutator is much promoted in
broad ring or drum armatures by lining up the machine so carefully that the armature spindle can travel backwards and forwards
in ito bearing as it runs. End play is often allowed for this purpose.
Should the commutator become at all rough, it should be
smoothed with a smooth file well chalked, followed by emery cloth
well oiled, and finished with very fine emery cloth used dry. This
must only be done with the brtLShes removed and the machine
revolving slowly, preferably turned by hand.
When through wear or damage it becomes necessary to true the
commutator up in a lathe, the following precautions should be
observed:(a) Before starting make sure that no part of the armature
will come in contact with any part of the lathe, saddle,
or slide rest in any part of its travel.
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(b) Use a fairly fine pointed tool, with considerable top rake

Spare
armaturts.
Trimming
brushes.

(such as is used for turning steel), and take a light cut
with slow feed. If too wide a tool be used the copper will
be dragged over the insulation.
In any case, when the turning and polishing is complete
the separate strips should be ea refully examined and any
copper bridging the insulation must be scraped off.
(c) When the armature has been replaced, test it for short
circuits by running on open circuit as described previously.
When moving an armature, if it be necessary to put it down,
be careful that it does not rest on its winding. Wooden blocks
should be used and the armature supported on them by its spindle.
Spare armatures are provided at all stations to replace any
which may become unserviceable. They are carried hermetically
sealed in a special case, and should be kept stored in these cases till
required.
For trimming brnshes a clamp is provided (Fig. 62) consisting of a
trough and pressure plate of wrought iron· with a bridge clamp and
screw for tightening.

Fig. 62.
The be veiled facets of the trough and clamp are case hardened.
The brushes are clamped between these pieces and the ends filed
off smooth.
CouPLING Two OR MORE SERVICE GENERATORS IN ONE CrncurT.

Lt may often be necessary to connect two or more service
generators together in one circuit.
(a) In series, to obtain an increased voltage to charge an accu•
mulator battery or in special cases for an arc light circuit.
(6) In parallel, to enable an extra light to be run off the available
plant, or to provide that no light shall be ont of action in
the event of a breakdown to one set.
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i:

To couple two or more compound wound generators in series it In series.
is only necessary to connect the positive terminal of one machine to
the negative terminal of the other, and to connect the shunt coils
of the field magnets together in series so as to form one shunt across
the pair as in Fig. 63. If the machines are dissimilar, the output
should not exceed that of the weaker machine.

~

I

~ +Se,,,es-+
B

vv~-----:S//vnr
EXTERNAL CIRCUIT.------'
fig. 63.

To connect two or more compound wound generators in parallel [n parallel.
it is necessary to connect together the positive terminals, the
negative terminals, and also the brush terminals which are connected to the series coils (in the case of service machines these are
the positive brush terminals), as in Fig. 64.
A little consideration of Fig. 64 will show the reason for this
latter connection. Suppose that the two generators A and B are
connected in parallel by closing switches b and c, and that switch (a)
is left open. If now the speed of B increases so that the E.M.F.
at its terminals rises a little above the E.M.F. at the terminals of
I

C
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Sl11111t

b.

0---- - - ·:::,
l-:

f

';:::

I

: (j

I t:;

U--------' ~

l;:j
Fig. 6~.

machine A, a reverse current will flow through the series coil of A,
tending to demagnetise the field magnets and causing a further
fall of the E.M.F. of this machine ; which ,viii then be driven as a
motor. Its engine ,viii tend to race, while machine B ,viii be overloaded. In the care of series-wound machines the reverse current in
the series coils would reverse the polarity of A, and the two machines
would then be working in series round their own field magnet coils,
resulting probably in both their armature coils being burnt out.
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If, however, the positive brush terminals be first connected
by closing switch (a) before switches b and c are closed, there will
be no difficulty provided that the resistance of the conducto_r between
the brush terminals is negligible as compared with the resistance of
the series coils of the field magnets.
A slight rise in the E.M.F. of machine B above that of A _will
now produce a current in the connecting lead between the brushes,
which will flow through the series coil of A in the right direction and
maintain the excitation of the field magnets. This current will
produce an additional load on B, which will tend to decrease the
speed of the armature and consequently the E.M.F. at the terminals,
while the E.M.F. of A will tend to rise on account of the increased
speed of its armature due to a lighter load, until finally the E.M.F. of
both machines is the same.
Similarly, if the E.M.F. of A should rise above that of Ba current
will flow through the conductor counecting the brushes from A to B
until the difference is adjusted.
It will thus be seen that the machines will exercise a considerable
power of mutual adjustment, which will extend also to the engines,
resulting in an equal speed and an equal division of the load between
them. Of course this po\Ver of mutual adjustment cannot be relied
on to remedy inequalities of a serious nature, and with service plant
it is advisable to load each engine separately for a few minutes
before paralleling the generators, so that at the moment of paralleling the engines may be running steadily and under approximately
the same conditions of load.
Generators having the same constants should be selected for
parallel working, and the term " service generator " in what has
gone before refers to the 16-unit generator, a specification of which
is given in this chapter. It is, however, quite possible for generators
of different power to be run in parallel provided that the respective
res1stan~es of the series coils are inversely proportional to the
current mtended to be generated by each machine.
In practice this can be arranged by adjusting the resistances of
the leads counecting the generators to the bus bars co=on to all
the machines, so that the fall of potential between the brushes (not
the generator terminals) and the bus bars is the same.
A diagram and description of the switch board used for connecting service generators in parallel will be found at the end of
Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER VI.
ACCESSORIES, SWITCHBOARDS AND ARRANGEMENT

OF

CIRCUITS.

CONTENTS.

Acoessories.-Ammeters and Voltmeters, electro-magnetic.-Ammeter, 200
amperes.-Voltmeter, SO volts.-Voltmet-<.:r, hot-wire.-Switch, single pole.
-Switch, automatic.-Frame resistance, 200 amperes.-Miscellaneous
stores.-Arrangements of circuits.-Single circuit.-Shun t rcsistance.-Loca.J
pattern of resistance frame.-Lighting engine-room and emplacement.Several plants in one room.-Switchboarda.-Wiring switchboards.Running two lights off one genera.tor.-Running from bus bars.
ACCESSORIES.

The accessories in the service are :Ammeters ...
Electro-magnetic250 amperes ...
200 amperes

Frames, resistance200 amperes, ·25 ohm, Mark II
Switches, E.L.Automa.tio

Single pole.
200 amperesMark I
Mark II
Vollmelers-Electro-magnetic100 volts, station

120 volts, portable
80 volts
Hot-wire, 120 volt, Mark II

for direct currents.
portable or station.
vertical, direct reading, Schiickert
type, with two terminal lugs.
iron, with 11-point switch.

60 to 150 amperes.
on slate base, with two terminals.
also with two lugs with set screws.

with connections and two terminalB.
with two terminals.
in teak case with leather handle.
Cardew t.upe, horizontal tube, in
wood case.

Ammeters and voltmeters, electro-magnetic, are now obtained Ammete1s
to an open specification which Jays down only certain essential and
qualifications. The details may vary slightly in different supplies. voltmetel's,
electroThe " station " instruments have a gravity or spring control, magnetic.
with dead-beat action, and are suitable for reading with the face
vertical. The moving parts are covered by a soft iron band or
shield or are enclosed in an iron case.
Fixing holes are provided to enable the instrument to be fixed
on any vertical surface.
The portable instruments are similar, except that spring control
is always used and that they are enclosed in a wooden case with
leather handle.
(1120::)

K
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All spring-control instruments have a zero adjustment which
is not accessible from the outside.
The maximum permissible error in first supplies is :In amm~ters, the maximum error" high" added to the maximum
error " low" must not exceed 2 per cent. of the range of the instrument,

F'ig. 68. -A1nmeter

(:wo ampl!l'\:'S).
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In oo/tmel,ers portable, the maximum error of any reading must
not exceed 2 volts, and the readings " face horizontal " must be
within 2 volts of the readings " face vertical."
In voltmeters station the maximum error of any reading must not
exceed 1½volts.

0

0

pp'

Fig. 71.-Voltmeter hot-wire.

(11203)

K

2
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A..illmeter,
200 ampere~.

Typical instruments are shown i~ Fi~s. 65, ~6 ~d 67.
Ammeter, 200 amperes, 1s shown m Fig. 68; 1t 1s only used as a
station instrument. Its principle is as follows :A is a helix of three turns of copper bar ; B is a small curved
piece of very thin sheet _iron, moving at the end of an arm a~out
a pivot C, placed eccentrrnally as regards the helix. A long pomt~r
moves with t he sheet iron over a scale. The arrangement 1s
weighted, so that when no curre1~t is passing, ~he. sheet iron is at
some distance from the copper helix, although within 1t ; and when
a current passes through the latter, the iron moves so as to pla~
itself in a stronger field (i.e., nearer the copper conductor) ; as 1t
does so, the opposing force (gravity) has its moi:nent increase~.
The forces are, of course, very weak, and the chief drawback 1s
that the instrument is not dead beat.
It is not affected by any uniform field, however strong, but
is strongly affected if put near the pole of a powerful magnet.
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Voltmeter,
BO volts.
Voltmeter,
hot-wfre.

Voltmeter, electro magnetic 80 volts, is a portable instrument
(and is shown in Figs. 69 and 70). It is usually fixed on a small
shelf for station use.
"Voltmeter, hot-wire, 120 volts, Cardew type," depends on quite
a different principle, viz. , the expansion of a wire when heated by
the passage of a current.
It is made to read either in a vertical or horizontal position,
and the wire is either mounted in the tube, as shown, or on a rod
which slips inside the tube ; in either case the tube or rod is made
of ?rass and iron in the proportion of two lengths of brass to one
of iron! as this combination has the same temperature expansion
co-efficient as the platinum silver wire used.
The conductor A A (Fig. 71) passes twice up and down the
t~be ; it consists of 12 feet of platinum silver wire, ·0025-inch in
'.1iameter.. The ends are fixed to the two supports CC', which are
Ill connect10n with the terminals TT '. The wire is then passed
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over the two insulated pulleys P P', and the centre is passed
round the bone block B, which is held in place by the spring S
attached to the frame of the instrument. The wire connecting
this block to the spring passes round a grooved wheel, the shaft
of which also carries a toothed wheel W, geared into a small
pinion. On the end of the pinion shaft is fixed a pointer, moving
over a dial graduated in volts. The terminal T' is connected direct
to C', but between T and C is inserted a fine fuze wire, F, ·0014-inch
diameter, so that should the current get dangerously large by
an accidental increase of volts, the fuze wire may melt, and so save
the instrument.
Advanlages.-Suitable either for direct or alternate currents,

Fig. 73.-Switch, E.L. Mark II.

dead beat, fairly even and open scale, unaffected by magnetic
fields.
Disadvantage.-Not portable.
Switch, single pole, 200 amperes, Mark I, is shown in Fig. 72.
It is used in any circuit where a large current may pas_s.
.
The switch bridge is of laminated brass plates, pivoted m the
centre and making contact at either end. It is operated by a
wooden handle with a loose head, and is fitted with a powerful
auick-break action. The terminals and cable lugs are suitable for
cooductors up to ½-inch diameter.
The Mark II switch is shown in Fig. 73. It is of the modern
chopper type.
.
.
S11titch, electric light, automatic (Mark I) 1s shown in Figs. 74
and 75.

Switch,
single pole.

Switch,
automatic.
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It consists of an electro-magnet, mounted on a slat e slab.
The coil of the electro-magnet is formed of a spil'al of bare
copper.
'l'he electro-magnet actuates an oblong armature pivoted at
its centre to a brass bracket fixed to the .;]ate slab.
The upper end of the armature is fitted with a forked contact
of copper rod, which rests in two iron mercury cups when the
armature is not attracted by the magnet.
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·F rame,

resistance,
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Fig.n.

The mercury cups are secured to two connecting straps of
cast brass provided with t erminals. The slab also carries a third
terminal, which is connected to one end of the magnet coil, the
right-hand terminal being connected to the other end of the coil
as well as to the mercury cup.
Three buffer blocks fitted with indiarubber are provided for
the armature.
The switch works with a minimum current of 60 amperes, and
is intended for use with currents not exceeding 150 amperes in
conjunction with "Frames, resistance ·25 ohms," or the locallymade resistance described below.
The approximate weight of the switch is 9 lb. 11 oz.
Frame, resistance, 200 amperes, ·25 ohm, is used as a steadying
resistance in the circuit of any light, or in connection with an automatic switch, as described above.
Or it can be used either separately or in conjunction with other
resistances for electric lighting purposes generally.
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RESISTANCE FRAME FOR AUTOMATIC SWITCH.

Note .

lte1g/Jt of' Frame
depends on /Je,g/Jt
o-F Dynamo Room .

3x3
Each l!el1x consists of /8!fz lb

or N°4- gauge galvanized ,ron
w,re wound on a 2"mandrel

figure- 7G.

To Auto Switch

~LEVA T I ~
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It consists of an iron frame, the ends being formed of cast-iron
the siues of 1 inch gas piping.
'
The resistance coils are of galvanised iron wire, ·171 inch in
diameter (No. 7½, S.W.G.), formed into helices and arranged four in
parallel. The helices are supported on porcelain insulators at the
ends of the frame, intermediate connections being made by brass
connecting bars.
The coils at the front and back of the frame are prevented
from coming in contact with each other by porcelain insulators
fixed to iron crossbars.
To the centre of the frame is fi..xed an 11-point switch, mounted
on a cast-iron frame, the various points of the switch being connected to the resistance coils by bare copper wire, •232 inch in
diameter (No. 4, S.W.G.).
The total resistance of the frame when a current of 150 amperes
is passing is equal to ·25 ohm, divided by means of the switch
into 10 steps of ·025 ohm each.
Its weight is 228 lbs.
In lieu of the frame, resistance, a resistance similar to that in Local
Fig. 76 is made locally of helices of No. 4 gauge, G.I. wire.
pattern of
The resistance cold is about ·7 ohm, allowing ,vith a generator at resistan ce
frame.
80 volts for a current of 114 amperes, which will fall as the wire
heats to a current of about 70 amperes. If used in the emplacement
the resistance should be reduced to -5 ohms cold.
The frame supporting the helices can be of wood or iron gas
piping, or they can be fixed direct on to the walls or ceilings of the
engine room on suitable porcelain insulators.
MISCELLANEOUS STORES.

Patterns of the following stores have been sealed for the purpose
indicated in the table.
Detail.

Designation.

Use.

Clamps, trimming brushes Iron, with collar, For all size:~ of bmahes
screw and two packing pieces

Counters,

lfark II

revolution, In case, with watch... For revolutions of engines
or generators
1 For incandescent light
J
circuits,
maximum
working c~rent, and
J
class of wire must be
) stated on demands
For commutator

Cut-outs, fusible, single Porcelain, with cover,
with two sweating
pole
thimbles and binding screws
Tin . . .
. ..
Fuz.e wire, E.L. ...
Circular
stick
in
Graphite, lubricating
wood box
In bottles
Mercury ...
Powder puffs

In box

r

For Mark

I

switches
Fur cleaning
flectors

automatic
glass

re-

11 2

Designation.

Det ail.

I}

Switches ...
... Incandescent lighting
Single pole, 25 to 150
...
.. .
.. .
amperes
Dvuble pole, 25 to 150
...
.. .
.. ,
arnperes
Single pole20 amperes

10
6

::: } Porcelain base, with
co,•er

Use.

State amperage
mands

in

de-

I

A RRAN GEMENT OF C IRCUITS.

Single
circui t.

Shunt
r esistance.

The principles governing the general arrangement of circwts
have been discussed in Chapter V.
It was there st at ed that is, as a matter of policy, the " single
unit " system had been adopted.
The best arrangement for running one arc light from one generator
is shown in diagram form in Fig. 77.
In the engine room all that is required is a switch, ammeter and
voltmet er. The switch should be connected between the positive
terminal of the generator and the positive main lead, the ammeter
in the negative lead and the voltmeter directly across the terminals
of the machine, so that the rise of volts can be seen before the main
switch is closed. All connections should, however, be made on the
switchboard. The two mains should be the only leads between the
generator terminals and the switchboard.
In the emplacement, a switch and frame resistance should be
placed at the end of the positive main, and an ammeter at the end
of the negative main. The voltmeter should be connected across
the mains at points on the switchboard as near as possible to the
lamp terminals, but on the generator side of the lamp switch, so
that the voltage can be read before the switch is closed.
An automatic switch and shunt resistance should always be
fitted and can be placed either in the emplacement or engine room,
as shown at A and Bin Fig. 77.
The latter is the more usual, and has the advantage of allowing
the engine to be run without any connection with the emplacement,
but the disadvantage, that when the lamp carbons are first closed,
the voltage at the lamp will be practically that of the generator,
and there will be at first a very high current through the lamp.
With 80-volt generators this is not harmful, but with 120-volt
generators the large current will damage the lamp.
W?ien ~he sh~t resistance is placed in the emplacement, the
electncal difficulties are overcome, as, whether the current is running
throng~ the lamp or through the resistance there is a steady fall of
pote~tial through the leads and the voltage at the lamp terminals
remam.s nearly constant at 60 volts. There is, however, the practical
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difficulty of finding room in the emplacement for the necessary
resistance.
While, therefore, it is desirable in erecting new installations to
place the shunt and resistance in the emplacement, these latter
may be retained in the engine room when they are not harmful.
It is usual, unless separate secondary batteries are provided, as
in Chapter X, to provide incandescent lampl in engine room and
emplacements connected direct to the service generators.
Such lamps should be for 60 volts, suitable resistance being
added as required.
The connection of the lighting circuit in the engine room should
be to the terminals of the generator clear of the main s,vitch, so
that the lighting will be effective even if the switch is not closed,
the necessary connections being made on the engine room switchboard.
Separate leads for incandescent circuits in emplacements should
be run from the engine room switchboard. If connected across
the main leads, the lamps will be subjected to all of the variations
of voltage of the arc, and this is more especially noticeable in those installations where the automatic shunt resistance is in the engine room.
In the directing station the lamps may be connected across the
power leads for motor, as in this case the variation of voltage is
small.*
·
The lighting cirJuits should have their o~n a-witch, which may
be any of those on page 112 or of any suitable commercial type.
Although each plant is electrically independent, it is usual to
group several in one engine room to economise personnel. This
also enables va1ious combinations of engines and lights to be
arranged.
In such cases the instruments for all the generators in one
engine room should be placed on a co=on switchboard of hardwood
or slate and arrangements added so that any generator can be
connected to any lamp. This can be effected by using " terminals
E.L." and movable connections of either copper rod or flexible
conductors. A suitable switch should be arranged so that the
incandescent lighting can be run from any generator.
A typical switchboard for three generators and three lights is
shown in Fig. 78.
The wiring on switchboards may be either on the front or
back. Front wiring has the advantage that all the connections can
be readily seen and traced, but all the leads must be securely
fastened, so that the operator will have easy access to the switches
and instruments. Colouring may be used to identify leads, and all
terminals and connecting points should be very clearly marked.
• Any eystem of lighting direct from the main generators does _n~t
provide for illumination when the engines are not running, and therefore 1t 1s
always necessary with such a system to provide an aJtemative means of
lighting by lamps, candles, &c.

Lig!1ting

engme-room
and emplac~ment.

Several
plants in
one room.

Switchboard,.

Wiring
•witchboard.
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Back wiring has the advantage of leaving only the instruments
visible and of making it easier to dispose of " slack " cable or wires.
It is essential t hat all connections shall be readily accessible for
purposes of inspection, and therefore the switchboard should be
fi.,ed at some distance from the wall, thus requiring a certain amount
of floor space.
When back wiring is employed, the connections from point to
point should be clearly indicated by coloured lines painted on the
front of the board.
As a general rule front wiring should be adopted in all emplacements and in small engine rooms, and back wiring in larger rooms
where floor space permits.
There is no practical difficulty in running two arc lights off one
Ruoniug
two lights
generator, provided that the latter will carry the current and that
off oue
the two circuits are separate and independent throughout from
generator.
generator to lamp.
When two or more engines are placed in one engine room there
Running
from bus
are certain advantages in cross-connecting them so that any number
bars.
of machines can be connected to a pair of bus bars , to which are
also attached any number of lights, thus two machines might be
used to run three lights, or in installations where defence plant is
used to charge an accumulator battery the surplus power may be
utilised in charging the battery during the night and thus effect a
saving of personnel, i.e., the extra relief required if the cells have to
be charged during the day.
The advantage would be a ready means of meeting a breakdown
of one engine or generator ; the disadvantage, greater complication
of the switchboard and consequently a higher standard of training
required from the attendant.
lllultiple
A diagram of the Service pattern engine-room switch-board
switchboard. for use when it is required to connect two or more generators in
parallel is given in Fig. 79. The board is made up of a number of
polished slate panels, one such panel being provided for each
generator.
The panels are supplied fitted but without instruments, which
should be demanded separate!y.
Frame.
The board should be supported in an iron frame and fixed not
less than 3 feet from the wall by means of stay rods.
Top.
The top is of teak and can be used for a board of any size.
Voltmeters.
_It ?arries two voltmeters of the " moving coil " type, one of
which 1s connected across the positive and negative bus bars through
a 5-ampere switch, while the other is connected between the neo-ative
bar and a change-over switch. The contact points of this ;,,vitch
co":espond to the number of generators and are connected to the
pos1t1ve terminals of the machines.
Incandesceut
An incandescent lamp with s,vitch is provided for each panel.
lamps.
The c~nnect1011s are shown to the generator terminals, so that each
panel 1s only illuminated when its generator is rUlllling. The lamps
may, however, be connected to the bus bars if desired.
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The bus bars are composed of l½ by ½-inch copper bar and are £us han1.
supported 2½ inches clear of the back of the board by ½-inch bolts.
The a=eters and D.P. switches" A "are connected direct to the
bus bars by ½-inch bolts.
Back connections are employed throughout, l½ by i-inch copper Uonnec:tions.
straps being used for the main circuit whenever direct bolts cannot
be used.
Each panel is similarly arranged. On the top a.re the ammeters Arrangeside by side ; that on the left is in the negative main to the emplace- ments of
instrument:-1 .
ment and the other is between the negative bar and the generator.
In the centre of the panel is the single pole change-over switch
"B" and below this the double pole switch" A." The 300-ampere
fuses on the left are in the mains to emplacement and that on the
right is in the negative main between the generator and negative bar.
The method of connecting two or more compound-wound gene- ()ircuits
rators in parallel has been explained in Chapter V, and an examination of the circuit diagram shown at the bottom of the centre panel
in Fig. 79 will show how the necessary connections are made on
the board. The positive terminal of each generator is brought to
the positive bus bar through the left-hand side of the D.P. switch
" A." The negative terminal of each generator is connected to the
negative bus bar through the fuse on the right of the panel, while
the positive brush terminal is brought through the right-hand side
of the D.P. switch "A" to the bottom bar, which is known as the
"Equalising Bar."
It will be seen that when the D.P. switches " A " are closed, the
machines are connected together, as explained in Chapter V.
All the positive terminals are connected together through the
positive bar, the negative terminals through the negative bar, and
the positive brush terminals through the equalising bar.
The knife on the right-hand side of switch " A " is made ¼-inch
broader than the knife on the left-hand side, so that when the switch
is closed the connection between the brushes is made first, and
similarly, broken last when the switch is opened.
Switch "B" is to enable the light to be run direct from its own
generator independently, or from the bus bars if this generator is
out of action. The bottom point of this switch is permanently
connected to the positive terminal of the generator, the top point
is connected to the positive bar, and the two centre points to the
positive main to emplacement.
Instructions for wing the Board.

Each light should be run independently for a few minutes at
starting to give the engines a load and allow them to become steady.
For direct running it is only necessary to close switch " B " in its
lower position.

When the engines have become steady, one generator should be
oonnected to the bus bars by closing switch "A." The bus bar
voltmeter on the top of the boaEd will now indicate the E.M.F.
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of this machine. The remaining generators may now be connected
to the bars as follows :-By means of the 4-way voltmeter switch
in the centre panel, measure the E.M.F. of each in-coming machine
on the right-hand voltmeter, and, if necessary, adjust the speed of
the engine until the reading is one or two volts above that of the
bus bar voltmeter, then close switch " A."
Great care should be taken that the in-coming machine is of
correct polarity and switch A must not on any account be closed if
there is no deflection of the needle of the generator voltmeter.
If moving coil voltmeters are not available, the low resistance coil
of a Q and 1 galvanometer must be inserted in the voltmeter
circuit (in series) to indicate the polarity of the in-coming machine.
When all the generators have been connected to the bars the
readings of the right-hand ammeters should be compared, and, if
necessary, the speed of the engines should be adjusted, so that the
load is equally divided. A considerable amount of hunting \vill be
noticeable in the dynamo ammeters and this cannot be altogether
avoided.
In the event of a breakdown the machine concerned should be
disconnected altogether from the bus bars by opening switch " A "
and removing the fuse on the right-hand side of the panel. The
circuit to emplacement is completed by changing switch " B "
over to the upper position.
It may possibly happen that, owing to the failure of the oil supply
or some other cause, one of the engines ceases to work, and the
generator, being driven as a motor by the other machines, will
keep the flywheel in motion. This can be detected by the excessive
sparking at the brushes of the generator concerned, and the top of
the belt will become the working part. Switch " A " should be
opened and the machine disconnected from the bars.
It is very necessary that the resistance of the connections between
the positive brush terminals and the equalising bar should be low
as compared with the resistance of the series coils of the field magnets.
For this reason the switchboard should be centrally placed, so as to
be as near as possible to all the generators, and the cable used for
the connections should not be smaller in sectional area than that
used for the main connections.
Reversals of current in the series coils ,vill be prevented, provided
that the resistance of the leads between the brush terminals and the
switchboard is not greater than the resistance of the leads to the
dynamos terminals, but the nearer the machines are to the switchboard the greater will be their power of mutual adjustment.
It is very important that the connecting leads from the switchboard to all the machines (having the same constants) should be of
the same resistance. A little consideration will show that it will
otherwise be impossible to divide the load equally. The cables
should be ~elected and cut to length accordingly. If any of the
generators 1s more than 45 feet away from the switchboard it is
advisable to duplicate the leads, if 37/15 cable is the largest lead
available.
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CHAPTER VII.
ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES, LAYING AND JOINTING.
CONTENTS.

Definitions.-Provision.- Patterns in use.-"'oolwich mark. - Drums.Laying cables.-Laying in trenches.-Position of joints.-Protection nf

joints.-Transport of cables.-Laying cables in trencbes.-Obstacles.Position of cables in treuches.--Joint boxes.-Testing before filling in.-

Terminating.-Casing.-Layiog in pipes or conduils.-Cablcs in conduits.Depth at which laid.-Drawing-in boxes.-Joints inconductors.-Testing
and records.-Preliminary testing.-Testing before filling in.-Testing

before jointing.-Records of tests.-Marking cables.-Identification of
routea.-Methods of making tests.-Deflection method of insulation test.

-Megohm.- Constant of galvanometer. -Formula for constant. Formula for insulation resista.nce.-Use of shunt.-Preparation of cables.
-Cables act as condensers.-Testing apparatus.-Use of magnetogenerator.-Megger.-Periodic tests.-Joint boxes.-Box, joint, leadcovered cables.-Insertion of cables in boxes.-Sea.ling cables.-Depth
of boxes.-Spllcing.-Removal of armou.ring.-Replacing armouring.Jolnting.-Precautions.-Soldering. -Details ol Jointing.-Single wire,

16 W.G., and larger.-Single wire under 16 W.G.-3-strand wires and
7-strand small wires.-7-strand, 14 W.G. ancl upwards.-19 and 3i-strand
";res.-Insulatlon.-GeneraL-I.R. tape.-Details ol Insulation.--Insula•
ting ends.-Insulating joints.-Two-way jointB.-Sleeves.-Thrce-way
joints.-Sleeves.-Slores for_jointlog.

The term "electric cable " for vocabulary purposes is used Definitions.
for all conductors carrying a current of 10 amperes or over, for all
conductors containing mure than one core (except small flexible
leads) and for insulated conductors, which are also lead-covered
or armoured.
The term "electric wire " is used for all single conductors,
whether covered or uncovered, which do not come under one of the
above categories,
When an electric cable has more than one core or conductor, it
is called a multiple cable.
Electric cables and wires are demanded, held on charge, and P1·ovision.
accounted for as follows :( 1) All uncovered wires.

}
(2) Silk and cotton-covered wires used for by weight.
coil winding.
(3) Covered wires other than those mentioned}by meas~reat 2.
ment m
(4) Cables, electric.
yards.

l'.lO

On account of the weight of many of these cables, it (s not
practicable to supply them in l?nger lengt!15_ tha1: those 1?ent1oned,
and to avoid unnecessary cuttmg of, or iomts m, multiple cable,
demands should state the exact lengths required (see below).
LAYING CABJ.ES.

Lay iug i11
trenche::;.

Position of
joint f-l.

Protection of
joint!'<.

Cables for electric light can be laid either in trenches or in pipes.
The patterns to be used in either case will be seen from the table
above.
All cables following the same route should be laid in the same
trench.
As a general rule, the depth of trench in ordinary soil would be
not less than 3 feet, except on rifle ranges or where there is no risk
ot injury by vehicles or shell fire, when the depth may be reduced
to 2 feet.
The bottom of the trench should be as level as possible and the
cables &hould be laid neatly along it, crossing being avoided as far as
possible.
In filling in the trench the cables should first be covered with
3 or 4 inches of fine soil and care should be taken that no sharp
stones are in contact with them.
In some cases it may be desirable to place above the cables,
before completing the filling in of the trench, a layer of flat stones,
slates, tiles, or tarred planking, to give further protection from
accidental injury.
Inside forts and batteries it is often necessary to mark the line
of the trench on the surface in some way, as it not infrequently
happens that cables are injured by the pickets used by the Royal
Artillery as anchors and holdfasts.
When opening trenches containing cables, the use of picks,should
be prohibited, except where absolutely unavoidable.
The A and B-type cables are made in lengths of 4 yards over a
fraction of a Illlle, with the intention that the distance apart of the
joint boxes should be multiples of a quarter of a Illlle, consequently,
there will then be 4 yards spare cable at each joint. It is very
desirable that these joints should be arranged, as far as possible,
at uniform intervals, and that, when several cables are laid together,
the whole of the joints on each section should be grouped at one
point.
The joints must be protected by one of the following methods :(a) By means of the "box, joint, lead-covered cables," which

has been specially designed for this purpose.
(b) By means of brick or masonry joint boxes built in the ground,
when the special boxes are not available.
(c) When no other means is practicable, by splicing.
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When an e:d;endcd system of lead-cowrcd cables is to be laid, Transport of
two wheels and an axle, suitable for transporting the drum, should cables.
be provided.
The diameter of the wheels should be about 18 inches greater
than that of the largest drum, and the axle should be arranged so
that it can be p1ssed through the centre of the drum, and secured
to the cheeks. The axle should be 2½ to 3 inches diameter, and
provided with !inch pins, washers, and drag ropes, and with shafts.
for animal draughts, if the nature of the ground is such as to m1ke
this system of transport suitable. Where the ground is difficult,
it is generally m3re convenient to move the drum by mmu1l labour,
but shafts of some description will still be required for steering.
In order to mount the drums, a wooden ramp should be m1de,
upon which they can be run up. The axle should be pissed through
and the wheels attached. The drums can then be transported to
the trench in which the c:,,ble is to be hid. For hmdling the drum~,
four h1nd-spikes and two large scotches should also be provided.
II the trench is in open ground, the cables can be laid by wheeling Laying
in
the drum parallel to it, and unwinding at the same tinle. In wooded cable~
trenches.
country, or where obstacles prevent the passage of the drum close
to the trench, it will be necessary to leave it at one end of the section
and carry out the cable by hand.
For this purpose fair-leads are meless with these heavy cables.
The quickest and most satisfactory method is to carry it bodily on
men's shoulders, loop by loop.
If the ground should not be suitable for this method of transporting the drums, it will generally be possible to roll them into pooition,
where they can be jicked up, so as to revolve on a spindle, and allow
the cable to be paid out. The drum should be so turned th1t the ·
cable is paid out from the top of the drum. Care must be hken
not to bruise the cable when rolling the drum. On no account
whatever should the drum be taken to pieces and the cable ps.id
out in coils, nor should any attempt be m"de to p1y out the cable
by rolling the drum along the ground.
When necessary to pass obstacles such as water mains, drain Obstadea_
pipes, &c., the cables should, if possible, be laid above them, and,
where necessary, specially protected by pipes, iron troughing, or in
other ways. When necessary to pass below such obstacles, the
cables must be threaded through. In many cases it will be advantageous to pass them through pipes at this point. A sep1rate pipe
should be provided for each cable.
Trenches when first m<tde are liable to dam ige by heavy rain,
as the subsidence of the newly filled soil turns them into watercourses.
This can often be avoided by careful selection of routes, but where
necessary, the surface must be protected by rough concrete or flat
stones. Trenches should be carefully perambulated periodic~lly.
,vhen two or more lines of cables are laid in the same trench, Position of
c:i.bles in
care should be taken to preserve their relative p3sitioas, so long as trenche3.
they continue in the same trench, i.e., they should not be laid acrl)SS.
one another.
L
(11203)
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Chanaes of ,lircction, by crossing of cables, should., if possible, only
take plac~ immediatelf on~side a joint box, or where the joint giving
rise to the change of d1rcct10n occurs.
Much subsequent trouble will be saved if this is strictly adhered
to, and the relative position of various cables accurately recorded
in the route diagram kept at the station.
The cables having been laid, and the position of the boxes having
been decided upon, the latter should then be placed in position, and
the cables inserted.
The joint boxes should be so placed that there are 2 yards spare of
,l uint luxe~.
each cable at the box.
The method of inserting the cables into these boxes is described
below.
In very wet ground the boxes may be placed in a brick pit
suitably drained.
In the case of boxes being grouped together where the trench
contains many ea hies, each box should have an identification letter
legibly marked inside it.
·
A rough test should be taken and recorded of each cable before
'1\:sli1Jg
l,efu1e filli11g filling in the trench.
in.
As soon as two consecutive sections of a line of cable have been
tested and covered in, the electrical jointing m,i,y be commenced,
For details of testing and jointing, sec below.
At the termination of each line, the cables will be led to a switchTe1wiuat;
board in the engine room, emplacement, or a directing station.
ing.
All wiarmoured wires inside buildings should be enclosed in
Casing.
steel casing ; staples or holdfasts should be used for armoured or
lead-covered cables.
LAYING IN PIPES OR CONDUITS.

Caules
in C(tnduib.

:
Depth at

,, bicli laid.

When armoured cables are not used, all cables and wires outside
buildings should be laid in earthenware conduits with a separate
duct for each cable, such as are supplied by Daulton & Co. When,
however, the use of pipes is unavoidable, great care should be
taken that the pipe is of sufficient diameter to obviate all risk of
damaging the cables while they are being drawn in.
The pipes (or conduits) should be laid at such a depth as not
to Le liable to mechanical injury by traffic, and should as far as
possible be protected from an enemy's fire. Where liability to
heavy wheeled traffic exists, earthenware pipes should not be less
then 3 feet, or iron pipe~ not less than 2 feet below the surface.
Protection from shell fire should, wherever possible, be secured by
the selection of a sheltered route. It is not possible ,vithout incurrmg undue_ exl/ense t? provide against the effect of a high-explosive
shell burstmg 1mmed1ately over the cables, but burying at a depth
of 1 foot will afford sufficient protection from splinters.
Earthenware (glazed) pipes may preferably be used, except
where heavy traffic indicates th~t iron would be advisable.

. _ Iron pipes shou!d be of cast-iron with socket joi1rta, carefully
JOmtcd and water-tight. Glazed stoneware drain pipes are suitable
for the earthenware pipes and should be jointed with Portland
cement (1 cement, 1 sand).
The pipes should be not less than 4 inches internal diameter,
smooth internally, carefully laid in a perfectly straight line from
poiut to point, with a suitable fall to a convenient point for drainage.
The pipes must be examined before being laid, to see that the
interior is smooth. During the process of laying, a stout wire must
be left in them to enable the interior to be scoured out by means
of a stiff wire brush, in case cement should have come through the
joints, so as to obstruct the cable when being drawn in.
The scouring process should be carefully performed as the pipes
are laid, and before the cement has had time to set.
Drawing-in boxes should be placed at every change of direction
and at intervals not exceeding 50 yards in the straight. They
may be of brick or concrete. If the pipes are laid 3 feet deep, or
less, the drawing-in boxes m'.1y be brought up to the surface and
covered with a cast-iron plate (inside dimensions 2 feet by 2 feet),
or a stone set in a cast-iron or concrete frame.
If the pipes are laid more than 3 feet deep, the drawing-in boxes
should be not less than 2 feet by 3 feet in plan, internally 1 foot
6 inches deep, covered with a stone slab and buried.
In all cases suitable means of lifting covers, by rings or otherwise,
should be provided. The positions of all boxes, whether on the
surface or buried, should be recorded on an accurate site plan.
The wires and cables should be drawn through in both directions
from a central point, and all the wires required to be laid in one pipe
should be drawn in together.
All joints in the wire outside a building should be avoided.
"'here unavoidable, they should be situated at a box, and not
drawn into the pipes.
The instructions as to method of laying, selection of route,
records and terminating apply equally to lines in trenches or pipes.

Drawing-i n
boxes.
·_;I

J oiuts in
couducto1s.

TESTING AND RECORDS.

Electric cables are very costly, and are liable to rapidly deteriorate if not properly stored and handled. Their care is, therefore,
most important.
It must be borne in mind that it is quite impossible to tell, by
visusl inspection alone, whether a cable is serviceable or not. '!his
can only be ascertained by electrical tests, which are described
below.
To ensure that cables are properly looked after, a careful record
of their condition and distribution should be kept in a cable book
maintained for the purpose.
.
Before the cables are taken out to the site, they should be care- Preliminary
fully tested for conductivity and insulation resistance, the insulation testing.
(1120.1)
L:2
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resistance beina measured between the conductors themselves, and
also between the conductors and the lead sheathing. After these
tests the ends of the cores should be resealed with rubber tape
and ~olution, as described on page 137, to prevent the entry of moisture, which is liable to set up chemical action between the conductor
and the dielectric.
After laying, a rough test should be taken and recorded of each
Testiug
~1efort' tilling cable before filling in the trench. After such test the ends of the
111.
cables must be properly identified and insulated with tape and solution.
Before commencing to make the joints, the electrical test ol the
Te ... ting
~efore joint- cores should be repeated, and final tests should be taken of the
mg.
circuits after the jointing has been carried out.
In all cases the tests should be taken as accurately as possible,
Tieconls of
fr,-;t!';,
and the records (including those received from Woolwich), entered
in a book with dates, and carefully preserved, so that a complete
electrical history of every length of cable used in the whole system
may be available !or reference. In the event of a fault occurring.
its localisation is thus greatly facilitated. The records should also
giYe the name of the manufacturer, identification number, Woolwich
number, and date of receipt at station of each length of cable laid.
The electrical apparatus used in making the tests should also be
recorded.
The marking should be in accordance with a pre-arranged
1\larkiuc:r
cables. ;:,
system. Each core should be marked with the number of the cable
to which it belongs, as well as with the core number, the former
being in Roman numerals, and the latter in Arabic numerals. A
conYenient method ol marking cores is to stamp the numbers on a
piece of lead tubing, which is slipped on before the jointing is carried
out.
Complete records and plans of the route of all trenches should
Idt>ntifkntivn of
be made at the time, showing the exact position of each trench ,
route~.
and benchmarks or stones should be placed at all joints and also at
intervals to which the exact positions of the joint boxes can be
referred. This much facilitates the subsequent repair of cables.
The routes ol all buried cables whether in pipes or laid into the
ground should be shown on a copy ot Barrack Atlas Plans and
Fortification Record Plans to be held by the D.O.R.E. and by
C.R.E., so that they may be taken into account in dealina with
drainage schemes, &c.
"
The preliminary tests of the cable used for electric light should,
Methods of
mal..ing
where the necessary apparatus exists, be taken as regards insulation
t t'sts.
res1~tance with the reflecting galvanometer, the conductivity tests
having been taken in the usual manner with the " coils resistance
10,000 ohms."

Dd3ec:tinn
method of
insulation
tebt.

)

I

The meth~d of measuring insulation resistance employed is known
as the deflection method, and consists of comparing the deflection
produced on_ a galvanometer by a battery through the unknown
resistance with that produced on the same galvanometer by the

~ame battery throup;h a known resistance, the l,::1ttery and galvanometer rcm-1ining i11 exactly the same condition during both tests.
The reflecting galvanomder is generally used, and with high re,istrnecs the deflections on the g,lvanometer will be sm1ll, awl may
be taken as proportional to the current. The total resistances in
circuit in eith,•r case will then be inversely proportional to the deflections obtained.
In order to obtain accurate results it may often be necessary to
take the rc~istance of the battery and the galvanometer into account;
out when the outside resistances amount to 100,000 ohms or more,
these may be neglected.
When the unknown resistance to be measured with the reflecting
galvanometer is a large one (such as, e.g., the I.R. of cable, ), a
' • high resistance " of known value is required, in order to be able
to compare the deflections due to thNu respectively. This known
resi.;tancc should be as high as possible.
At some stations resistance boxes of about 95,000 ohml m1y ::\Iegohm.
still be Immel. One pf these, m::tde up to 100,000 ohm3 by placing
it in s~ries with an ordinary box of coils, is wry suitable. At others
a specially constructed "megohm" (1,000,000 ohms) exists. This
latter may be made locally by rubbing a lead pencil on a strip of
paper fixed between two terminals placed about 3 inches apart, and
by then scraping away the width of the strip until the desired value
is obtained. Such a resistance, however, varies considerably,
decreasing as it becomes heated by the current or otherwise.
It
is therefore not very reliable.
Assuming that only a box of 10,000-ohm coils is available, the
procedure is as iollows :The " constant " (K) of the galvanometer should first be found. Coush ut of
This is dofined to be "that resistance through which the (total un- gal,·anumeter.
shunted) current from a given battery produces a deflection of one
division on the galvanometer scale."
A battery of not less than 30 Leclanche cells (giving an E.M.F.
of about 45 volts) should be employed. At stations where aacumulators are avaibble, the necessary volts may be conveniently obtained
from them.
The total resistance in circuit, i.e., box of coils, shunted ga.lvanometer and battery, is made up to 10,000 ohms. With this resistance
in circuit a deflection d is obtained. If, as is probable at first, a
shunt S is employed, only! th part of the total current is passing
through the galvanometer ; it therefore follows, as the deflections
m~y l,e considered to be proportional to the currents producing
them, that a deflection of d s would be obtained on the unshunted
galvanometer by the whole battery current. A deflection of one
division would be obtained with a resistance of 10,000 d s ohmi, for
the currents in the two cases (0 1 and C,), and the resistances are
inversely proportional; for-

I
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}.. ouuula for
cnn~taut.

1

C1 : C,: : ds: 1 : : lO,OOO: K;
.·. K

= 10,000 d s ohms,
ds megohms.
100

The resistance (I), which is to be measured is now inserted in the
place of the other, and a deflection d2 s2 is similarly obtained. The
value of (I) calculated from the following relationFormula. fol'
in,.mlatio11
re~i:-;tanct',

I :K: :d-

1
;!

S-2

1

:1

.·.I= K megohms.
d2 s2

If any other resist ance is used instead of the 10,000 ohms in the
first instance, the above equations must be altered accordingly.
Once the constant has been obtained no change must be made in the
conditions ot battery, position qf magnet, &c., or the constant will
alter. It is well to check the constant periodically while carrying
out a succession of t ests.
The shunt should be short-circuited until the necessary connec rse of
tions, &c., are made ; then the ,,--/n, shunt should be inserted and
:-;LUllt.
the" short " removed, and so on. As large a deflection as possible
should be obtained for the constant ; to ensure this the controlling
magnet must be raised nearly to the top of its slide bar, and may
even have to be turned over with the ends pointing upwards. It
must be remembered that in this condition the galvanometer is
very sensitive and will be affected by any iron substance in the
vicinity ; a knife or bunch of keys carried by any person moving
near-or even heavily-nailed boots-may influence the deflection.
As this method is used mostly for cable testing, some practical
details necessary to ensure accurate results will be given here. It
is essential that all the instruments, &c., used shall be quite clean,
dry and free from dust. One or two sheets of paraffined paper,
which should be warmed daily to ensure their being thoroughly
dried, should be inserted under each. It follows that none of the
instruments should be screwed down to a table or fitted into special
places ; if this is done the desire for neatness and sy=etry will
probably result in loss of illB·ulation.
The cable, when the test is taken, should be entirely immersed
Pn,·paration
in water, except a few inches at each end; one end should be conof o.: a.Ules.
nect ed to a lead from the testing room, a second lead being connected
to a copper earth-plate in the cable tank. The leads should not be
permanently laid, but should be run out as required, special leads
being kept for this purpose only.
Although the insulation of cables when first made is very highover 10,000 megohms per 1,000 yards-yet, if the ill8ulating material
1s exposed to the weather, it soon deteriorates; so that the insula-

tion of the ends of cables and cores:which have been left exposed
for purposes of identification and test is always less than that of the
rest of the cable. To obtain reliable tests it is therefore necessary
to cut a short length off each end and to specially prepare both ends.
The ends should be prepared as for an ordinary joint, with a
1½-inch length of bare wire and ½inch of insulation tapered off. The
outer s\ll"face of the insulating material for about 3 inches below
the taper should then be carefully cleaned of any trace of tape,
felt, or similar material, and the surface of the rubber scraped with
a knife, care being taken to handle this cleaned portion as little as
possible. The whole end of each core should then be dried and
warmed by a spirit lamp, or in some other way, and dipped in molten
white paraffin. The wire at one end of each core must then be cleaned
ready to connect to the lead, care being again taken to hold the core
by the wire and not to handle the paraffined portion.
Both ends of the lead connected to the cable should be similarly
treated, and the connection between the lead and cable made by
a brass connector .

•

l'nless these-preparations are very carefnlly taken, the tests will
be merely of the insulation of the ends of each core and not real
tests of the cables themselves.
To further gnard against this, what is known as" a guard wire"
should be employed ; this consists of a connection from the same
pole of the battery as is connected to the galvanometer, wrapped
round the dielectric close to the end, the object being to prevent
such surface leakage as is unavoidable from passing through the
galvanometer and thus impairing the value of the test. A d,agrammatic sketch is given in F ig. 80.

It is quite useless to attempt to take a careful test for I.R. on
a wet day or even in damp or foggy weather.
Long lengths of cables act as condensers; and thus, ev_en when the
l 'ahlc::s ad a:-;
insulation is perfect, there is, on first closmg the Cll'cwt, a fluw of
cnudenser.s.
electricity into the cable, and this continnes nntil the cable is fully
charged, and would produce a deflection on the galvanometer.
This is on account of the " capacity " of the cable. As it becomes
electrified the rate of flow of the cnrrent decreases gradually, and
thus some time elapses before electrification is complete. For very
accurate work it is therefore necessary to wait some little time aher
closing the circuit before completing the t est ; bnt for ordinary
work the deflection should be read at the expiration of one minute.
To avoid undue oscillations of the galvanometer while the cable
is being charged, the short-circuit peg should be inserted at first ,
and, near the completion of the minute, the shunts should be carefully tried in tnrn, as described above, when balancing. Great care
must be taken not to touch any of the metal work of the box of shunts
while moving the pegs.
In recording the tests, insulation resistances over 10 megohms
per 1,000 yards are recorded as " over 10 " only, so that small
deflections which obviously correspond to a higher insulation need
not be very accurately determined. For instance, with a constant
of 500 an insulation of 10 megohms would correspond to a deflection
of about 50 divisions per 1,000 yards of length, so that deflections
considerably less than this, say 20 and under, need not be accurately
determined.
The fnrther tests, which must be taken after the cables have been
laid out, should also be made as accnrately as possible, but as for this
pnrpose it will be necessary to employ portable apparatus, the same
degree of accnracy cannot be obtained.
For the pnrpose of these further tests and for subsequent
T~s ~i ng
app..i.ratus.
periodical tests, a set of apparatus has been issued \i 9731, ~ist of
Changes), but when meggers are available for issue this set will
become obsolete :Apparatus, testing, position-finding cables.
Case.
Coil, resistance, l ohm.
Generator, hand, 100 volt.
Magnet, bar.
Stand, circular.
which are used in conj unction with:Coils, resistance, 10,000 ohms (§ 8737, List of Ch,mges).
(§ 7571,
,,
).
Galvanometer, horizontal
Wire, covered, C 5
(§ 4190,
,.
).
and, for conductivity resistance only, a battery of four Leclanche
cells of any available type.
The conductivity resistance should be measured Ly the Wheatstone Bridge method, m the usual way, using the Leclanche cells.

The insulation resistance should also be measmed by the Wheatstone Bridge method, using the 1-ohm coil and the magneto-generator.
This coil must he inserted in the circuit of the 10,000-ohm box,
between the left bridge arm and the adjustable coils, by opening the
link and connecting on to the terminals on either side. Care must be
taken to see that the coil when so inserted forms an additional
ratio coil in the left arm, i.e., the galvanometer com1ection must be
maue to the junction between the 1-ohm coil of the arm and the 1-ohm
coil of the adjustable resistance, and not to the junction between the
1,000-ohm and 1-ohm coils of the arm.
The latest pattern of 10,000 resistance coil, describeu in p1ra.
8737, List of Changes, is arranged so that the perm,nent connection of
the galvanometer key is com1ected direct to the adjustable resistance.
In previot1s patterns this connection was led to the end of t lw
bridge arm. ,,'hen, therefore, the 1-ohm coil is inserted into a box
of this type, the galvanometer key must be discardeu in order that
the connection to one terminal of the galvanometer m1y be m,de at
the junction of the 1-ohm coil and adjustable resistance.
The effect of introducing the extra coil is to raise the multiplying
po,~er of the bridge to 1,000, thereby extending its range to 10 megohms(§ 9274, List of Changes).
In all insulation tests care must be taken to prevent incorrect
results being obtained through leakage over ends of cable, from
instruments, &c.
In order to give sufficient sensitiveness to the arrangement, the Use of
magneto-generator, giving a pressure of 100 volts on its terminals magnetr•·
at a speed of 100 revolutions per minute, must be used under these generator.
conditions.
The handle of the generator must be turned continuously at as
uniform a rate as possible while the test is being m1de, and the
negative pole should be connecteu to line.
At stations where an ohmmeter h1s been issued in connectio,1
with a " generator, electric, hmd" for testing electric light circuits,
this instrument mav be used for insulation tests o[ c.1bles.
The latest instrument supplied for testing cables is called :UleJger.
"Megger, 500 volts, 100 megohms." It consists o[ an 500 volt
generator combined with 100 n ohmmeter in one case. These
instruments are supplied with a five years' gu'.Lrantee, provided the
seals are unbroken ; care should be taken to prevent uunecessary
removal of th£ lead seal.
It can be used for all classes of tests, but i£ accuracy is requireJ
the precautions as to preparing the ends of cables, insulatiun of
instr1U11ents, &c., detailed above must be cirefully followed.
The megger when in use should stand on a steady base, and the
handle must be turned in a clock-wise direction, increasing the speed
till the clutch is felt to slip ; this occurs at about 100 revolutions
a minute; at any speed above this the voltage is constant.
Periodical tests of cables which have been laid should be m1de at Peiiudieal
intervals of not more than 12 months, and should be taken in the te3tS.
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manner above described for tests during construction. The results
should invariably be recorded in the book used for the records of the
preliminary tests, together with a note of the state of the weather
and comparative dampness of the ground.
JOINT BOXES.

The " box, jointing lead-covered cables" is illustrated in List of
Box, joint,
Changes in War Material, para. 8881.
.
.
lea1l•cover1~il
The box consists of a cast-iron trough of rectangnlar section with
cahle,-.
cover secnred by 12 bolts. The underside of the cover is formed
with a rib fitting into a corresponding groove in the body.
Between these a piece of soft lead tubing is inserted to form a
watertight joint, the tubing being carefully laid in the groove and
pressed into same by the rib on the cover.
Each end of the box contains two chambers. The cables pass
through these and are sealed watertight.
The same pattern of box is used for all descriptions of leadcowred cables, the inner and outer flanges which close the sealing
chambers being changed to suit the particular description of cable
employed ; the pattern of flange required should be specified in
demands.
As K a nd L cables will very rarely be used in these boxes,
flanges are not provided for these cables. They should be made
locally when necessary.
When the box is used as a T-box, or when only one cable is passed
through it, the openings not required should be closed by blank inner
and outer flanges.
The cables should be carefully marked at the exact points where
they enter the boxes, and the outer flanges and lead washers should
then be slipped over them.
The onter covering should next be stripped back to the points
] 11serti o11 of
marked on the cables, and the armouring wires tnrned back at right
cal,le:-; iu
angles at the same point and cut off, allowing the ends to project
Loxe,;.
about¾ inch, so as to prevent any strain coming on the core, when the
outer flanges have been bolted on to the box. A tight joint should
be made between the cable and flange by suitable packing of tarred
yarn or wood wedges.
Both inner and outer flanges are then fixed by screwing up the
~eali1w
nuts of the side bolts, and the joint is made watertight by ponring
f•a1lt>s~
marme glue, or other suitable sealing componnd, through the hole
m _the top of the chamber. Care must be taken to completely fill
this chamber by pouring in more from time to time as the hot compound cools and settles down. When set, the plug should be remserted in the filling-hole.
The spanners issued with the "vice-jointers" will fit the plug in
these boxes of the latest manufactnre.
In heating the glue the fire used should not be more than sufficient
to melt it, so that all risk of over-heating may be avoided. It is

essential that the chambers should be warmed before pouring in the
compound. A blow-lamp is provided for heating the chamber,
and a special ladle for melting and pouring the glue.
The slack of the lead-covered cores should be coiled in.side the
box in such a way thctt the joints come uppermost. Care should
be taken that there arc no sharp bends in the cores, especially at the
flanges, where the lead covering is very liable to be injured. All
~harp edges of the holes in the flanges should be removed beforehand.
Chambers not used should have the blank flanges screwed down
hut not filled with compound. Red lead should be med with the
lead washer of outer blank flange to make the joint watertight.
In order to facilitate the jointing of the cores and to allow for
reduction of length, should it be necessary at any time to cut out bad
joints, suffici~nt slack should be left on ea.eh cable in each box.
In cases where sufficient slack h not :ivaibblc, or where it is not
nrcessary to rejoint the whole of the cores, c1bles, electric, '.<\. 1,
A., or A,, may be inserted, but this necessitates replacing a single
joint by two joints.
The boxes are intended to be laid either flush with the surface Depth of
where wheeled traffic is not anticipated and protection from shell boxei:(.
fire is not required, or buried at such a depth as may be necessary.
Brick pits are not required in conjunction with buried boxes.
except as stated. If it is required to make a joint i11 K or L group
cables a suitable vice must be made locally, as the " vice jointers "
is only intended for the cores of B group cables.
SPLICING.

When joint boxes eannot be obtained, or it is found impracticable
to use them, a splice may have to be made in a cable.
To make a splice the following instructions should be followed :The iron-wire armouring to be carefully taken back for about Removal of
3 or 4 feet from each end of cable for future recovering after splice armouring.
is made, care being taken that the "lay " of the wires is preserved
as far as possible, to facilitate subsequent " marrying " ; then cut
I-foot length of the whole of the cores clean away, so as to allow
sufficient armouring to safely protect the splice when made. Jointing and insulating should then be carried out as described bter.
The centre lead-covered core should now be spirally coated with
whito spun yarn to the necessary size to receive the outer leadcovered cores ; fill the scores between the outer lead-covered cores
,vith white spun yarn, the whole of the cores to be then bound tightly
together by two layers of white spun yarn, laid on reverse to each
other.
Now replace the armouring that had been taken back for the Replaci.ng
convenience of making the joint, and " marry " the wires composmg armouring.
the armouring. The " marriage " of the wires is effected by cutting
off a suitable length from every alternate wire at either end , and by
fitting each long wire of one end in between two long wires of the other
end.
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The whole of the splice is to be firmly served with tarred spun
yarn in the usual manner.
JOINTING.

Precautions.

Soldering.

The hands and the insulated conductor must be perfectly clean
and dry before commencing to make a joint..
.
.
Dielectric should be removed from the wire by a diagonal cut With
a jointer's scissors, leaving the dielectric neatly tapered, carefully
avoiding nicking the wires.
The very greatest care should be taken that the tinned surface
of the copper conductor is not scratched or damaged in any way;
experience has shown that when rubber comes in contact with
copper, the free sulphur which is always to be found in small quantities in the innermost lapping of rubber, attacks the copper conductor,
sulphide of copper is formed, and this renders the conductor brittle
and useless.
The copper also, in its turn, attacks the innermost layer of rubber,
on which the insulation depends.
Consequently, in handling joints with a file or pliers, the utmost
care should be taken not to leave any copper untinned.
The wires are to be cleansed with napht,ha.
In addition, it is of great importance to see that no indiarubber
solution comes in contact with the bare wires, solution should be
used very sparing! y.
Soldering irons should never be allowed to get too hot and
"burn." This always gives rise to an excessive lurid green flame,
and is not only injurious to the "copper bit," but burns all the
tinning off them, thereby giving extra labour, and wasting time in
re-tinning.
Irons may be cleaned with emery cloth, or carefully with a suitable file, they should be well tinned, and hot enough when used to be
unbearable when placed about 1½ inches from the cheek. The
irons should be wiped when taken out of the stove before applying
to the joint.
Quick soldering is essential, as continued application of heat
seriously weakens copper wire and makes it brittle. Too great
a heat causes solder to" rot," and become useless. Too much attention cannot be paid to the soldering irons, as it is perfectly hopeless
to attempt to solder a joint with a dirty iron, a badly-tinned iron, ·
or an iron that is not hot enough.
Resin only must be used as a flux.
The lead-covered conductors should be covered with a lead
sleeve, or in the case of a three-way joint, with a sleeve and a piece
of lead sheet, aHer insulating. If a sleeve is not available, lead sheet
sho~d. be _substituted, and incliarubber tubing should be used for
any JOmts m insulated conductors not lead-covered. The sleeve or
t°:be_ must be slipped over one of the conductors before startinoJOmtmg.
""
The hands should be carefully washed after dealing with leadoovered cables.
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DETAILS OF JOTNTJNG.

Smgle-ll'ire, 1G W.G., and larger.
Straight ioint (Figs. 81, 82, 83).Strip of! the arlllouring, jute, lead, and taping, if any exists, for
a length of about 3 inches-if necessary, secure the ends 1,y serving.
Remove about :l inches of the insulating material a.nd carefully
clean the wire with naphtha.
Scarf the ends of the wires with a suitable file till the two ends fit.
Adjust the jointers' vice and grip the conductors close to the
insulation, the sc'.trfed faces being opposed to each other in a vertical
plane.
Srcure one end of a piece of bind.ing wire (i.e., "wire, jointing
nnd liilllling, AA,i"), to one clamping screw of the vice, and take a
few open turns ti,rhtly round the joint from one joint to the other
to keep the scarfs in position for soldering. With \"ety little solder
on the holt, sweat the scarfed faces together. Remove the bind.ing
wire and smooth the joint w'ith a file, taking great care not to
remove the tinning or cut into the wires on either side.
Take a piece of binding wire, 8 feet long, bent in four, and
place the double bight on the left-hand clamping screw of the vice.
Cut through the single bight so as to have four free ends. This
will prevent the wires from over-riding during the binding.
With the four wires side by side, bind over the wires from a point
l inch to the lrft side of the scarf, to a corresponding point on the
right side, pressing the turns close up together with the thumb nail
and pulling them tight. Secure the free ends round the right-hand
clamping screw of the vice.
Sweat through the joint and binding wire, cut away the loose
ends, and smooth the joint over as Lefor~.
T-jointStrip and clean the branching wire and about
inches of the
main wire as above.
Place the branching wire across the other, twist it round it four
or five times, and sweat up as above.

n

Single Wires-under 16 TV.G.
Straight ioint (Figs. 8±. 85, 86).Strip and clean the wires as m para. 60, place the two wires
across each other, the crossing point being the middle of the bared
part.
Grip the crossing point with pliers and twist one of the free ends
round the stand.ing part of the other wire. Do the same with the
other, straighten the joint and trim up the ends, taking care that no
projecting end is left.
Sweat up and clean the joint as above,

T-jointAs described above.

uuo::)
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3-Strand Wires and 7-Strand Small Wires.
Straight joint (Figs. 81, 82 and 83).- .
.
.
Remove covering, &c., for about 3 mches and 111sulat10n for
about 2 inches, as above.
Unlay, clean, and lay up again the ends of the wires, sweat them
up solid for a distance of about 1 inch from the tip.
Scarf the soldered ends with a suitable file and proceed as for
single wire.

T-joint (Figs. 96 to 101).·Strip about 6 inches of the cable to be tapped and bare about
3 to 3¼ inches of the wire, clean the wires and re-tin them if necessary.
Strip about 4 inches and bare about 3 inches of the other cable.
Unlay all the wires of the branch cable, clean and straighten
them, and lay up half the length again and divide the other half
2 and l, or 4 and 3, in a fork. Place the fork across the through
cable, and lay the wires tightly round the standing part one-half
at a time, one-half to the left and one-half to the right, with the same
lay as the standing part.
Smooth off the wires, remove projections, and sweat up the joint
as above.
Y-joint can also be made thusSolder up both conductors solid, scarf the end of the branch cable,
file out a small n.ick in the through cable, lay the scarf in this recess,
and bind over with AAll wire, finally solder as before.
7-Strand, 14 W.G. and Upwards.
Straigl,J, jointMay be made the same as for small wires, or, as in Figs. 87 to 90.
Strip about 7 inches and bare 6 inches of the wires, unlay, clean
and straighten the wires.
Cut off 3½ inches of the centre wire at each end.
Lay up the wires again up to the end of the centre wire and splay
the six ends in the form of a cone.
Marry the two splayed ends and twist the six wires of one cable,
one by 01;e round the other cable, against the lay of the standing
parts, taking care that they do not over-ride, repeat th.is with other
cable. Tighten np with the pliers, see that no ends project and sweat
np as before.
Th.is method is preferable if any strain is likely to come on the
conductor.
Method of jointing E.L. cables 19 strand and over.
Prepamtion of Cable Ends .
. (1) Remove armouring as necessary and lead covering for

3 mches.
Bare l{• inch of the conductors and clean the outer strandswithout d(sturbing i;heir lay-with nauhtha. If the cable is not in
good cond1t10n 1t will be necessary to unlay, clean, re-tin, and re-la)'
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the outer strands. The remainin<> U inch of insulation should be
protected br a few htJ·ers of tape.0 t-\ecure the outer strands with two turns of Ko. 16 G.I. wire
whilst a few turns of No. 26 tinned ropper binding wire are placed
in position near the end.
l'.e111_ove. the (U. "ire and solder solid, either by using a bolt
or cltpp111)! 111 a p11t of molten solder,'using powdered resin as a
flux.
Then remoYO tl1e binding and file ends up sqttare.

Manufacture of Sleeve.
piece of No. 18 gauge sheet copper 3 inches wide
and 11 inches long and thoroughly clean it, and by using a !-inch
mandrel convert it into a split-tube, the length when finished
being 3 inches. (These sizes are for a 37 Hi cable.)
'fhen drill two holes ¼inch in diameter diametrically opposite
the slot at a distance of ¾ inch from each end. Clean the splittube inside and out, also at the ends and slot, and cover it with a
thin coat of pure tallow.
Then roll the tube in finely powdered resin and dip it into a
pot of molten solder. Whilst hot, wipe inside and out with a rag
to remove superfluous solder.
For cleaning the inside of the tube (after tinning) a "pull
through " should be made. This consists of a piece of wire bent
in two and pieces of rag secured in the bight.
NoTE.-If preferred, the sheet may be tinned flat, and then
formed into the sleeYe.
(2) Take

,1

Jointing.
(3) Slip a lead sleeve 12 inches long and 1 inch in diameter
along one of the cables, and place the two ends to be jointed in
the split-tube (which should be a tight fit), and if the ends do not
butt nicely, they should be filed until they do so.
The joint is completed by pouring molten solder from a small
ladle into the slot of the tube, the small ladle being replenished
from a lar::(e ladle containing molten solder, which is held underneath the joint to catch any drips. In carrying out this operation
the joint should be kept perfectly level, and the application of
molten solder should cease when it runs from the small holes near
the end of the tube.
All superfluous solder should then be wiped from the completed
joint, which should be allowed to cool gradually. In order to
prevent damage to the insulation, the application of the solder
.>lhould cease after half a minute.
NoTE.-~'igs. 91, 92, 93, 94, 95 are cancelled.
T-joimAii for 7-strand wires, but a length of 4 and•!½ inches for 19-stra11d
and 5 and ti½ inche~ of 37-strand conductors should be bared.
(1 l:!0::1
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J'-joints can be made as for 7-strand wires, but the outer wires
of the branch cable should be laid back and 3 or 4 inches of the
wires cut off, the butt soldered up for 1 inch, scarfed and laid in a
nick in the through cable as described above.
The outer wires will then be straightened and divided into a Y,
and laid up round the through cable right and left as in T-joint,
t-he whole will then be soldered up.
INSULATION.

General.

I.R. Tape.

The insulation of joints is usually effected with india111bber tape
and solution.
Indiarubber tape is issued in tins containing 2 ozs.
Solution is now issued in collapsible tubes of 3 ozs.
Tins or tubes of indiarubber solution should never be left open,
and great care should be taken to prevent water getting into them.
Indiarubber tubing at present is only provided of ½-inch and ¾-inch
inside diameter, for cables too large for these, primed tape and
shellac should be used for outside covering.
The indiarubber tubing, if used, should be quite dry and clean,
in.side and out.
Indiarubber tape should be stretched gradually and perfectly
evenly; if the tape be very old, it is well to warm it slightly before
stretching it, say, by keeping it in the pocket, or by passing it
through warm water, as described below. Care must be taken not
to overdo the stretching, so as to cause the tape to lose its elasticity.
Should this result be inadvertently produced, the tape can be restored
to its normal condition by warming it slightly.
A good way of warming tape, when hard, is to unroll and pass it
through a bath of hot water at a temperature of about 150° F.,
and then through cold water before recoiling. This prevents the
sticking which occurs if the roll of tape is put bodily into hot water.
The tape must be perfectly dry before use.
Tape which is too old to stretch evenly or presents a hard cracked
surface, or is soft and inelastic, should not be used.
The most important part in making an insulated joint, or insulating a cable end, is to lay the tape serving over the insulating
material of the core in such a manner as to cause it to unite perfectly
with the core, both on the tapered portion and beyond the taper.
Care must be taken that the serving is co=enced on the bare wires,
and not on the tapered part of the insulating material, and that the
~ervin~ is not carried, even ever so little, over any part of the
msulatmg material before co=encing to use indiarubber solution,
at the same time the solution must not come in contact with the bare
wires.
Serving with indiarubber tape, whether with or without indiarubber solut10n, should always be done in the following manner :Cut the ends of the piece of tape to a point and stretch it out till
there are no dark spots in it. Wind it tightly round the object to be
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11erved, stret<ihing the tape in doing so till it is only half its normal

width, and making each turn overlap the preceding turn by half
itll stretched width ; the tape being consequently laid on helically.
It is well to use the third finger of the right hand for smearing
on the sol11tion, thus leaving the thumb, fore and second fingers,
hee for serving with. Care ml.1/!t be taken not to allow the hands or
fingers to become covered with solution, as it is then very difficult
to produce good work. On completing the serving, the end of the
tape should be held in position with the fingers until it adheres.
Rubber solution sho\lld be very sparingly used.
DETAILS OF INSULATION.

To insulaie the ends of insulated conductors proceed as follows:- Insulating
ends.
Cut the conducting wires off close to the insulating material.
Remove the tape carefully from the insulating material for not
less than 2 inches.
Pull the insulating material just over the ends of the conducting
wires.
Make sure that the end is perfectly dry and free from grease by
warming with a spirit lamp or wiping with a cloth steeped in
naphtha.
Rub a little incliarubber solution well into the insulating material
where the tape has been removed. Take a piece of incliarubber tape
of s\1.itable length. Co=ence serving, using sol\ltion, at a point
½inch from the end of the cable ; after serving two turns round the
cable pass the tape over the end of it, bring the tape back and serve
another turn in the usual way, next to the first turns ; pass the tape
again over the end in such a way that it crosses the previous turn at
right angles ; serve back, working away from the end of the cable
to the point where the tape has been removed ; serve forward
again, getting two more turns as before over the end, and continue
as above until the end is properly covered with tape.
Apply more incliarubber solution over the serving, and slip over
it a piece of vulcanised incliarubber tubing, if available, with its ends
turned up, until half the tubing is on the cable core. When it is in
position apply more solution at its ends, thus filling up the empty
half of the tubing, and turn down the ends.
Turn the projecting half of the incliarubber tubing back on to the
other half. Tie tightly with twine as in a two-way joint.
Insulating
Joints should be insulated as follows (Figs. 102, 103, 104) :- '
Cut away any insulation damaged during the soldering opera- joints.
tion. Bare the insulation for about 2 inches on each side of the
joint by removing the tape or other protective covering. Scrape
the rubber lightly and remove all threads and clirt, taking great
oare not to cut the rubber. Trim the ends of the rubber to a taper,
½inch long (but 'the lengths of taper will vary with the thickness of
the insulation), the pure rubber, if possible, being just exposed at
the bottQill of thi taper. Th• tapers must on no account be exposed
(11~0~)

~ 3
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Two-wa.Y
joints.

Sleeve~.

to the air for a lonuer time than is necessary, and must be kept
scrupulously clean a~d dry ; if by any means they become in the
least dirty, they must be wiped over with a piece of clean rag, free
from fluff, damped with naphtha.
For a two-way joint commence serving with indiarubber tape on
the bare wire just beyond the point of the tapered portion of the
insulating material, and wind first over the bared wires, using no
solution. As soon as the bared wires are covered, apply a little indiarubber solution to both sides of the tape, and also to the insulating
material, and continue the serving up the tapered part, and along
the conductor for a further distance of ¼ inch. Then serve back
over the joint, continuing to use a little indiarubber solution;
carry the serving over the tapered portion of the insulating material,
and along for a further distance of ½inch on the other side of the
joint. Then serve again over the joint, now carrying the serving
to the top of the taper on the other side of the joint. On reaching
this point serve back again over the joint to the top of the other
taper.
After this, continue the serving forwards and backwards, always
using solution, until the tape is served up nearly to the diameter
of the lead covering of the conductor.
The lead sleeve is now to be drawn back over the joint and its
ends care£ully soldered to the lead core. This is a difficult operation
reguiring considerable skill. The temperature of the soldering iron
requires very careful attention. If too hot, it will burn through
the lead core-if too cold, the solder will not adhe.re properly to the
lead. Before the lead sleeve is slipped over the core the ends should
be scraped clean, the cleaned surface extending about 1 inch down
the inside of the tube. The ends should also be slightly opened out.
The cores should be cleaned in the same way where the ends of the
sleeve are to be soldered.
A little tallow is then smeared on the clean surface of the lead
and a little finely-powdered resin sprinkled over it. A few drops
?f solder are then dropped into the end of the sleeve and the soldering
rron passed round to complete the joint. This operation should be
done quickly, or the lead core will burn, and only sufficient heat
should be applied to make the solder adhere thoroughly to the
surfaces of the lead.
Where lead sleeves are not available, indiarubber tubing should
be used. The joints in this case must be fiuished over the rubber
tape with a covering of double-primed tape and shellac varnish.
~fore indiarubber solution should then be applied over the
servrng, a~d- the indiarubber tubing drawn, with its ends turned up,
over the iomt. . When it is in position immediately over the joint,
apply more solution at its ends, and turn them down.
Tie each end of the tubing tightly-with twine, about¼ inch from
the end. Pas~ the twine round the tubing, and tie with a thumbknot ; then brmg the ends round to the other side and secure them
with a reef-knot, thus making two completed tudis of twine round
each end of the tubing.
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For a three-way joint, commence serving on the bare wire just Three-way
beyond the point of the tapered portion of the insulating material joints.
of one cable, and wind first over all the bared wires, using no solution.
As soon as the bared wires are covered, apply indiarubber solution
to both sides of the tape, and also to the insulating material, and
continue the serving up the tapered part of the insulating material,
and for a further distance of ½inch of the cable. Then serve back
to the joint, and then up the taper of the branch cable, and along this
cable for ½inch. Then serve back again down over the joint, continuing to use indiarubber solution; carry the serving over the
tapered portion of the insulating material, and ½inch along the first
cable, and so on to the required thickness.
The lead sleeves on the branch cable will then be slipped up to Sleeve•.
the joint and the end soldered, and the through cable will be wrapped
with lead sheet which will be soldered along the joint, also to the
lead sleeve and the sheathing of the cable.
STORES FOR JOINTING.

The following special stores are used for laying, testing, terminating, and jointing cables or covered wires, and should be
demanded according to requirements, or in accordance with authorised establishments.
The estimated quantity of materials required for jointing cores
of a B group cable is shown below. Each core jointed in a multicore cable is reckoned as one joint.
Should chests be required for carrying tools and materials, they
must be provided locally.
Remarks.

Designat-ion.

• ApparatM, testing, P.F. cables- I
.
.
Casea
. .. For holding one ohm resistance c01l.
magnet, and circ1J Jar sta.nc1.
Coils, resistance, 1 ohm.
Generator, hand, 100 volts.
Magnet bars.
Stands, circular.
Bottles, glass, narrow-mouthed,
16-oz.
For naphtha
Bottles, tin, methylated spirits,
l½ pint..
Bowls, hand.
Boxes,
connecting,
armoured
cableSingle cored, straight
Fco:bl: 2, Mark I, i When joint box~a
I are not availMultiple cored, ordinary ...
For B 4, Mark I,
able or it io

I

r

Multiple cored, shore end

cable

I

For B 7 and B 9, 1
Mark I, cables )

impracticable to

use them.

• The" Megger, 500 volt, 100 megohms,"Lwill be supplied in future in
lieu of these stores.
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&marks.

Designation.

With flanges to suit the nature of cablea

Boxes, joint, cables, lead-covered
Boxes, tallow.
Coils, resistance, 10,000 ohms.
Drivers, screw, G.8., 9-inoh.

to be laid, vide Vocabulary.

Filesflat, 12-inoh.
d {·10-inoh.
a -roun , B-inoh.
Smooth, half-round, 8-inch.
Galvanometers, horizontal.
*Gentrators, electric, hand
Bastard, { h lf

Hammers, fitters, 24-os.
Irons, soldering3-lb., ½-inch groove.
4-oz. hatchet head.
9-o,.

/

600 volts, for tooting elee.t.ric light
circuits.

Tinman's, 1arge.

KnivesClasp
Ladles, pouring, l quart.
Lamps, blow, spirit, llfark II.
Mallets, serving.

Megger, 500 volts, 100 megohms
For tssting E.L. and P.F. cables,
*Ohmnie.ler, 50 megohm.a
Testing electric light oircuita.
PliersGas, 9-inch.
Sidecutting, 8-inch, Mark III.
Sidecutting, 5-inch.
PotsFire, telegraph mechanice.
Melting.
Rule, G.S., 4-fold.
SawsCutting metal, 6-inch.
Cutting metal, blades, 6-inoh.
Dovetail, iron back.
Scissors, trimming, llfark II.
Spanners, McMahon, 9-inch, llfark II.
Towels, hand, hoapita1.
Vice, jointer's,
MATERU.. UI.

Cloth, emery, No. F
Cordage, spun yamHemp, 3-thread, tarred
Cotton, waste, coloured
Glue, marine.
Lead sheet, 0·068-inch

•
1•
.101.: of

Quantity
per
25 joint.I.
! quire.
For spliced joint,o
for
covering .1-joints in leadcovered electric cables ...

5 Iba.
2 lbs.

4 lbs. per square foot;

48 Jba.

The" Megger, 500 volt, 100 megohms," will be supplied in future in
th ... ~') store,-

1-H

Designation.

Remarks.

Quantity
per

I 25 joints.

MATERIAI8-c-0ntinued.

Methylated spirits
Naphtha, coal tar
Resin, black .. .
Sleeves, lead .. .

For covering joints in lead- I
covered cables, diameters

2 quarts.
ii pint.
½lb.

measured internally

½-inch x 12-inch
P,,.-inch x 12-inch

H••inch x l~-inch
1-inoh x 12-inch
Solder, tinmllll's, soft
Solution, I. R., 3-oz. tubes
Tallow, Russian

Tape, I. R. ...
Tape, double primed, 1-inch
Tubing, I. R.½-inoh
I-inch
Tubing, lead ...

For B 4, Mark I, B 7 and
outer cores of B 9, Mark I I
ForKl!Lll
1
. . . For centre cores of B 9, (
Mark I ...
...
. .. I
... ForB2.Markl ...
... 1
... For K 19 and L 19, Mark I J

l lb.
3 tubes.
½lb.
... .... ... ...1 ! lb.
Primed with rubber on both
sides, not used with lead
2 lbs.
sleeves

:::1
...

}

Wire, special iron galvanised, No.
16W.G.
Wire, special, copper tinned, No.
26W.G.
Wire, special, copper tinned, No.
30W.G.
Varnish, shellac

20

I

Not used with lead sleeves

Issued with boxes a.a required.
Soft, for binding

6½ ft.

2 lbs.

For binding electric joints

1 lb.

For binding electric joints

1 lb.

For coating double-primed
tape used for protecting
jointe without lead sleeves

½pint.

I
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VIII.

EMPLOYMENT OF LIGHTS IN FORTRESSES-METHODS OF DIRECTION.
CoMMUNICA TIONS.
CONTENTS.

GeneraI.-Principles of illumlnation.-Effecta of atmosphere.-Comparative
effect of concentrated and dispersed lights.-Tactlcal use ol lights.Classification.-Direction of lights.-Superposed light.e.-Arrangemel\ts
in defence.-Outpost lights.-Fighting lights.-Fighting areas.-Direct•
int statlons.-Communications required.-Arrangement of circuits.
General.

In the first two chapters the light was considered first from the
point of view of the best conditions for the arc and second for the
best means of projection. It is now proposed to consider the best
way of using the proj ected light for coast defence purposes ; that is,
for illuminating objects on the water :-(1) to ascertain with certainty
the presence of a vessel or boat, and whether it is friendly or hostile ;
(2) to illuminate hostile vessels in such a way that the maximum
gun fire can be brought to bear on them with the least possible
delay.
These two conditions are not identical, as it is possible to detect
vessels at ranges and under conditions of illumination which would
be insufficient for effective r,un fire.
PRINCIPLES OF ILLUMINATION.

The visibility of any object depends on two factors; (1) the
observer and his position with reference to the object ; (2) the degree
of illumination of the object.
The observer is affected by(a) His distance from the object illuminated.
(b) His position with reference to the source of light, or of other
lights in the neighbourhood.
(c) His eyesight and degree of training.
The degree of illumination depends on(d) ~he strength of the source of light and the method of project10n.
(e) The ~tance from the light to the object.
_(}) The size, colour, and shape of the object.
L(g) The angle formed at the object between the line of sight of
the observer and the line of light.
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These different conditions affect the visibility in different ways
thus'
(a) The visibility of an object to an observer varies a! the square

of the distance.
(b) The effect of being near the source of light or any other

(c)

(d)
(e)
(/)

(g}

bn~htly illuminated object is to alter the focus of the eyes,
winch naturally adapt their focus to the brightest
obiect and so make other objects less distinct. Such effect
is much reduced by using field-glasses of low power, or even
by screening the eyes with the hands. As a general rule the
observer is best placed at some height above the lights or if
to a flank, then at a distance not less than one-tenth of the
average range of the light.
It is well known that some individuals with good sight by
day are almost blind at night, also it is possible by training
and practice to very much improve the power of vision at
night.
The means of obtaining the best strength of iight are discussed in earlier chapters.
The intensity of illumination from a constant source of light
varies as the square of the distance to the object.
Different objects vary considerably in visibility; it is obvious
that the larger they are the more easily they are seen; black
objects are much less visible than those of a light colour ;
the escaping steam from a funnel will oft;en enable a vessel
to be detected ; a vessel moving fast throws up a considerable
bow wave, which is very visible ; any points which reflect
the light such as windows or brass fittings, also assist the
observer.
If a spherical object illuminated from a single source of light
is looked at from various directions it will appear more or
less brightly illuminated, according to the relative position
of the observer and the light. The best results will be
obtained when the observer and light are nearly side by side.
When the observer is exactly on the opposite side to the light,
the object appears black, silhouetted against the light.

Both these sets of conditions are affected very considerably Effects of
by the state of the atmosphere. Mist, rain, snow and fog all reduce atmosphere.
the illumination of the object by refracting rays of light away from
the direct line and also hinder the view of the observer by interposing
an illuminated screen between him and the object.
In very thick fog or heavy snow or rain, the interruption of the
light is so great as to make the lights useless.
If the atmosphere is exceptionally clear and free from moisture,
there is little or no illumination of the atmosphere itself and the
light appears to be almost non-existent, unless turned on a vessel
or other object. In such a case an inexperienced observer may
think the light is burning badly.
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It results from the above that an observer placed on the flank
and on the same level as a dispersed light will, u.n'ess the air is very
olear, only see objects which are in the edge of the lig~t ne~rest to
him and objects in the further edge will be obscured. With dispersed
lights it is thus specially important that the observer should be on a
.
. . .
higher level than the light.
If a light is depressed so as to stnke the water mthin vtew of the
observer it will be reflected off the surface and continue as a rising
light, obscuring objects below it from view. For this reason lights
are usually placed low and worked as nearly horizontal as possible.
If two concentrated lights are placed so as to cross they interfere
with one another in two ways. First, the atmosphere at the point
where they oross is doubly illuminated and makes it difficult for the
observer to see objects beyond ; this is often referred to (in error)
as one light " cutting off " another ; the second effect is to screen
objerts behind the point of intersection from the view of observers at
either light.
A dispersed light has evident! y less power than a concentrated
Comparatin~
effect of
light from a lamP. and projector of equal power and size. From
concentrated
Chapter JI, it will be seen that the vertical heights of the two
a.n<l disper~ed light~. forms of light are the same but the horizontal dimensions vary and
depend on the conical angle of rays projected by the reflector. The
amount of light on any object will decrease just in proportion as the
cone of rays increases, so that if the illumination from a concentrated
light with a cone of 2½0 is taken as 1 (on an object at a given range)
the illumination from a 16° reflector on the same object, will be 2½,
16
or about ¼and the illumination from a 30° or 45° will be -fr and
~111,

i~-

Or this may be stated in terms of the distances at which these
different lights give equal illumination. The illumination, as we
have seen, varies with the square of the distance, so the above lights
will give equal illumination itt distances represented by

✓1
,/T ✓:;.,, ✓n
Further, the visibility of an object varies directly as the illumina•
tion and inversely as the square of the distance, so that, assuming
the observer is near the light and approximately at the same distance
from the object as the light, the distances at which an object illumi•
nated by these lights will be equally visible to the observer will
vary as

~1

~*

v~

~/rt

Assuming a concentrated light gives an effective illumination at
2,000 yards, the dispersed lights should be equally effective at
1,275, 1,075,_ and 970 yards respectively. This comparison is only
~ea~f true m vac~o when the beam itself would be absolutely
mv1B1ble. In practwe the following figures mav be taken as a guide
in arranging defences in Home Waters.
·
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For concentrated light ..
,, 16 degrees dispersion
30
45

Yards.
2,000
1,500

uoo

900

TA<nICAL UsE OF LIGHTS.

For tactical purposes all electric lights may be classified as (a) Clas~ificat ion.
moving, (b) fixed.
A moving light can be moved horizontally or vertically through
an angle which is only limited by the construction of the emplacement or local features of the ground. Such a light can be directed
accurately on any target within its field of action and can be kept
readily on such a target. It is exposed to fire from any point within
its angle of traverse.
A fixed light is a light kept steadily on one bearing and elevation
for the illumination of one definite portion of water only ; it can be
given adequate protection from the fire of any vessel not actually
illuminated by the light.
A moving light is controlled with electric motors by an officer or Diredi•Jn of
N.C.O., R.E., in a directing station, who also watches the focusing lights.
and burning of the lamp, and gives orders as to these by telephone
to the emplacement. For a fixed light he has only to watch the
elevation, burning and focusing, and gives all orders for chs,nges
by telephone.
A concentrated moving light is usually called a "search ligh(,"
or search beam.
A concentrated fixed light is called a " sentry " light or beam.
Dispersed lights are usually fixed, though some are made ca.pa.ble
ot traverse, and in such case will have electric motors for control
from a directing station.
When it is required to increase the range beyond the power of one :411perµo1e1 l
light two or more lights may be "superposed," that is, arranged so lig-hts.
as to illuminate the same piece of water.
In arranging lights in a delence it is convenient to consider them .A..1Tangement:; i n
under three heads :defet1ci:.
( l) Outpost lights for observation at the front limit of the
defences.
(2) Fighting lights or fighting areas for the medium armament.
(3) Fixed areas for the anti-torpedo boat defence, us11ally placed
at the back of the defences.

Outpost lights are usually arranged in pairs, one as a sentry beam Outpoat
It is desirable that both lights should light,,.
be fitted with motor traversing and elevating gear, so that they can
be placed on any bearing ; of these the sentry beam is the most
important, as it has been found that however carefully a •earch
and one as a search light.
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Figl1ting
light:-:.

Fighting
areai-i.

light 1s worked there is a possibility of passing over_ appro~ching
vessels, especially if the latter are on the aler_t and he motionless
when the light is on them. But a vessel runnmg through a sentry
beam should be seen with certainty.
II, however, only a sentry beam is provided on a fixed bearing,
it is possible for a hostile boat to approach the outer edg~ ?£ the
light quite unseen, and either fire on the emplacement or wait m the
darkness till a temporary obscuration of the light (as when changing
carbons) enables them to slip through in the darkness. The addition of a search light prevents this, as it can search over the whole
water outside the sentry beam ; it can also be used as a sentry beam
while the latter is out of action, and if a vessel is detected crossing
the sentry beam, it can be followed by the search light till it is picked
up by the fighting lights of the defence. When an entrance is wide,
a pair of search and sentry lights is required on each side of the
channel.
Fighting lights are usually concentrated moving lights arranged
in pairs or groups, connected to an E.L. post i/c officer or N.C.O.,
R.E. , who is in close communication with the battery commander
of the guns they serve. When fighting lights serve more than one
battery, one battery commander is selected to give orders to the
officer or N.C.0. R.E., i c the E.L. Post and the others conform, or
in special cases all the lights may be kept in the hands of a senior
artillery officer, and the batteries then engage on their own responsibility any targets which are illuminated.
In small defences the same lights are used for observation and
fighting, in such cases the battery commander is usually made
responsible for both services, so as to avoid any break of responsibility at a critical moment.
Considerable practice is required to properly manipulate fighting
lights so as to fully illuminate the target and at the same time
avoid interfering with neighbouring lights. The target should be
kept as far as possible in the centre of the beam so that the fall of
shots which miss the target may be observed.
Fighting areas are used whenever the width of the channel is
such that dispeITed lights can be used to advantage. These are
best arranged in groups of two or three lights placed side by side,
each group being conneced to a director.
When guns are placed on both sides of a channel, each side should
have its o,vn fan of lights, radiating from a point near the guns.
It is important in such cases to keep the lights at a low level with the
guns above.
Similar areas are arranged for the inner anti-torpedo boal defence,
but m such cases rnveral fans may be arranged over the same area
and all their directors must be connected for general control to a~
officer called an O.C. E.L. at some central station. This officer will
watch the !ieneral illumination, arrange for any shifting of lights
while cbangmg carbons and for the use of spare lights. The directors
will, as before, watch focusing, burning and elevation.
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It will be seen from the above that it is very important not to
change carbons or otherwise stop the running of the liaht without
first informing the artillery officers concerned. To :nsure that
several lights do not change carbons simn.ltaneomly at least half
an hour's notice should be given to directors.

DIRECT[NG STATIO:<IS.

Electric light directors require specially constructed cells to
provide protection from the weather for the instruments and
personnel. They should be made as sm~ll and inconspicuous as
possible, with an arc of view which includes all the water covered
by their lights. They are best placed about 50 feet higher than the
lights. and if to a fhn.k , they must be on the side nearest the enemy.
The fittings required will be one motor switch and resistance for
each traversing or elevating motor, the p'.1ir for any one light being
placed together.
Communication by speaking tube or telephone will be required COllllUUlli•_•(l,to the O.C. E.L., to the R.A. officer responsible for the tactical tions
control of the lights, to each emplacement or group of emplace- required.
ments, and to each engine room.
The connections to the emplacements and engine room may
be brought to a " concentrator" or 5 or 10 line switch, but separate
telephone instruments should be provided for the connections to
higher authorities. The instruments used should be " telephone sets,
office." All telephone circuits should be metallic.
In the case of a large gronp of three or more fixed lights, it may
be desirable to provide a bell circuit to each emplacement and
arrange a code of rings for stopping, starting, or tor small changes
in elevation or direction. The directing station can be lit by incandescent lights connected to the power leads for the motor
switches.
Fig. 105 shows a typical arrangement of circuits between a Arr,tngement of
directing station, engine room, and emplacement.
circuitd.
Excluding spare wires, the connections required are :-

Between engine rooin and emplacement.2 leads suitable for 120 amperes.
2 for current to incandescent lamps.
Between engine room and dire,cti117 station.2 for current for motor circuits and incandescent lamps.
The motors will not work satisfactorily if the D.P. at the
switch in the directing station falls much below 75 volts.
This should be the basis for calculating the nature of the cable
required, taking the current at the rate of 2 amperes for e:,ch
motor and 1 ampere for each lamp.
2 for telephone circuit.
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Bttween directing stati011 and emplacement.-

2 for elevating motor.
2 for traversing motor (4 leads if dials are used\.
2 for telephone circuit.
The connections of the motor circuits are shown in Fig. 106.
The patterns of cable and wire suitable for the above are described
in Chapter VII.
Cables for telephone circuits and cables carrying power should be
laid in separate pipes or trenches. Where this is not done the telephone instruments should be " protected " by heat coils. Inside
buildings the telephone and power wires should be separated as far
as possible.
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CHAPTER IX.
PERSONNEL-INSTRUCTIONS FOR RUNNING.

CONTENTS.

Personnel. - Distribution. - Reliefs. - Officers. -Meohanista. -General.Instructions for runnlng.-In dfrecting station.-In emplacement.-In
engine room.-Instructions.
PERSONNEL,

The personnel usually available for manning the electric lights
may comprise any of the following :Royal EngineersOfficers,
Mechanists. { Elec_tricia~.
.
.
Engme Drivers tramed for E. L. duties.
N.C.0.'s and men, including some specially trained asElectricians.
Engine Drivers.
Telephonists.
R.E. ReserveOfficers.
R.E. Territorial ForceOfficers, N.C.O.'s and men.
Local Forces in Channel Islands a11d AbroadOfficers, N.C.O.'s and men.
Local Native ForcesN.C.O.s and men.
Civilian LabourersEuropean or Native.

In distributing these for work, the guiding principle should be to Distribution.
fit each officer or man into the position he is best qualified to fill,
without regard to which branch he comee from. At the same time,
if the training of the local forces is sufficiently good, certain lights
in groups of lights may be allotted to them, though as a general
rule the advantage of local knowledge and training is so great that
some regular officers or N.C.0.s should be associated with all parties
of auxiliary troops.
It is most important that the distribution of the personnel should
be carefully arranged in peace time, so that, on an emergency there
may be no delay in manning the defence electric lights.
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For this purpose the following tables should be kept at all
stations:(a) A table showing the numbers of officers, N.C.O.'s and men
required and available for manning the defence electric lights.
(b) A table showing the numbers of officers, N.C.O.'s and men
to be detailed for each installation (1) on mobilisation and (2)
during the precautionary period prior to mobilisation.
This table should show the numbers of each trade required.
(c) A table showing how accommodation for the above is provided on mobilisation.
(d) A nominal roll of the N.C.O.'s and men actually available
at the station and the detail of their distribution in accordance
with Table (b ). This table should be prepared in pencil and
kept corrected to date ; it should be used for the distribution
of the personnel at weekly electric light practices as far as
possible.
The following distribution of personnel has been found sufficient
for one relief of a group of two or more lights worked from the same
engine room :At each Directing Station.1 Officer or N.C.O. in charge.
1 man per light at the directing switches for each moving
light.
1 man per station for telephones.
At the Lights.1 N.C.O. (Electrician) in charge of the group of lights.
1 man per emplacement to attend to lamp and telephone.
l man extra for each search light fitted for dial traversing.

Relids.

Offi.cen,.

At the Engine Room.I man per engine (one to be a selected N.C.O. or man to
superintend).
1 man for switchboard and t elephone.
The above are the bare numbers required, so that it is very
desirable to have a small percentage of spare men to replace casualties or help in case of a breakdown. If the latter is serious, it may
be necessary to call on another relief to assist.
Experience has shown that if the period of darkness does not
exceed 14 hours, two reliefs will suffice.
The best arrangement, found by experience, is to change rounds
at midnight, the relief coming off duty in the morning, coming on
again first the next evening. By this arrangement each relief
will have a long period of rest on alternate days.
If the period of darkness exceeds 14 hours or it is necessary to
run the engines during daylight for charging accumulators, a third
relief may be necessary.
Officers are usually detailed to O.C. E.L. stations and to
directing stations of moving lights, but it is not always possible to
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prnvicle an officer as a relief. In such cases a reliable N.C.O. should
be detailed to act for the officer and the latter should take his rest
us opportunity arises.
In small defences, mechanists may act as the relief or may be M ech&nist , .
i11 charge of directing stations or engine rooms, but in large defences
tlll'y should be detailed in general charge of two or more groups of
lights which they should visit throughout the night.
It cannot he too strongly impressed on all ranks that the con- Genernl.
ti,rnous running of all lights in a defence under war conditions will
involve a very heavy strain on the personnel allotted, and that,
therefore, every possible effort should be made to diminish work by
establishing a well-ordered routine and keeping all the plant in the
best possihle condition.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR RlJNNI.'!G,

The following diagrams, &c., should be posted in the various
buildings :I 11 Directing Station.
(1) A plan on any convenient scale showing the area covered
by the lights, with positions of the channels of approach and
of our own batteries. If orientated on a table in the station,
this may be of considerable use in watching for hostile vessels.
(2) A diagram of the telephone or other connections from the
directing station.
(3) Any special instructions for telephone communication,
(4) Copies of local standing orders for manipulation of lights.

In Emplacement,
(5) Diagram of electrical communications.
(6) Copies of local standing orders as to starting, stopping,
opening shutters, &c.
17) Instructions for care of reflectors.
(8) Instructions tor manipulation of lamp, changing carbon, &c.

In Engine Room.
(9) Diagram of all electrical connections.
(10) Copies of local standing orders as to starting, stopping, &c.
(11) Instructions for management of engines.
(12) Instructions for care of generators.
Instructions in pamphlet form for the working of defence electric Instructiun<.
light apparatus are issued to all stations for use of individual officers
and m~n.

()
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CHAPTER X.
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING OFF DEFENCE PLANT.
CONTENT~.

General.-Voltaue of incandescent circuit.-Method of charging.-Sizes of
batteries in° use.-Accumulator chamber.-Arrangements of circuits.Engine-room switchboard.-Connections when generators are paralleled.
Accumulator switchboard.-Craw]ey's switch.-Setting up.-·Instructions
for charging.

As a general rule a defence electric light installation is situated
inside a fort or battery and, whenever the armament consists of
light or medium Q.F. guns, incandescent lamps are necessary for the
illumination of the gun emplacements, shell and cartridge stores,
&c., at night. The defence generating plant is generally utilised
for this purpose, accumulators being provided which may, in war
time, be charged during the day.
The details of maintaining an accumulator battery will be found
Y olta.ge of
incandescent in Volume III, and the present chapter deals only with the details
circuit.
of the circuits and the practical sizes of batteries in use in connection
with defence plant.
The voltage of the circuit should always conform to the voltage
of the defence plant, i.e., 60-volt lamps should be used throughout
in most cases, or 100-volt lamps at stations where 120-volt generators
are in use. It may, however, on account of the size or scattered
nature of the installation and conseguent cost of the large mains
necessitated by the use of 60-volt lamps, be more convenient and
economical to select a higher voltage. The accumulator battery
for such an installation may be charged~Ieth ods of
(a) By the employment of a special generator driven off the
t::hal'ging.
second fly wheel of one of the defence engines. In this
case the pulleys of both the defence and special generators
must be attached to their armature spindles by means of
a special clutch gearing, so that the two may be independent.
(b) By the employment of a "booster" or motor generator to
give the necessary increased voltage.
(c) By employing two defence generators coupled in series.
If this method is employed, a 120-volt circuit should be
selected and the battery may consist of about 67 cells.
Except in large incandescent installations this methcd is
wasteful of power and personnel and has also the disadvantage
that under no circumstances can the battery be charged

General.
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when the defence lights are running, or the incandescent
circuit run direct from the generator.
(d) The battery may be charged in two or more sections connected in parallel. This is a cumbersome method, necessitating the use of an adjustable resistance in each section to
ensure that the charging current is correct in each case, and
a special " series " to " parallel " commutator would be
desirable.
All these methods present certain disadvantages and only very
exceptional circumstances should justify their employment. A
comparatively large number of 60-volt lamps can be run at a considerable distance from the battery if the service pattern 150 ampere
37/15 cable is used for the mains and the additional cost of this
heavy cable will rarely exceed the cost of special machines as in
(a) or (b), or be more expensive in the end than (c).
A service 16-unit generator is capable of charging a battery for a Sizes of
60-volt installation with a capacity of 1,200 ampere hours, but a ha.tterie:, in
bat.tery of more than 1,000 ampere hours and a maximum discharge use.
rate of 200 amperes will rarely be required, and the sizes of batteries
installed in connection with defence plant will generally be found to
vary between 400 and 700 ampere hours' capacity. The voltage
drop between the battery and the most distant lamp should not,
as a rule, exceed -! per cent. The working voltage of each cell may
be taken at 2, ancl the voltage on charge at 2 · 6. On this basis the
battery should consist of not more than 35 cells, 11 of which should
be " make-up " cells. This number of" make up "cells is necessary
to prevent the correct voltage at the lamps from being exceeded
when the lighting and charging are taking place concurrently.
With such a battery it may be fotmd necessary at the end of a charge
to speed-up the generator to 100 volts, which can be clone without
risk of injury to the plant. Should, however, the battery be at such
a distance from the generator that the drop of voltage in the charging
mains is considerable, it will be advisable to reduce the number of
cells rather than exceed any further the normal speed of the engine.
The number of cells should not be reduced to less than 33, and in this
case there should be 9 "make-up" cells.
The accumulator room should be in a central position as regards Acc:uruulato1
the buildings, etc., to be lighted, so that the voltage at the lamps chamheL
may vary as little as possible with the reguirements of the load,
but it will be seen from the preceding paragraph that it should also
be as near to the generator as possible. The exact position is
practically determined by the relative cost of the charging and distributing mains, and it will generally be found more economical
to increase the size of the charging mains. The switchboard should
be contained in a separate room or annexe. Ample room for the
battery should be provided, so that all the cells are readily accessible.
If space permits, the cells should be arranged in one tier on wooden
stands 18 inches high for lead-lined wooden boxes, or 2 feet 6 inches
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high for glass celie up to 4.'i0 ampere hours' capacity. A room
18 feet by 10 feet should suffice for the battery described above.
'l'he room should be thoroughly ventilated from the outside and all
doors and windows should be left open when the cells are being
c-harged, as the gases given off form an explosive mixture. Smo!nng
or lighting matches near the accumulator room should be _stnctl y
forbidden. The cells are usually connected by lead burnmg the
lucrs but at stations abroad it is advisable to use brass bolts and nuts,
as°tlie process of lead-burning requires special apparatus and is not
at present included in the cours~ of instruction for electricians at the
E.L. schools. The bolts and nuts should be coated with vaseline
and all wood and metalwork in the chamber as well as the insulation
of the leads, if cables are used, should be coated with antisulphuric
enamel.
Accumulators may be used with any system of distribution
A1Tan1reme11h; -=>of
which admits of their regular charge and discharge, the distri1..•ircuits.
buting board system being now almost universally adopted.
Circuits in com1ection with Defonce E. L. Plant should always
be arranged so that the lighting may be done from the generator,
or accumulators, or both together, or the cells may be charging
while the lighting is being done. Figure 107 shows the arrangemei1t
of the circuit required in its simplest form which is shown in greater
detail in Figs. 108 and 109A.
A typical diagram of the connections on the switchboard in
Engine1\,ol!l switch- an engine room containing two generators is given in Fig. 108.
Loard.
The single pole switches on the positive side of the arc light circuit
shown in Fig. 77, Chapter VI, are replaced by double pole changeonr switches of a suitable type and are connected as sho,vn so
that either generator may be used to charge the battery. It will
be noticed that the a=eter is in circuit on the negative side
whether the generator is charging the battery or running the light.
An adjustable resistance frame, 200 amperes -25 ohms, is shown
in the positive main to accumulator switchboard. Two of these
frames may be found necessary. An adjustable resistance in the
shunt coil ot the generator and a rheostat switch on the engine
room switchboard is a better method of controlling the charging
current, but is not at present a service store. The generator used
for charging should be converted into a shunt wound machine for
the time being by cutting out the series coils. This is best done
at the machine itselt.
Connections
The circuit to accumulator battery is wry much simplified
when
when_ all the gener~tors in the engine room are arranged for parallel
generatol's
working. The mams to accumulator switchboard are permanently
are
connected to the negative and equalizing bus-bars throucrh suitable
paralleled.
fnzes, as shown in Fig. 109, and any of the generators c;n be used
to charge by closing one or other of the switches A. Care should
b~ ta_ken that the switches B are left open so as to disconnect the
c1rcmts to the emplacements from the bua-bars. It will be seen
that any gencrntor mecl for charging is connected as a shunt wound
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machine without any alteration to the connections at the m~chine
terminals, and that the incandescent lighting may be run from
the bus-bars or the battery ch~rged (up to a certain limit) when
the defence lights are running.
A common form of accumuh1tor switch board is used i,1 con- Accumulat,)r
nection with Defence E. L. Plant as shown in Fig. 109A. The :switchbo::i.d.
mains from engine room are brought to a double pole switch B.
The positive pole oi the battery is connected to switch R, which
has a pair of terminals for each " m~ke up " cell and a spare
pau for nnming the lighting direct from generator. The negative
pole of the battery is connected to the 2-way "charge and discharge " switch K and the lighting circuits are controlled. from a
double pole switch D and D.P. fuze. With switch K in the
" charge " position it will be seen that on closing switch B the
generator is connected to the battery through switch K on the
negative side, and on the positive side through the autom~tic cut out
switch C and switch R 2 . The object of the former is to prevent
a reverse current from battery to generator and a good form of
this switch is described below with detailed diagram.
With the switch K at "discharge" the battery is connected
to the ltghting circuit through switch R 1 on the positive side and
through switch K on the negative. The ammeter is in circuit
during either charge or discharge. A 2-way switch is provided for
the voltmeter connected to either side of the step switches R 1 and
R, so that the voltage can be read during charge or discharge.
The step switch R 1 is necessary to allow of extra cells
being thrown in or eut out according to the requirements of the
load. This is effected on the "discharge" switch R 1. As these
cells will not have such a heavy duty to perform as the remainder of the battery they will be fully charged before t,he
remaining cells come up and are cut out as they rise on the " charge "
side of the switch. Care should be taken during charge that the
switch on the discharge side is not on a higher step than that on
the charge side or the intermediate cells will be discharged if
there is any load on the lighting circuit. The top pair of cont~cts
are not c01mected to the battery at all and when both the sWitch
]eyers are on these contacts the generator is connected direct to
the D.P. switch D. It is immaterial when running direct whether
switch K is in the " charge " or " discharge " position.
A diagram of the connections in Crawley's automatic switch ('rawle,•·~
switch."
is given in Fig. 110.
The action of the switch is as follows :-On closing the main
switch, the coil C is energised by the battery and its coil becomes
magnetised. The differential coil D is also excited by a current
depending for its direction and magnitude on the difference between
the voltage of the battery and generator. As soon as the latter
exceeds the former by about 6 volts the coil C is repelled from D
and the circuit between battery and generator is completed across
the mercury cups by the dipper. Coil E is then m~guetised by the
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charrring current in the same sense as coil D (which is then short
cirmated) and holds the dipper down in the mercury cups so long
as the charging current continues to flow. As soon however as
the current in coil E falls to zero, the dipper is released and the
circuit broken.
It will be seen that the switch fulfils two functions. It prevents
a reverse current from battery to generator and it automatically
closes the circuit for charging when the voltage of generator
has reached a certain percentage above that of the battery.
~etting up.
In setting up the switch the mercury cups should be about
three-quarters full, with slightly more mercury in the right hand
cup, so that the dipper strikes the mercury in both cups simultaneously. The switch should be connected as shown in Fig. 109A,
the positive main from generator and the positive pole of the battery
(switch R,) being joined to similarly marked terminals on
the switch, and the terminal marked " negative of cells and
dynamo" joined by a fine wire to the negative main. This connection is shown in Fig. 109A to the generator side of the main
switch.
Instructions
The following instructions should be observed for charging
for charging. with this form of switchboard and the connections described
above:1. Convert the generator into a shunt wound machine in the
manner already directed.
2. To ensure that the polarity of the generator is correct, pass
a current from the battery through the field magnet coils for a
few minutes before starting the engine.
To do this the following procedure is necessary :In the engine room.(a) Raise the brushes off the commutator and put in all the
resistance in the adjustable resistance frame.
(b) Close one or other of the switches A (to the left) leaYin~
the other over to the right (Fig. 108)
"'
or

close one or other of the switches A and open all the switches B
(Fig. 109).
At the accumulator switchboard.(a) Put the switch K at "charge."
. (b) Close the main switch Band the step switch R, (on the charge
side).
•
The circuit will then be completed throurrh the shunt coil D
o! the auto-switch (Fig. 110). With the Crawl:yswitch this current
may be mtens1_fied by pressing the dipper into the mercury cups
by hand but '':th other patterns of switch which are polarized this
may demagnetise or even reverse the polarity of the permanent
magnets and should not be done .
. In ~ny case the dipper should be released before the main
sw,tch 1s opened.
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(c) Having noted the voltmeter reading, open the voltmeter
switch iu the engine room and break the circuit by opening the
m,1in switch. If the circuit is broken before the voltmeter switch
is opened the discharge from the shunt coil will probably damage
the voltmeter.
If the generators are connected in parallel as in Fig. 109 switch
B should be closed before breaking the circuit. This will provide
a byepass for the discharge from the shunt coil through the automatic shunt resistance of the arc light circuit.
·
3. To start a charge.Jn the engine room.Start the engine and lower the brushes. Put in all the resistance in adjustable resistance frame and as soon as the voltmeter
reads about 3 per cent. more than its former reading close one or
other of the switches A, Fig. 108 (to the left) leaving the other o,·er
to the ri!!:ht.
or,
Close one or other of the switches A and open all switches B,
Fig. 109.
Note the reading o! ammeter and adjust resistance or if necessary
alter the speed of the engine until the current is correct.
At the accumulator switchboard.(b) Place the " charge " lever of switch R 2 on the top step
and the " discharge " lever on a step suitable for the voltage of
the lamps, but about 4 per cent. lower rather than higher as the
E.M.F. of the battery will rise.
Place switch K at charge and close the main switch B.
During the charge the following points should be attended to :The current should be kept constant at the normal charging
rate for the particular battery. To maintain the current it may be
necessary to increase the speed of the engine until the voltage at
the generator ri,ses to 100 which can be done without risk of injury
to the machine.
The voltage and specific gravity of each cell should be taken
from time to time and any cell which does not come up with the
others in this respect or which does not gas freely with the others
towards the end of the charge should be carefully examined for
pieces of paste or scale sticking between the plates and so short
circuiting the cell.
(c) If fountl, these should be carefully removed with a piece
of paraffined wootl or ebonite. Ebonite L and T cleaning rods
are usually supplied with the battery for this purpose. The cell
should be cut out during discharge by disconnecting it and bridging
over the gap with a suitable conductor, always, however, re-inserting
the cell during charging.
The " make-up " cells should be cut out as they come up by
the switch lever on the charge side of switch R,.
If the lightin11 is being done at the same time the voltage at the
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D.P. switch D must be kept constant by moYing the switch le,·er
on the discharge side of switch R, as the E.M.F. of thr battery rises.
At the completion of the charge, the engine should be slowed
down until the dipper comes out of the mercury cups when the
circuit shonld be broken by opening the main switch B.
During discharge switch K is put to discharge and the switch
lever on the charge side of switch R, on the " off position " or the
highest step. The switch lever on the discharge side is regulated
in accordance with the requirements of the load, but it is advisable
to discharge the "make up " cells to some extent to keep them
in a healthy condition.
A full ~barge should always be given, i.e., the charging should
be continued until the cells gas freely and the E.M.F. of each has
risen to 2 -5 or 2 ·6 volts. Nothing tends to destroy the plates
more rapidly than partly charging the cells and then exhausting
them.
It is necessary to re-charge the cells when the S.G. of the electrolyte has fallen to about 1 ·180 the exact figure depending on the
type of cell. On no account should the E.M.F. of a cell be allowed
to fall below 1 ·8 volts. The discharge must be stopped when this
point is reached and in cases where there is no electrician on the
spot in charge of the battery it is often advisable to insert an
automatic cut out between the battery and the distributing bars
which will operate when the voltage has reached this limit. A
good form of switch for the purpose is supplied by Messrs Dorman
and Rmitb.

CHAPTER XL
FIELD Er,ECTRIC Lmf!TING .
CONTESTS.

Genernl. - Projector;,. - Lamps. - Projector carriage. - Cables. -Fortress
mobiJe ligbb;.-Power wagon.-Fielcl use. - Fortrcss si<•gc- use.~Instru.
ruents, switchC's, &c.- Electrical details.-Personnel.-Vulnerability or lights.
-Methods ol using the lighls--In attack.-In d efen ce.-Drill for using
lights in attack.-Duthc"s on taking up a position.-Duties on leaYing
position.

Electric lighting has not yet been defin.itelv introduced into the General.
British Army organ.isation for work i,, the field, hut a certain
amount o{ experience was obtained with s11eh plant durini: the
!south African ·war, and experiments have since been c>irried out
nnd patterns sealed to govern the supply of sueh pbnt should it
be required on an emergency.
The general arrangement has followed that adopted for fortresses,
except that when small projectors are used two or three lights are
often run off one power-wagon.
As weight was a very important consideration, every part of
the apparatus has had to be redesigned.
The size of projectors adopted are 90-cm., 61J-cm. and 35-cm. Projector, .
in diameter.
The reflectors are usually of metal, but as a completely Sfltisfactory
pattern of metal reflector has not yet been evolved, a proportion of
gl:iss reflectors are carried for each projector.
The frame which holds the reflector can be readily detached
from the body of the projector, so that it can be exchanged if
damaged or if it is req llired to change the pattern of reflector.
One or more spare frames, fitted with reflectors, are carried for
each projector.
The projector is made as light as possible by the use of alam.inium,
so that it can be carried by hand. The 90-cm. pwjector can be
carried by four men ; the 60-cm. or 35-cm. by two.
The projector is traversed or elevated by hand in accordance
with orders conveyed by buzzer, telephone or whistle.
The weights of the different patterns complete with reflectors
are:-

90-cm.
GO-cm.
35-cm.

Lbs.
700
280
80
p

lGO
L'\rnps.

Lamps of the antomntic horizontal type are provided for e:ich
pattern of projector.
The Ciirbons in use with these lamps arc :Ju 90-cm. projector
In 00-clll. projector
In 35-cm. projector

Projector
carriage.

Cables.

Fortress
mobile

lights.
Power
wagon.

Positive.

Negative.

Mm.

Mm.

20
16
12

30
23
18

The 90 and 60 cm. projectors for field use are mounted on a
limbered carriage similar in design to that for a field gun, the projector being on the bcdy, with one spare reflector frame ; the cable
and spare stores en the limber.
The proj ector is fitted on a hi.i1ged platform, so that it may be
carried in a vertic:il pcsition when limbered up.
The projector is directed roughly by moving the trail of the
carriage, and it is capable of all round traverse. The projector is
elevated and depressed by rack and pin.ion gear. In both cases
slow motion is provided.
The projector is fbcecl in a socket on the platform, so that it
can be readily detached and moved by hand into positions where
the carriage cannot be taken. A tripod stand for use in such cases
is carried on each projector carriage.
A pattern of portable expanding tower, with a maximum height
of 30 feet, has been tried for use in flat country where height is
not readily obtainable. It is carried on a separate cart drawn by
two horses.
The limber of the projector carriage carries the cable required
on a drum, with arrangements for paying out and winding up the
cable by hand or off the wheel. There is also a locker for spare
reflectors, tools, &c.
The carrio.ge, with limber, is drawn by four horses.
Tot:11 weight behind the team :Cwts.
With 90-cm. projector
30
With GO-cm. projector
26
. The 35-cm. pr~jectors are carried in any convenient wagon, and
hft~d out by hand and worked on tripods or on the ground. Three
proiectors, mth leads and spare reflectors, can be carried in one
G.S. wagcn.
The cables used with 90-cm. projectors are two lengths of H,
each 300 ymds long. The cable for the 60-cm. projector is a
400:yard length of twin lead -?-,, unarmoured, but extra stroPgly
braided.
'Ihe caLle for the 35-cm. projector is 400 yards of. twin J __
~hen m0bile projectors are used with mechanical tra~tion the
~ama,:es are similar to the above, except that the limbers are
fitted for mcchanica.] draught.
T1'o patterns of power wagon have been evolved : (a) For
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field use, with horse draught ; (b) For fortress use on land fronts,
sieges, &c.
The first consists of a 15 horse-power internal-combustion enaine
burning heavy oil, mounted on a frame of the ordinary fielJ. type:
mth No. 199 axle and No. 43 wheels. The front C3.rriage has a
full lock.
The generator is of 9 kilowatts, direct coupled to the engine, and
runs at 1,000 revolutions.
The total weight of the wagon is 48 cwts. ; it is drawn by six
horses.
The second type is automobile of 20-25 horse-power, burning
heavy oil, with a 12½ kilowatt generator. It is fitted with ge;.r
for dragging the projectors and limbers.
It weighs 4 to 6 tons.
Combined volt and ammeters are used at the projector, bolted
on to the arm of the projector, internally illuminated, dial reading
to 120 volts 120 amperes, suited to both sizes of projector. Fortress
instruments are used on the generator wagon. Weather-proof
switches are used.
No shunt resistance or automatic switches are used. The
engine driver is made aware by signal when the load is coming
on or off.
Telephones and cable are provided of similar type to that used
by infantry in the field.

Field use.

F ortress an d

siege use.

Instruments,

switches, &c-.

ELECTRICAL DETAILE.

The current and voltage adopted as the normal for field lights
are given in the following table, which also shows the loss in leads
and voltage required at the generator :Size of Projector.
90-cm.
60-cm.
35-cm.

Ii
11

II

l

,

......

Current.

90
55-60
20-25

IatVoltage
Lamp.
I

56 v.
50 v.
45 v.

Volts Lost / Volts at
in Leads. Generator.
22
31
32

80
82
80

With three 35-cm. ]iNhts the total current is 60a. The length
and pattern of lead ad~pted comply with the above conditions.
No adjusta hie resistance is required as the lead 1s always m circwt.
The cross section of the lead bas been made as low as possible
to save weight, and the lead will heat considerably if enclosed or ~ve_n
kept coiled on the drum while running. For this reason 1t 1s
desirable to run nearly the whole cable off the drum whatever
the distance from the engine to light.
.
It may often be convenient to use the power pla?-t for running
small arc or incandescent lamps in camp. To fac1?tat_e this, each
generator has an adjustable resistance in its shunt cucmt by wh1!'h
(11203)
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the voltage can be raised to 200, enabling two small arc lamp• to be
run in series.
PEr,soNNEL.

The personnel required to man the above plant in war is about
12 rank and file per power wagon, of whom 4 should be electricians,
4 engine drivers, and 4 of other trades. In addition there should
be 1 officer, 1 mecbauist, and 1 sergeant to each two sets, also
trumpeters and artificers as required. A section (2 power wagons,
2/ 60 cm., 3/ 35 cm.) occupies 90 yards on the road, and requires
15 pairs of horses, 15 drivers, 2 mounted N.C.O.'s.
VULNERARILITY OF LIGHTS.

Though it is possible to take the range of a light, it is a very
clifficult and small target to hit. Shields are carried on the trail
carriage to protect operator and lamp.
Metal mirrors when hit are as a rule punctured or dented and
the light is not impaired.
In semi-permanent defences head cover can be easily constructed
to keep off most shrapnel bullets.
Plain mirrors, when available, may be used for reflecting the
beam, very little light is lost, and the projector and detachment
can be then completely concealed under cover. i
METHODS OF l'SING THE LIGHTS. -

In attack.

In defence.

In attack, the large or medium sizes are most useful. In
fairly open country they should ccme into action at about 800 to
1,000 yards from the defence, and can be used (1) to dazzle the
defenders ; (2) to illuminate ground to be passed over by the attack ;
(3) to give direction to the attack and assist in co-operation of
adjacent units; (4) to assist in a feint attack; (5) to assist R.A.
fire at distances up to 2,000 yards.
They are most effective if they can be placed on an elevation
so as to shine over the heads of the attackers on to the defenders'
positicns. In such cases the diffused light is sufficient to illuminate
the ground over which the attack is advancing and the attackers
1ifle sights, while the defenders will be dazzled by the direct rays.
This latter effect is increased by a dispersal of the attacki11g lights
so as to concentrate on the defenders from several points of the
compass.
For the defence, lights can be nscd (1) to search the front of the
position, esrecially in observi11g defiles or roads by which the
eue_my must advance ; (2) as sentry beams thrown across a flat
plam fro~ a P?siti?n 0n one flank ; (3) as dispersed lights, forming
a bar.cl of 1llummation a short distance in front of the line of trenches.
As th_e terrain is rarely flat, the conditions are very different
to these m ccaft fortresses, so that large searching lights should be
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avoided, except to dazzle the attackers and oppose their searching
lights, and the defence will be best served by a number of small
dispers~d li~hts, each with its b~aring and elevation adapted to
a definite piece of ground. All lights must be sited on somewhat
high ground, otherwise the shadow from a bush .or rise in the
ground may give cover up which the enemy can creep.
The defending troops should be on a lower level than the lights,
and the main line of obstacles should be at the inner limit of the
lighted area. When showing across the front the lights should
be somewhat to a flank of the defending troops, otherwise the
defenders' target is best illuminated when the beam meets it at
right angles. When sited 300 to 400 yards behind the fire
trenches great assistance is afforded to aimed rifle fire.
General uses for field search lights are :(1) Distant signalling.
(2) When not in the presence of an enemy, to illuminate the
construction of bridges at night or entrenchments, redoubts,
&c.
(3) To light camping areas :(4) To guide a column back to camp in hilly or close country.

DRILL FOR USING LIGHTS IN ATTACK .

To get the best use of lights in the attack a preliminary reconnaissance is important. This will include sheltered positions for
the power wagons, and the sites for projectors, with route for connecting cable, also the position of the officer charged with the direction of the lights, who should be connected to the projectors by
telephone.* In selecting these positions, the maximum length of
lead for the class of light must be considered. It is also desirable
to arrange that the route of the cable should not be crossed by
wheeled traffic.
On approaching the position the power wagon will be ordered
to halt at the place selected, while the projector wagon will move
forward at the pace ordered by the officer, the carriage will be
unlimbered, and the limber will return at a walk, paying out the
cable. Care must be taken to leave sufficient slack cable at the
projector end to allow of small changes of position.
The following drill is arranged for a party of 1 officer and 10
N.C.O.'s and men.
With practice a light should be got into position and start running
in about 10 to 15 minutes from the time of halting the power
wagon.

The detachment consists of 1 N.C.O. and 0 men.

* One officer can only efficient..ly direct two lights, ~ough all should
be un<ler one head for transmission of orders. The small lights can be bes\
directed by the officer or N.C.O. actually by the light.
(11203)
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P1·elillliuary.

Allotment
of duties.

D,dies on taking up a Position.
The waoons are brought up near the position and halted. The
nwnbers all dismount and examine their respective stores and plant.
N.0.0., in charge generally.
No. 1 is the senior electrician, and in general charge of the electrical gear.
.
No. 2 is the dynamo attendant and assistant to No. 1.
No. 3 is the telephone man at projector.
No. 4 is the telephone operator for E.L. director station.
No. 5 is the senior engine driver.
No. 6 is an engine driver and assists No. 5.
Nos. 7, 8, 9 are spare men, and act as reliefs during long continuous r~ns; one must be an electrician and one an engine driver.
Successive duties tor each number.
Number 1(a) A5certains during the first halt (near the position) that
all the plant is correct, receiving reports from the other
numbers.
{b) Waits further orders ; s~nt throu6h mounted N.C.O.
{c) Accompanies projector and limber to selected site. Gives,
"Action-front."
(d) Pulls of! 20 yards slack cable : when ready orders limber
to drive on.
{e) Takes out all stores required /ascertaining what mirror is
required), assisted by No. 3 and 4; makes connections
and prepares for running.
(/) Reports when ready, and switches in when volts registered.

Number 2(a) During first halt looks round dynamo.
(b) Accompanies projector and limber to selected site, pacing
the distance, and informs section officer.
ic) Return with limber to engme.
(d) Selects the actual site for the engi,ie-wagon ; points out same
to mounted N.C.0.
(e) Leads limber close to engine plant.
(/) Connects np, cleans commutator, remains at dynamo till
light is running steady, then joins his light and assists
No. 1.
Number 3(a) Accompanies section officer to site selected, carrying po5t
or lamp.
(b) Remain at site, indicating same by !r.mp if at night.
(c) When limber arrives, and takes out his stores, prepares for
rur11111,g out telephone line.
(d) Tests circuit with No. 4.
Rem,ins at projector, transmits all orders received to No. l,
using the head rPceiYer.
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Numher 4(a) Accompanies section officer to site eelected ; bring direction
post, and places this in position as ordered.
(b) Assists No. 1 to pull off cable and remove all stores requireJ
from the limber.
(c) Receives instructions for tbe E .L. director's site.
(d) Straps in his cable drum and tests circuit with No. 3 ; lays
out telephone circuit.
(e) Reports at once whPn circuit is through.
(/) Transmits all orders as required, and must be prepared to
change position.
Num/Jer 5(a) During first halt has general look round and, when ordered,
starts his blow lamps.
(b) Accompanies engine to final position.
(c) On receiving orders when to start up he prepares for running,
(or) starts immediately te.ams have been led awr.y.
Number 6Assists No. 5.
Mounted N.0.0. (half section)(a) Accompanies section officer to selected site.
i_b) Returns to plant and leads them up the shortest and best
way.
(c) Leads back limber ; tran.smits orders when to start up.
The spare menAccompany projector to the site ; lay out cable and prepare
trenches when it crosses any roads .
The team remains hooked into the engine plant until tl:tb limber
returns. The engine is led into the site selected by No . 2,
and when connections are complete all teams unhook
and retire under cover to a safe distance.
Duties on leaving position.

Duties of each nnmber.
Section will
"Section will retire (advance)-Prepare to limber up"l'etire
Nurnber 1(advance).
P,·epal'e to
(a) Opens carbons slowly, the,n switches off.
(b) Assisted by No. 2 runs projector back into be'!t cover /or limber up.
limbering up.
(c) Disconnects cable and brings projector to travelling position.
(d) Returns stores to trail box and prepares other stores for
limber boxes ; fetches in aiming posts.
(e) When limber arrives, limbers up, assisted by No. 2.
(/) Packs all stores in limber, and give.'! order to retire at the
trot.
Su h~section
"Sub-section-Walk, march, trot"w.i lk, march ,
tl'ot.
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Number 2(a) Assists No. 1 to run projector under cover.
(b) Doubles back to limber and gives "To limber up" to
mounted N.C.O. and No. 5.
(c1 Disconnects and packs up eugine connection.
(,i) Gives order to teams to walk, marnh, and halt as requiren.
(e) Secures end of cable ann assists No. l to limber up and pack
up, and then ruo,mts on limber seat..
Number3(a) Disconnects his telephone when he has ascertained that
No. 4 has rece;ved the order. Leaves it near projector
with No. 1.
(b) Double back to limber and roans one handle for picking up
cable .
.(c) When limber arrins at projector he at once doubles back
to his section wagon.
Number 4(a) Picks up his telephone line and leaves it near projector with
No. 1.
(b) Doubles back to limber and mans the other handle of the
cable drum.
{c) When limber arrives at projector see telephones packed,
then dou hies back to hind section wagon.
Nole.-Nos. 3 and 4 can catch hold of the projector to help
· themselves along .
.Number 5ia) Receives order from No. 2, and eases engine.
'(b) Packs up a\! loose tools and stores.
(c) Stops engine and shuts up doors.
{d) Reports to mo,mted N.C.0. when ready to move, and
mounts on sest.
Number 6Assists No. 5.
Mounted N.G.0.Receives orders from No. 2.
(a) Sees projector teams hooked into limber and smds them
forward, directed by No. 2.
(b) When engine stops sees engine teams hooked in and forms
engines and section wagon ready to retire (or advance).
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APPENDIX I .
[TREATMENT TO BE FOLLOWED IN CASE OF A DANGEROUS
SHOCK.

IT is not likely, with the pressures in use in the Service, that this
contingency will arise; it is just conceivable, however, that by the
accidental breaking of the shunt coil of a dynamo, or similar
circumstance, a man might be rendered unconscious.
In such an event, the proper course to pursue is to treat the
patient as if apparently drowned, and with this in view, the
instructions on this subject issued by the Royal Lifeboat Institution are appended in full.*
DIRECTIONS FOR RESTORING THE APPARENTLY DROWNED.

The leading principles of the following Directions for the
Restoration of the Apparently Dead from Drowning are founded
on those of the late Dr. Marshall Hall, combined with those of
Dr. H. R Silvester, and are the result of extensive inquiries which
were made loy the Royal National Lifeboat Institution in 1863---4
amongst Medical Men, Medical Bodies, and Coroners throughout
the United Kingdom. These directions have been extensively
circulated by the Institution throughout the United Kingdom and
in the Colonies. They are also in use in His Majesty's .Fleet; in
the Coast-guard Service; at all the Stations of the British Army
at home and abroad ; in the Light Houses and Vessels of ·the
Corporation of the Trinity House; the Metropolitan and Provincial
Police Forces; the Metropolitan School Board Schools; and the St.
John Ambulance Association.

L
Send immediately for medical assistance, blankets, and dry
clothing, but proceed to treat the patient instantly on the spot, in
the open air, with the face downward, whether on shore or afloat;
exposing the face, neck, and chest to the wind, except in severe
weather, and removing all tight clothing from the neck and chest,
especially the braces.
The points to be aimed at are-first, and immediately, the
restoration of breathing; and secondly, after breathing is restored,
the promotion of warmth and circulation.
The efforts to restore breathing must be commenced immediately and energetically, and persevered in for one or two hours, or

* These instructions are printed by rermissio:1 of the Royal Liftiboa.t
Institution.
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until a medical man has 1n·onouncecl tl,at life is extinct. Efforts to
promote warmth and circulation, beyond removing the \fet clothes
and drying the skin , must not be made until the first app_earance
of natural breathing; for if circulation of the bloo,l be 111duced
before breathing has recommenced, the restoration to life will be
enllangered.
JI.-'l'v R estore Breathing,
To Cleai· the 1'/1/'oat.-l'lace the p,itient on tl,e floor or grouml
with the face downwards, all(\ one of th3 arms under the forehead,
in which position all fluid s will more readily escape by the mouth,
and the tongue itself will foll forward, leaving the entrauce into
the windpipe free. Assist tl,is operation by wiping and cleansing
tlw mouth.
If satisfactory breathing commences, use the treatment described
below to promote warmth. If there he only slight breathing-or
no breathing-or if the breathing fails, then1.-lNSPIHATION.

Fig. lll.

To E.rcite B,-cathi»g-Turn the patient well and instantly on
the side, supporting the head, and. Excite the nostrils with snuff, hartshorn, aud smelling salts, or
tickle the throat with a feather, &c., if they are at hand. Rub the
chest and face warm, and dash cold water, or cold and hot water
alter_nately, on them. If there lie no success, lose not a moment
but rnstantly•
'
To Imifotc Breathing-Replace the patient on the face, raising
and supportmg the chest well on a folded coat or other article of
dress.
1 Turn the body Ye1·y gently on the si,lc and a little beyond and
t rnn_ briskly ,01.1 tl1e face, back again, repeatinr, these· 1nea~ures
ca~1t 1ously, efficiently, an<I perseveringly, about fifteen times in the
.
mmute
. ' or once ever
. Y foui. or fi Ye seconds, occns10nally
varying
1
t 18 s1 de. (By placmg Lhe patient on Lhe chest, the weight of tl,c
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bo,ly forces the air out; when turned on the side, this pressure is
remnrnd, and air enters the chest.)
On end1 occasion that the body is repfo.ced on the face, make
uniform but eftlcient pressure with brisk movement, on the back
between nnd below the shoulder-blades or bones on each side
removing the pressure immediately before turning the body on th~
side.
During the whole of the operations let one person attend solely
to the movements of the head and of the arm placed under it.
(The first 111casure increases the expiration-the second commences
inspiration.)
The result is respiration or natural breathing, and if not too
late, life.
·whilst the above operations are being proceeded with, dry
the hands and feet, and as soon as dry clothing or blankets can
be procured, strip the body, and cover or gradually reclothe it,
2.-EXPIRATION.

Fig. 112.

The foregoing two Illustrations show the position of the Body during the
employment of Dr. ]\!anshall Hall's Method of inducing Respiration.

but taking care not to interfere with the efforts to restore
breathing.

III.
Should these efforts not prom successful in the course of from
two to five minutes, proceed to imitate breathing by Dr. Silvester's
method, as follows :Place the patient on the back on a flat surface, inclined a little
upwards from the feet; raise and support the head and shoulders
on a s111all firm cushion or folded article of dress placed under the
shoulder-blades.
Draw forward the patient's tongue, and keep it projecting
beyond the lips ; an elastic band over the tongue and under the
chin will answer this purpose, or a piece of string or tape may be
tied round them, or by raising the lower jaw, the teeth may be
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matle to retain the tongue in that position: Remove all tight
clothin" from about the neck and chest, especially the braces.
To 0 Imitale the Novcments of Brcathing.-Standing at the
patient's head, grasp the arms just above the elbows, and draw
the arms gently and steadily upwards above the head, and keep
!. -INSPIRATION.

Fig. U3.

them stretched upwards for two seconds. (By this means air is
drawn into the lungs.) Then turn down the patient's arms, and
press them gently and firmly for two seconds against the sides
of the chest. (By this means air is pressed out of the lungs.)
Repeat these measures alternately, deliberately, and perseveringly, about fifteen times in a minute, until a
spontaneous effort to respire is perceived, immediately
upon which cease to imitate the movements of breathing,
and proceed to induce circulation and warmth.
2.-EXPIRATION.

Fig. lU

The foregoing two Illt1stra~ions show the position of the Body during the
employment of Dr. Silvester's :Method of inducing Respiration.
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IV.-Trcatmcnt after Natural B,·cathing has been Restored.
To Promote JVa,·mth and Circulation.-Commence rubbino tbe
limbs upwards, with firm grasping_ pressure and energy, ~sing
handkerclnefs, flannels, &c. (By tlns measure the blood is propelled along the veins towards the heart.)
The friction must be continued under the blanket or over the
dry clothing.
Promote the warmth of the body by the application of hot
flannels, bottles, or bladders of hot water, heated bricks, &c., to the
1,it of the stomach, the arm-pits, between the thighs, and to the
soles of the feet.
If the patient has been carried to a house after respiration
has been restored, be careful to let the air play freely about the
room.
On the restoration of life, a teaspoonful of warm water should
be given; a11d then, if the power of swallowing have returnee\,
small quantities of wine, warm brandy-and-water, or coffee should
be administered. The patient should be kept in bed, and a disposition to sleep encouraged.
General Obse,·vations.
The above treatment should be persevered in for some hours,
as it is an erroneous opinion that persons are irrecoverable because
life does not soon make its appearance, persons having been restored
after persevering for many hours.
Appearances which generally Acconipany Death.
Breathing and the heart's action cease entirely; the eyelids are
generally half closed; the pupils dilated; the tongue approaches
to the under edges of the lips, and these, as well as the nostrils,
are covered with a frothy mucus. Coldness and pallor of surface
increase.
Cautions.
Prevent unnecessary crowding of persons l'ound the body,
.
especi.illy if in an apartment.
Avoid rough usage, and do not allow the borly to remam on the
tmck unless the tongue is secured.
Under no circumstauces hold the Lody up by the feet.
On no account place the body in a warm bath unless under
medical direction, and even then it should only be employed as a
momentary cxcitant.
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APPENDIX II.

TREATMENT TO BE FOLLOWED IN CASE OF INJURY
BY ACIDS.

I.-Immedidtc T,·cat,nent of Wo1tnds of the Skin Caused by Acids.
EXCLUDE the air by means of lint steeped in sweet oil, arranged so
as to cover the affected part. Then place a layer of cotton wool
over the lint, and secure by a bandage.

II.-bn,nediatc Tnat,nent of Wounds of the Eye Ca,,sed by Acid.s.
"\Vash out the whole eye carefully with a strong alkaline
solution, then apply two cocaine discs and cover up the eye with a
handkerchief or bandage.
To apply the discs, pull clown the lower eyelid and place the
discs on it by means of a small camel's hair brush, then allow the
lid to resume its normal position. The man should be sent to
hospital as quickly as possible in a cab.
If the shock from severe pain is great, the patient should lie
clown and stimulants may be given.
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Lighting of
Excite failure cf genera.tor
Exciting generator

76

87
85
76

147
151
113
96
99

F
Faults in generator, localization
97, 99
Feeding magnet, .. .
42
Ferrules, carbon .. .

Field lightsIn attack
Cables ...
Carbons
In defence
General use of ...
Horses .. .

Lamps .. .
Projectors
Projector carriage

Road space
Tower for

Field and fortress lightsCurren t ...
Instruments ...
Personnel

38

162
160
160
162
163
162
160
56,159
160
162
160
161
IOI
!62
101
161
146
146
51
28

Power wagon for
Voltage ...
Fighting lights ...
Fighting area
Flame arc lamps ...
Focal length
Focal distance, effect on illumination
35
Focus observers ...
55
Focus, short, heating effect of . .. 29
Frame, resistanceLocal ...
111
Motor elevating
57, 60
105
Nomenclature ..•
110
200 ampere
90
Frost, protection against
78
Fuel oil, specification
Ill
Fusible cut-outs ...
Ill
Fuze wire ...

G
Galvanometer consta.nt ...

... 126

GearHand elevating
Hand traversing

... 54
55, 56

Page

Gear-(continued).
Motor elevating
Motor traversing

57, 5!)
61
163

General use of field lights
GeneratorAccurate teats...
9S
Circuit diagram
00
Continuity and insulation tests 97
Coupling in parallel
. . . 102
Coupling in series
103
Excitation of ...

...

99-

Failure to excite
... 96
Instructions for N.C.O. in
charge
... 101
Localization of faults...
97, 9!)
Management of
9!)
Repairs of
... 102
Reversing polarity
100
Reversing rotation
100
Service, nomenclature
90
Short circuits, localization
99
Sizes of...
77
Spare armature
102
Specification for
90
9S
Tests whilst running . ..
Types ...
77
Glass reflectors •. .
66, 61
Glass reflectors, precautions
against cracking
... 72
Glazed door
... 55
Graphite lubricating
... Ill
Grouping of plants
76, 113

H
Handle starting ...
Heating effect of arc
Heating of bearings

Heating of coils ...
Hissing arc
Holders, carbon ...

86
29
96
96
6
40

Holophote reflectors

II

Horizontal lamp ...

3!)

Horses for field lights
Horse-power of engines ...

Hornsby-Akroyd engine
Hot wire voltmeter

162
78
80
!OS

I
IlluminationAffected by various factors ... 35
141
Effects of atmosphere
28
Intensity of
142
Principles of ...
Incandescent lighting151
From defence plant ...

176
Page
Incandescent lighting-; continued).

Voltage...
Size of batteries
Inclined lamps ...
InstructionsCharging accumulators
Directing stations
Emplacements...
Engine rooms .. .
Multiple switchboard...
N.C.O. in charge generator
Working blow lamps ...
Instruments for field and fortress
lights
Insulation of joints
Insulation tests of generator

152
153
49
156
151
151
151
115
101
81
161
136
97

J
Joint box for lead-covered cab]e3 130
Jointing cables
132

JointingDetails of
Stores for
Joints in conductors
Joints, insulation of

133, 134
139
123
136

L
LampAccessories
Action of

47
46
50
44
81
50
159
51

Adapters
Adjustments
Blow
Brockie Pell ...
For field lights
Flame, arc
...
. ..
Arrangement in projector
Horizontal
. ..
. ..
Inclined
.. .

Lights-(oontinued).
Fighting
Outpost
Superposed
Tactical use of...
Vulnerability of
Loca.liza.tion of fault.a in generator
Lubricating engine
Lubricating oil
!l!agnetsArc striking
Feeding

146
145
145
145
162
99
83
84
41
42

M
J[anagement of generator
Mangin reflectors
Manipulation of lamp
Marking cables
Mec'.lanists
Megger
Megohm ...
Mercury
Mercury lamp
Metallic reflectors
Mobile lights
Motor elevatingCircuit ...
Current for
Mark I ...
Mark II
Power for
Motor traversing ...
Current for
Rate of...
Mounting reflectors
Moun ting ring
Multiple carbon lamp

... 96
11, 13
45

124
151
129
125
Ill
51
IS, 67
160
61
61
59
60
58
62
63
64
67
68
51

7
39
49

Manipulation .. .

45

Multiple carbon
51
Resistances
42
Types ...
39
Vertical
50
LensConverging
15
Dispersing
14
Lighting engine room and emplacement
113
LightsClassification of
145
Comparison, conccntr~ied
dispersed
144
Crossing
144
Direction of
145

a~d

N
NomenclatureAmmeters
Carbons
Frames, resi:;tance
Reflectors, glass
Service genera.tor

Switches, E.L ....
Voltmeters

105
38
105

66
90
105
105

0
Obscurating shutters
Obscuration Uy negati,·e carbon
Observers, focus ...

75
2U
55

177
Officer i/o E. L., post
OilFur!, Rpccification
Lubricn.ting
Suppl_v to engine

Otlo cyclo
Oulpost lights

Pago
150
7R
84
82

...

66

...
...

11
11
18, 67

118

140
162
150
12:"?

s

p
Pumhoia elJipselh·Ucctor
... W, 16, 17
"'idth of light a.t second focus 3•l
Parabola hypcrlioJa retlt:'etor
15
Parallel, coupling g..:neraturd
102
Pa.ttcms, ea.Lile nu<l wires

U.1.ngi11 ...

Metallic
Parabola ellipse
15, 16, 17
Parabola hyperbola
15
Shuckert
u
Size, affecting illumination
35
Spherical
II
Transport cases for ...
69
Reliefs
150
Repairs of generator.;; ...
101
Reversing polarity of generator 100
Road •pace
162
Route plans of cables .. .
124
Running from bus bars .. .
114

80

14,

Personnel
For field li,:hts
Station tables .. .
Pipe3, laying cables in
Plan routes of cables
Plants, grouping of
Pohtrity of genera.tot', rcvcrsillg
Post, Officer i/c E.L.
Powder puffs
Power for motor elevating
Power for traversing dial
Power wagon for field lights
PrecautionsAgainst frost ...
Against cracking reflcct-0r3
Principles of illuminatif)n
ProjectorCarriage
...
For field use
66,
Mark I ...

ReOectors-(continucd).
Gln.ss ...
Holophote

124

113 Series, coupling generators
Shape of light100
Mangin reflector
32
150
Parabola ellipse reflector
32
111
Shaping
carbons
before
use
38
58
99
57 Short circuits, localization of
Shuckert reflectors
14
161
Shutters, o bscurating ...
75
Single unit system of plant
76
00 Slipping of belt .. .
96
72 Soldering cables .. .
13Z
142 Sparking at Lmshes
96
SpecificationIGO
Fuel oil. ..
78
150
Generator
90
65 Spherical aberration
11, 12
~!ark II
65 Spherical re flectora
11
90 c.m., Marks III and IV
52 Starting and stopping engines ...
87
l~O c.m.
66 Starting gear
. ..
.. .
85
Projection of electric light
24 Station tables of personnel
150
Projection of light by heliograph IS Stores for jointing
139
Protection of joints
120 Superposed lights
ur,
Provision, cable aud wfre
111

R
Rate of traverse of projector 04, G5
Records of cables
l:?4
ReflectorsCare of...
70
Chance...
J.J
Comparison, glass and metallic
GS
Cracking of
72
Definition
10
Fitting to mow,ting ring
60

Tables of personnel
.. : 150
Tactical use of lights
145
Tampeons for projectors
... 73
Tank, air, charging
... SS'
Terminating cables
... 122
Testing cables
12'2, 124
TL~stu1g cablca, apparatus
... 128
Tests and records of cables
... 123
Tower. expanding, for field lights 160
Tran~port cases for reflectors . , . 6~
Transport of cables
... 12)

178
Pago

Page

Traversing gearCurrent for

Dial
Hand .. .
Motor .. .
Trenches, laying cables in
Trimming brushes

... 63
56, 57
... 65
61, 62
120
111

VoltmctcrSO•volta
Hot wire
Nomenclature ...

Vulnerability of lighta

108
108
105

162

Types76
76
39

Engines
Generators

Lamps ...

w
Wagon, power, for field and
fortress lights ...
161

V

Water, cooling

...

84

Weight of projector field lights ... 159
ValvesAdjustment
Oil admission ...
Working of
Vaporiser valve box
VoltageField and fortress lights
Incandescent lighting ...

( 8 11203)

1\"I. 48180-f.H

Weight of projector carriage

83

... 160

ldl
152

Width of light at second focus of
ellip~ ...
M
WireDefinition
117
Fuze, E.L.
Ill
Provision
IJS
Woolwich mark ...
IJ0

6[.00
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80
82
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M/I..JT.ARY BOOK,'J, J)'Wli.alatd by AutAority-oontinued.

(As to prices in brackets, see top ot page 2.)

Guns.

Haudb,)OkB for-conrirwe,/.

~:i~i1~~~\ti~· UM':::r~·x.~~!~'!· ,Pir.ar~~t.

aud Marks x., x~ .. and x.• Land
St-n-iee. 191:!. 1~. (lltl.)
8-im·!1 H.U.L. Howitzer of 10 cwt. Monble Ann.'lment ao<l Armament of Works
Land Service. H!0l. ta. llll, Hd.)
6-iuch B. L. and U.L.O.. Uuns, Muuntiug,::, ~c. 1904. h. Gd. (ls. 4,/,)
f':-iul,h B.L. MMks Vll. aml Vllv. L:,ud Sf•rvi('t, 1911. ~d. (8d.) ( Und.:-r 1·,:,t·i,ion)
G-iuch .lU,. 30-ewt, Howitzer. Marks I. and I•. 1915. ls. tid. (ls, -.!d.)
6-iuch Q.F. Land Service. 1903. ls. (IOd.)
6-iuoh "B" Q.F. Land Service. 1911. h. (l0d.)
5·4-inch ll.L. Howitzer. Mark I. .190:t ls. Gd. (h. 2d.)
5-inoh B.L. Ma.rkt:1 I.-V. 1904. 9,/. (9d.)
6-inch B.I. . .Marki, lV.-V. Land Serdc1;1. 1903. h. 6d. (ls. 2d.)
5-inch B.L. Iluwitzn, 191.'l. ls. (lld.)
4·7-inch <.i,F. }'i:l:ed Armarueutg, La.ud Se.rvke. 1904. ls. (lld.)
4·7-inch W,F.B. on 'l'r:n·elli11g Oarrfo.ge!l. Land Service. 1910. (Heprinted, with

4·5-i:;~uQ~]:~~~i!;;;_)· L!(~d ~!~)ice. 1~14.

3J.

ls.
(ls. ld.)
2·!.!5-incli (.J..F. Mule Equipment and :Mau 'l'ran;ipurt Equ ipm<•ut. 1914. 2s. (ls. 6d.)
·:JO:J-iuch a.zid ,;;Q:l-inch Uonn:rt.e,l ~faxim :.'1Iaclii1w (\laga.2i11e Rifle Cliamber),
mu1111tnl on Carriages, M.li., Infantry, Parapt·t; 'l'ri1,0U and Conu 1Iouutiug~.
rnll. (B.(•printe<l, with A.mt>ndmn1t~, l~!l5J.
(Jn tht 11re.sJJ)
•303- iuch \'ick,•rs .ll:\Clihrn (Mag:lzlirn ltiile Ulmiulwr), on Tripod Mounting,Ma.rk IV.
l!JU. tic/. (6d.); .Amendments, June hJl5. ld. (ld.)
·303-inch Nordl'nfelt 3-barrel and Gardner 2-1.,arrel converted from 0·4-inch and
0·45-inch M.H. Chamber, Magazine Hitie Chamber, on Carrfages. 1900. 9d.
(Sd.)
HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BRITISH ARllIY:Horso Guards. 5s. (3s. id.)
Dragoon Guards, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th. Each 4s. (3s.)
Dragoons, 1st, 3rd, itL, 14th, and 16tl1. Each 4s. (3.~.)
Ditto. l~th and 13th. Each 3s. (~.~- :Jd.)
Marine Corps. 3s. (:2s. 2d.)
Foot, 0th, 7th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 13th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 191.h, 20th, 21st,
~Zud, 34th, 36th, 3!.!th, 4i.th, 53rd, 61tli, 71st, 72nd, i3rrl, 74th, 86th,
s,t11, an<l ~tnd. Each 4s. (3s.)
Do. 14tl1, 5Gth, 61st, 70th, and 88th. Each 3s. (2s. 3d.)

HISTORIES, SHORT , OF THE TERRITORIAL REGIMENT S OF THE
BRITISH Al:UlY. 67 numbers, e~ch ld. (ld.); In one volume, 5s. (3s. 9d.)
Ditto.
The Scots Guards. ld. (l<l.)
Ditto.
'l'he 6th (lnni~killing) Dragoons. ld. (ld.)
Ditt.o. Revised Editions. ld. (ld.) e.'lch : Al~:o:andra, PrincesR of W'ales's
The North:i.mptonshire Regiment.
Own (Yorl~shire ~egiment).
The Oxfordshire anrlBuckioghamshire
T he Bedfurd_,;htre Regno.ent.
.
Light Infalltry.
.
The Black ,va.tch (Royal ll1gh'l'he Prince Albert's (Somersetsh1re

1c;~~:,~2~faus

(Scuttish Rifles).
T he
'l'he C'liesliire Rt•ginwnt. .
'l' he Duke of Coruwalls Light
T he 1 t~~~ry~f ,vellington'i:J West
R iding Regiment.
T he Durliam LigLt In fa ntry.
1~~;i~nee~tent.

:f~: i:~! ~::~;

T he Hampshire HeKiment.

The H ighlan d LigLt lufautry,

Tla> ~,i~~~el~~a1\~~f}~,s Leinster Reginwut (Rl)yal CA.uadhns).
The PrillcP of \Ltl,_•s•~ Own (West

yt';.

1;;~~t~rt'u1''1{~~;:~~l· Voluntt>et·s
Thf'
(South L:1uca,;hire I'.t•giment).
The Princess Charluttu of Wa.les's
1
The
t~1~lt8~t2a
Sutherlaud Higlilaudnl:!.
'l'lie Royal Iunb•killiug Fusiliers,
The Rofal Sussex Regiment;
The Royal \YarwicksLire Regiment.
T he Hoyal Welsh Fu~iliers . .
'J'ht· South Shff"-;nlsluro RPg-1me11t.
'l'he Suffolk Regiment.
'l'he \ Vd,;:h l<t•i,;i°:'ent. .
')'1,o \\Turcl'stersh1rc Regunt•nt.

('lJ~t~~r:

t~~~:~~e

T he Kiu_;;'" O,-rn (Royal L:.rncasti:r
1
T he 1
:~:n~~n Yorkshire L ight
Iu f'autry.
.
Tlte Kil1g\i t.hrn Scottish }!ur,_l;,n•rs.
Tl,t• L am~a~!1ire l<'usil wr s.
'l' he Leicl•Stt>r,:;h ire L.,·.,imeut .
T he LoYal Nurtb L an~s L.irn R1•gimcllt.
HOSPITALS.
MILITARY F A M I LIES' .
Nur oing St.'lfI .Regulations. Dec.
IB09. la. (Id.)
HOSTILITIES WITHOUT DECLARATION OF WAR FROM 170O TO
1K7U. ~. ( 111. 7d.).

tf~.

MIL!TARJ BOOKS, pvblishtd by At.Uhority-eontinued.
(As to prices in brackets, see top of pa1re 2.)

HYGIENE.

ELEMENTARY MILITARY.

Manu•l of. 1912.

6d.

(6d.)

INDIAN EMPIRE. OUR. A short re"View arnl some Hiuts for thf' use of Soldiers
prvct• ,,Hug to lru.lin., 6d. (C.d.)
INFANTRY TRAINING.
INSTITUTES,
(ld.)

(-l~c.,mpany organization.) 19H.

Garri,wn and Regimental.

6d.

(6d.)

Rule1:1 for the Ma.nngem,,ut of. Ell:1. ld.
(hi flw prO,i)

INTELLIGENCE DUTIES IN THE FIELD.

Regn,. for. 1904. 2d.

(2d.)

ITALIAN CAVALRY TRAINING REGULATIONS. 1911. Traiuing for
.MarclH_•s, 'L'nctics of Minor U11it1:1, and Training of Patrols. Tr-anslated. 4.d. (3d.)
JAMAICA.

Standiog Orders.

1912.

la.

(9d.)

JERSEY. ROYAL MILITIA OF THE ISLAND OF.
\nth the Jen1ey Militia Law, 1905. ls. 3d. (lld.)

Regulations

1914.

KING'S REGULATIONS AND ORDERS FOR TRE ARMY.
1912.
(Reprinted, with Amendments published in Army Orders np to Aug. 1, 1914).
1,. (ls.)

KIT PLATES,_
Artillery. Royal-

1~d.)

~~t::i:~~~~~~

~: Rors~i~~o~ field.
raos~1!~uJ!~;·90:~· 2J2
6. Garrison. Kit laid out for Inspection. 1909. 2d. ('l.d.)
10.
Ditto.
Kit in Barrack Room. 1909. 2d. (2d.)
Cavalry. 1891. ld. (ld.)
Engineers. Royall. Dismounted. Det:i.il of Shelf and Bedding, with Marching Order rendy to put
on . Dc•tail of Shelf and Bedding, with Drill Order ready to put on. 1914.
ld. (ld.)
2. Dismounted. Full Kit laid out for Ini.pection in Barrack Room. 1914-. ld. (ld.}
4. Mounted N.0.0. or Dri.er and Field Troop Sapper. Full Kit laid out for
Inspection in Barrack Room. 1910. ld. (ld.)
5. Mounted. Detail of Shelf and Bedding. 1910. ld. (ld.)
6. Driver, with pair of Horses. Field Kit laid out for Inspection on Parade,
including Articles carried in Valise on Baggage Wagon. 1899. ld. (ld.)
Infant.ry1. Kit in Barrack Room. 1905. 2d. (2d.)
2. Kit hid out for Inspection. 1905. 2d. (2d.)
(Out ofp1·int)
H;gLlantl. 1884. ld. (ld.)
~:J~:~~Otr;s.
(Zd.)

Rl~~/nFr~ G!!~~~c!!~~:~c~fi;1orl!r1!~d 2~·it }!:Jectiona.

2d.

LARGE FORMATIONS. '!'be Operations of. (Conduite des Grandea Unites).
{Jts~sl~t<~.d fcia./he Field Service Regulations of the French Army, dated Oct. 28,
LAW.

Military. Manual of. 1914. 2s.

(ls. 9d.)

LAW FOR THE RESERVE FORCES AND MILITIA. Manual ol. 1886. ls. 6d.
(ls. 2d.)
MACHINE•GUN. Teats of Elementary Training. ld. (ld.)
MACHINE GUNS AND SMALL ARMS, ·303-inch. Nomenclature of Parts
Stripping, Aoselilbling, Action, Jn.ms, Missfires, Failures, and Inspection of1
Revised Edition. 1Hl5. 3d. (3d.)
.
MAGAZINES AND CARE OF WAR M'AT~RIEL.
9d. (fld.); Amendments, July 1914, June 1!115. Each ld.

Regulations for.
(ld.)

MAP_ REA°?_I.NG AND FIELD SKETCHING. Manna.I.
with AUd1tions, rnH). ls. (lld.) (And see Schools, Army.)

MEfri~~Nl~~~ll~ APPLIED TO ARTILLERY.
MEDICAL CORPS.

1913

1912. (Reprinted,

Notes on.

Second Edition,

Royal Army (And see Territorial Force):-

~1:l~~!tO~dor~eg1;1::~on:/o\10~at 1912.
Training. 1911. 9d. (9d.)
l)l'.EDICAL DBPARTl'4B;li°T,
to 189G. B<i- (/34.) . .

/,<my.

ld,

(ld.)

Index to Appendjoe1 of Beporta from lloi

\0

_IJILJTARY BOOKS, publi,Md by Authority----oontiuued.
( As to

price ■

in brackets, see top of page 2.)

:m:B!~fo~p~~ri9~~)~· 41rm(~d.ft'gula.tiont:1.

1906. (Reprinh•d,

with Amendments

XEDICAL SERVICE. Stratt•i;ical and 'l'actical Employment of t.h", as ca1Tfo1] out
in au Anny Corps i witliasories of ProLlems. '£ramdated frvm the Aut;tri.tn, 4,<r. 6d.
(3,. 4d.)
MEDICAL SERVICES. Army. Advisory Board for. 'l'be Treatment of Venereal
Disease and Scab it•~. Firi..t Rflport. 1U04. h. Utl. (1s. 3d.); Secoud Report.
1905. '21. (la. 6d.); 'fliird Report. 1!105. ls. (lOd.); Fiual Ht•port. 1906. lid. (5d)

MEDICAL SERVICES OF FOREIGN ARMIES. Hanclbook of
Part I. FnANC:B...
. .. Gd. (5d,)
PartlV. R1.·8SIA ...
... Gr/. (5d.)
( Unckr rei•ision)
Part V. lTAL,
.. .
.. . Gd. (5d.)
Part II. GERMANY
... 6d. (5d.)
Part VI. 'l'lLB
NETHRRLAND8
Part III. Al.'STRIA-liUNOAltY, 6d. (Gd.) i
AND BEL0IO[ .•
6d. (&/,)

I

MEKOMETER Handbook. 1911. 6d. (6d.)
MILITARY LANDS ACTS, 1892 to 1903. Byelawa. (See Artillery and Rifle
Hauges Act, &c.).
MOUNTED TROOPS (DIVISIONAL) TRAINING. Provisional. June 1D15.
1,/,

(ld.)

MUSKETRY REGULATIONS:Part I. 19ml. (Reprinted, witli Am<•ndments, 1914). 6d. ('id.)
Part II. Hilla R:mges anci. Mu1-1keh'y Appliances. 1910. (Ill'printcd, with Amend•
meuts to Oct. 31, 1~14.). 4d. (-ld.)
NIGHT OPERATIONS. Elementary ']'raining in. 1911. ld. (ld.)
NUMBER OF TROOPS TO THE YARD ill the Principal Battles i;:.ince 18S0.
:Memo. on. ,nth opiniuu,.., of Modern Authorities on limits of extension flt the
prestJnt day. 1884. 9d. (Id.)
NURSING IN THE ARMY. Queen Alexa.ndr:i'i.. lmpC>ri:"i.1 :Military Nursing
Service. Heprinted from" The British Medical Journal." l!J05. ld. (ld.)
NURSING SERVICE. Queen Alex.andra's Imperhl Military. Regulations for
Admission to the. HIH. ld. (ld.)
OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS:Regulations. 1!!12. 2d._ (2d.)
( Cnder revision)
Ditto.
(Inns of Court). ld. (1<1.)
Special A.O., March Hi, 1908. ld. (ld.)
Junior Division. lustructious for the Annual Campa. 1913. 2d. (2d.)
OPERATION ORDERS. A Technical Study, by HANS YON KrnsLINO. Translated
from the Gerruan. ls. Gd. (ls. 3d.)
OPTICAL MANUAL or Haudbnok of lustructions for the guidance of Surgeons.
Third Edition. 1885. ls. 6d. (ls. 3d.)
OPTICS. Notes on. 6d. (5cl)
ORANGE FREE STATE. Topographical Surny of thf', 1905--Hlll. l:eport on the.
10s. (7.~.)
ORDNANCE COLLEGE (ancl ,<r('I' Artillery College):Advanced Classes (up to the 33rd). RC'1mrts ou. Each 1.,, (:ld.)
Ditto, 3-ltb. Gd. (5d.)
Dynamici;, Notes on. Second E,liti,)ll. 3s. (2s. 5d.)
Officel'!I' Mess (Royal Artillery) .Manag6ment autl First PrincipleR of Hook-keeping.
3d. (3d.)
Ordnance Courses. Reports on. E:wh ls. (9d.)
Regulations. 1907. "/.d. (2d.)
ORDNANCE CORPS. Army. Shndiug Orders. 1912. (H.eprinterl, with Amrmlmeuts to June 30, l~H). 6d. (6d.)
OBDlli'ANCE MANUAL (WAR). 1014. Gd. (5d,)
ORDNANCE. SERVICE. Trefl.tise on. Se"Venth Erlit.ion. 190S. \V'ith v,1lnnrn
of plates. 7s. 6d. (5s. 6d.) Amenrlment~. ,Tune 190!1, Dec .. 1910. Dt•c, l!ll:?;
April l!H4. Each ld. (ld.) i Du. Dec. U!09, Dec. 1!.111. Each '2d. (2d.)
0:B.DNANCE SERVICES. ARMY. Reguln.ti11ns :.
Part I. 1912. (Reprinted, with Amendments, up to July 1, 1915). Gd. (iid.)
(in tlie fll'<'.~-~)

P&rt II. 1914. Instructions for Laboratorie~ and Laboratory Operations, Ex:nuiua.tion of Exp1oafree ll.nd Ordnance. la. (lld.)
Ditto. Amendments, June 1915. ld. (ld.)
PA'l'BOLOGICAL SPECIMENS in the .Museum of the Army Medic.11 Dc,parlment,
Netley, Descriptive Catalogue of, Third Edition, Vol. I. By Sir W. Aitkeu,
J(,D, 1892 ... (8,. 8d.)
11

Jlll./TtRr ROOKS, publiahtd l1y .•fotlwri,y-continued.

(As to prices in brackets, see top of page 2.)
FAY DUTIES of Oftict.•rs llnmm:wdim:~ 8(luadrt,nA, BatterieR, Companies, ~e.
Ini-tructiuns. (Ht•vi,;ed for tLo 1wrio,l of th<' \Val'). I. Homo and Culou1cs.
II. Iii tl,c Fid,l. )lay lHliJ. ld. (ld.)
P;!IYSICAL TRAINING. :M:un1:1l nf. (RPprint Hl08 with Amendments puhfo,lu•rl in Arnw Orch>rs to Ot'C'. l, 1~1-1). !Id, (tlrl,)
PLACE-NAMES OCCURRING ON FOREIGN MAPS. Rules for the 'l'ra.nf;lliterntilrn of. 1\106. ls, (!Id.)
PORTABLE SUB-TARGET (Mark I.), anrl llow to Ui;e it. lf,11. (Repri11ted, with
Anumd11wnt>1, 1~H).

ld.

(ld.)

POSTAL SERVICES. ARMY. :Manual of. \\''ar.
1913. (R,_,printed, with
c\rn •11d1uc 1ls, l:.11.5). 3J. (3d.)
PROJECTION, &c.
Liiwar Pt~r,:;1wctirn. A 'l'e::t.t Hook for tht1 use of the ~.M.
,..\catlelJly. Part J.-'l'e:xt. Part II.-Plat..:8. l\HH. 6s. (-1.~. 5rl.)
PUBLICATIONS (RECENT) OF MILITARY INTEREST.
L;st of
Quartei=iy. N",;· 1 to 8. 'lrl. (2d.) each. Noa. !.) to 17. 4d. (4d.) each. [Continued by TUE ARMY REVIE"\V.]
RAILWAY DISTANCES. Ireland. Handbook of. Third Edition. 1884. 71. Gtl.
(fi1.:M.)

RAILWAY MANUAL (WAR)

Hlll.

(R<'prinktl, ,.,-itli Am, 1 ndmPnts, 1!114).

RA£iwU:.:Js. MILITARY. RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEY OF
Nuk~ on, for Otlict·rs of R.E. Railway Compa.uies. Hll0. 'ls. 3d. (ls. 8d.)
RANGE-FINDER llandbouks : Infantry No. 1 (Mariudiu). 1:-irn. 3d. (3d.)
Infautry No. 2 (Barr and Stroud). 31·5-iucl.cs bas!:'. 1913. 8d. (8d.)
Ditto.
..c'i..d•l1.•1Jfl11m. 1,/. (Id.)
Watkin. R('gub.tiona f(1r Iustructiun in, and practice with. 188:t ls. (9d.)
RANGE·FINDING. COAST DEFENCE. Manu:il of. Pa.rt I. 9d. (81'.)
Ditto. Amendments, .Tune 30, Wl-1. ld. (ld.)
Ditto. A<lilendum. Sdf-t.',_,utainPd-Dase lnstrum,,_nts. 1!11.''i. ld. (ld,)
RANGES. MINIATURE CARTRIDGE. (Repriuterl fl'om 'l'BE .An,n· REYIEW,
Jau. l~H). 3d. (3d.)
RANGING. Examples of. (See .Artillery. '!'raining. Field.)
RANGETAKERS. lnstruetions for the '!'raining of, with the Rangefinder, .Artillery·
ld. (ld.)
RECRUITING FOR THE REGULAR ARMY AND THE SPECIAL
REt::\ERVE. Regulations. Hll2. (Heprinted, with Amendmeut~ to Aug. 31,
19H). 3d. (3d.)
REMOUNT MANUAL (WAR). 1D13. 2d. (2d.)
REMOUNT REGULATIONS. rnt3. 3d. (3d.)
REQUISITIONING OF SUPPLIES, TRANSPORT, STORES, ANIMALS,
LABOUR, &c., IN 'l'UE FIELD. lnsti-u{'tions for the. I~iQ/. ld. (Id.)
RESERVE (011,l set Motor Reserve i Spechl Resen·c):Anny Reserve. Clai:>S I. Regulations. !Qll. ld. (Id.)
Ditto,
Amendments, June rn13. ld. (lJ.)
National Reserve. RC'gulatious. mm. Id. (ld.)
RIFLE RANGES. Care and Const.ruction 0f. Iustructions fnr. 1!'"108. 3rl. (3d.)
RIFLE_ RA~GES, TRAINING GROUND, AND MUSKETRY CAMP,
PEN.ALLi. (We;;tern Co:1i;t DefoncPs.) St.anding Onlcni. HH0. :!.d. ('.?d.)
RIFLES, &c. Cleaning of. Notes ou tli<'. 1911. 25 for 6d. (7d.)
RIFLES, SHORT AND CHARGER-LOADING, MAGAZINE, LEE~NFIELD. Ifo.ndhook for Rt>rjt•aut-Iustruclors of Spvcial ReP-r-rn, Ollicl'l"S 'l'rainrng Corps, and 'l'enitoria\ Force in rPg-ard to the Care, Inspection, &c., of. 3r/. (3d.)
RUSSIAN MILITARY AND NAVAL TERMS. Dictionary of. 1906. 3s. 6d.
(2s. Cd.)
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR,Meclical anri Sauitary Rl'pnrts from Officn:-- 11ttacl1ed to tLe J::ip:rnese and Russian
• ~nr<"f"_1:1_ ir.i the ~i,•ld. Ht08. 51. (3s. 10d.)
Official li1stury. I :1rt I. Ca1uH'S of tilt' W:ir. 01-1PniH~ Event~ up to aurl includin"'
tlw l-::1ttl,• of tlu~ Y·t-lu. St>r:ond Bdilion. 1!10\1. 1,~. t)d. (ls. 3d.)~

~~\~{usi~~-

0~·t

5:J_ie (3~.a~t;; lia:tti1la-~

1
1
11et~i,_•~:.a~i?·r~.~i
lt!O!l. 4.~. U,/. (:k ld.); Part IY. Lho-~·an;.;-. l!.110.
.
.
4s. (3,.); Part V. Sh!t. Ho. 1!111. 4,)'. Gd. (3,)', 5,/.)
(Hflc1al Htstory (N~,·al and lafilibn). Vul. I. 'l'o .A.ug-. :!4. 1!"104-. \Vith cael" of
M~ps. 1no. 15.,. (10.~. '"id.): ·vul. 11. Liao-yaug~ the Sha.Ila, l'ort Arthur.
W1tl.i ca11e,o_f _Maps. l!ll:!. 15.•. (10s. l0d.)
Report~ from f ►nh,;h Offiecrs ,'l.tl1.che1l tu the ,J:q~1.ne~e and Russian E'orcl'8 in thl'
Field. In throe Vols., wHli twu e.'\i;ca of Maps (not ,old uparattly). :!la. (tr>,.)
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Tidworth. 918. (Reprinted, with Amendments,
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and

~if).IUI.D, .un>

IIWOJU> JCIJOT.

Bpe•ifir.>-

IIGIUNll,a J:rm7:A.aai:loi,orts011. 1911-12; 1912-18. Each 11. (9d.)

If.; Jlladmg, Noto

OD, 1916. 3d. (Bd.)
(AIIII - .Hap Beading and Field Sketching.)
·
~ , u d other Terma, aud Words which Occur in Order1. Lista of, 1914. 2d.

~ . Elementary. Handbook. 1901. 1,L (ld.)
~ - 1911. 4d. (4'1.)
8aiaol ~iene. Handbook ol. For Teaohero. 6d. (6d.)

~rd!:ri'!; ~':.;..,~~b:~;..
~

~;~t~,.

1910. 6d. (5d.)

tof11e1 of Eztncts from Regimental Orders for use of Candidates for

'J.'ldrd..olaae Oortificateo of Edu0&tion. 1912. 8d. (Bd.)

IOO'll'I& Training and

O ■e

of.

Leolure by Ool. F. C. Oarter. 1905. 2d. (2d.)

. , . . . . _ Staudard Leading. Provition of, for Borew-ca.tting Lathes.
c.-tu.e. 1905. 1,, (lOd.)

Report of

IDIV...-oPOL. Siege of. 1864--55. S vola., with Oaee of Mapa &nd Plana. Half
- ~ .f6 4,, Cloth, .« 4,.
lr ~ly.--Vol. I. Engineer Open.tfons • .£1 61.; Vol. II. Ditto. With
O..e of Kapa ud Plana. £2 10., i Vol. III. Artillery Operations. 101.
Practical Treatment of. The latest development of. 1903. 6d. (00.)

aw...-.

0

IIIIOJIJIUBYNBSS GARRISON. Btan,ing Orders. 1913.

i,,

6d. (1,. Id.)

IIIJllla OPBBATIOlfS in the Campaign against France, 1870-71. ( Vrn1 Tie~mann.)

or-.w.

4,. 6d. (3,. ad.)

IIICtJIALLUfG.

Traioiog Jda.nua.l.

1916,

(In the vrcss)

Provisioua.l. Od.

IIIGJIAl,LI]IG DISC.

Directions for Uee, 1911. Id. (Id.)
111111,W.&L IIBBVICIE. THE AJUlY. ld. (ld.)
■ 18a&L 8BBVICE. AJUlY. ]l[anual of-WAB. Provieiona.l. 1914. 2d. (2d.)
&.114, AJIXB, Text Book. 1909, With Tablee. 2.t. 6d. (21. ld.)
~

ll!!lll

WABS. Their Principles &Dd Practice. Third Edition. 1906.
4,. (3,.)

90'ltft!U Alm:-

(&printed,

.

. . . . , . Beport on. 1907. VoL I. Geographical, Descriptive, 10d Historical. 2-''°' '.•',(I,. 7d.)
~ • in, 1901~ 08loial Hlstor.,. Vol.I, 8,, (!,. 4'1.); Vol. IL 4.,, (ll,.)

~CAB WAB, 1898-l&Oll :Arrangement& 7,. 6d. (6'. 6d.)
History, AD Boidemiological Eaea'J.. (Reprinted from '' The Jovnal of
lloyal Arm7 Bo<floa.l Corpo.") 81. 9 • (~,. 9d.)

=~

0u4:~ iS~

7,. 6d. (61. 6d.)

b

1

~'.J7~i l~i Bick &nd Wounded.

Bod 0 - Committee on. 1902. 8,, (2.t. lid.)

Beport of the Oontral

:n:Jleoorve of Olllcen. Short guide to obtaining • ; &c.

rve of Ollcen, and for the Special
Tn.lnfJrg of lhe Bpecia.l Beoerve
ud the Am,lloatlon of tbo Sobeme
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d.)

Baacanda Ltd.

No. 6

Appt>u<lix XI.

Ditto. 1906.

1"'

Ditto.

i:;iile nn

t: )

Tabh'8 fortl1e Projl·Ctiou of Graticule-a _for fHl_U:lrt•s of

!-C.tl"" i,f 1: :.!.50.000, aml f,,r

ti<jll.'lrl'R

of

J 0 1mlP ou

i.cal,! of

1: 1:!5,000: wit.It otl1er 'l':1bles ust•d iu 1-'r1_1jt·cth,u Map!,!, 4d. (-ld.)
ApJJemhx XlI. Tahlt•s for the Pr11j1:cti,m of Uraticulcs fur ma1•s on
the ticalo of 1: 1,uou,000. l\HO. :.!.d. (:!.d.)

1!)00.

T A CTICAL RIDES AND TOURS ON THE GROUND. 'l'he !'reparation
and Conduct of. '!'ran.slated from the Gt·nuan. la. 3d. (lll. Id.)
T ELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. Aru1y. lustruction in:Vol. I.
Instrument.~. (R•·priuted. witl1 Corrcdi,ms, l~l-l). h . 6d. (h. -id.)
Vul. II. Lines. l~U~. (H,_•priuted, with Currvctfous, l~H). l s. (lld.)
T ELESCOP IC SIGHTS .

Handbook.

Laud S,·rvice.

HIO!,

4d. (-!d.)

T ERRITOR I AL FORCE (011d 11ee E,p1ipment; Ei;tablishniPnts) : Cvl, t L1,,;t
\ T•~t of tll 1 1,\,t
'.\I n,li ,,1, 1 q·,. h,/ ('id.)
Cadlt Umti. 11t tlw l h it1sh !,:1lt•F.
ti.nn aml .:\,l111inhtrati ..n (Jf,
(Jrrlt-rf! tu lll•C, 1, l !ll4). ·td.
Fif'ld Kitfl,

tJffict'.'rs 11.rnl Mt•n.

H rn~J?italM, Gt•nN:i.l, of iht·.

1 mts\\l11Lli lit.I ttc

l\11!

,,tH<.':1a.lre..:o.;u1l10111>n

Re;:ulatinns e!'o,·nuiu~ tl•~ f\inuatiou, Orgaui7.a.l!ll-1. (k1•priut,_•J, with .:\.1ucndmentd iu Anny
(ld.)

Id.

(hi.)

R,·;::ubtinue for.

191:?.

2J.

(3d.)

: :tit:~~;~~
::r !t0r:.\.;~;~~L:1 f~'J!~I~~; ltt.-I~i~~~~g. ck~;.t;n1:: ,~~) Tn
l~EYl BW, ?t1ly l\l l a) . . '3d. (31/,)
11

NurtJ.g (1.J\icc.

l::Haodrng

Unh:re.

1912,

u

ABKY

(RPp riuh-d, wi th Ameodment1, 191-1) .

MILITARY BOOKS, publi,W by Autlwrity--<ootloued.
(Aa to

prloe■

lD braclr:eta, ••• top of pqe 2.)

Territorial Porce-cotttined.
l'ay Outi a during Emhodin1t'11t. Instrurtione in. ·U. (:!•/.)
R.Agulatt os fur the (_mchtding the Terri~•ri1l 1''vtC(' ReAf'rv,•), anJ fur C11unty
Aasooiatione, 1~112. \.Jh1pnnt, ,J, with Am nd1uents publii.bt·i.l in Anuy
Ord rs to IJi:,c. 1, 1:fH). 6d. (id.)
.
Voluntary Aid:-Scheme fur ihe Organization uf. in En~landand Wales, DPC, 1910. (Oi,I ofprint)
Ditto, Ditto. Amt'lndments. ld. ( ld.)
Ditto, iu Sc ,tland. Oct. l9ll. '.!,/. (2d.)
Ditto. Ditto. Am£"ndrnf!ots. ld. ( lrf.)
Tn.inioi;:. (f:Ztracu from "Medical Uorvs, &1yal Army. 'fraiuing. 1~11 "). 6d.
(7d.)
TJLACTOB TmALS held by tho Experimf'ufal Suh-Oummittee of tlit> MP('\ta1.1ical
Tr.1.01port Committee at Aldert1hot, St'pt. auJ. Oct. 1~03. H,•111•rt <•U. 6d. (I.Jd.)

TBAINilirG AllD KANIEUVltE REGULATIONS.
TIU.JrSPOBT.

1!113.

4d.

(bd.)

llEOBAJIIOAL :-

Heavy l'ontoon Bridge fur Ut1e Ly. Provi,,1ioual.
liegulatione for the Appoiutmt•nt of lus1wrturs uf.

TIU.JrSPOBT, PA.OX. Note, un.

1914-.

ld.

'!d. (:!,L)

(ld.)

ld. (ld.)

TBUKPET AND BUGLE SOUNDS f.,r tli~ Army. With lustructiuus for the
Training of Trumpeters aoJ Huglt'r1>, H,14.. Hd. \8d.)

TYPBOID (ANTI-) 00.IIIlll!ITTEE, R,·

rt. .J.fili.

·•

,;,
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dChangee
. (10,. 2d.)
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